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SUMMARY
Aeroelasticity is the discipline that studies the interaction between structures and the
fluid flow around them. Flexible structures can easily be deformed by the fluid flow. The
resulting aerodynamic forces in turn affect the structural deformation. Typical aeroe-
lastic problems include a gust encounter and flutter. A disturbance in the air, for ex-
ample turbulence, might cause oscillations of the aircraft’s wing. At certain air speeds
the amplitude of these oscillations grows unbounded, i.e. flutter occurs. The flutter
boundary, beyond which the oscillation amplitude grows unbounded, should never be
surpassed in flight. In contrast, during so-called limit-cycle oscillations (LCOs) the oscil-
lation amplitude stays constant. Limit-cycle oscillations are caused by non-linearities in
either the structure or the fluid flow around the aeroelastic system or by a combination
of both. Structural non-linearities can be for example freeplay or non-linear damping.
Aerodynamic non-linearities include shock wave dynamics, boundary-layer separation
and boundary-layer transition. This thesis only considers aerodynamic non-linearities.
Flutter onset is normally computed using a linearised method. However, since a cer-
tain minimum disturbance level is necessary for flutter to occur, flutter is, in reality, al-
ways non-linear. This means that a linearised method might not predict flutter onset
correctly. Hence, it might be possible that non-linear flutter, i.e. an LCO, already occurs
below the flutter boundary predicted from linearised theory. Whether limit-cycle oscilla-
tions caused by aerodynamic non-linearities can occur below the linear flutter speed has
not yet been investigated systematically. Therefore, the main research question of this
thesis is whether LCOs caused by aerodynamic non-linearities can already occur below
the flutter boundary predicted from linearised theory.
Theoretically, there are two types of LCOs that might exist when considering aerody-
namic non-linearities only. LCOs that occur beyond the flutter boundary are so-called
benign LCOs. These benign LCOs are stable. In other words, when the system is dis-
turbed, it will return to its LCO state. In contrast, so-called detrimental LCOs might oc-
cur already below the flutter boundary. They are stable and they are accompanied by an
unstable LCO of smaller amplitude that occurs at the same freestream velocity. The am-
plitude of this unstable LCOmarks the boundary between two stable states; a stable LCO
and a steady state (without oscillations). When a detrimental LCOwould occur in reality,
the linearised flutter onset computation would not be correct, since non-linear flutter,
i.e. a stable LCO, would exist below the flutter boundary. The variation of the LCO’s
amplitude with for example the freestream velocity or the dynamic pressure is math-
ematically called the bifurcation behaviour. Benign LCOs cause so-called supercritical
bifurcations and detrimental LCOs cause so-called subcritical bifurcations.
In this thesis limit-cycle oscillations of a two degree-of-freedomairfoil systemcaused
by aerodynamic non-linearitieswere studied. In order to do so fully coupled fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) simulations as well as forced motion oscillation simulations were per-
formed. The supercritical NLR7301 airfoil has been used for all analyses in this thesis.
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The degrees of freedom of the airfoil are pitch and plunge.
First, the energy budget of the LCOs was analysed. The mean power components
computed from FSI simulations showed that the mean total power (sum of the mean
power of the aerodynamic lift, aerodynamic moment and structural damping) is zero
at the LCO amplitude, as expected. Furthermore, a defect in the mean power of the
aerodynamic lift was found to be responsible for the amplitude limitation. This defect
originates from the impact of small variations of the phase of the lift with oscillation am-
plitude. The small variations of the magnitude and phase of the aerodynamic moment
do not have the same impact on the mean aerodynamic power (sum of the mean power
of the lift and mean power of the moment) as those of the lift. Therefore, the defect in
the mean power of the moment is much smaller than that in the mean power of the lift.
Due to the complicated flow behaviour, no local features were found to be responsible
for the defect in the mean power of the lift.
To study the bifurcation behaviour of the LCOs of the two degree-of-freedom airfoil
system, an extension to the well-known p-kmethod used in classical linear flutter analy-
sis has been developed in this thesis. This method is called the amplitude-dependent
p-k method (ADePK), since it takes into account the amplitude of the (forced) motion
(in contrast to the standard p-k method). ADePK solves the equations of motion in the
frequency domain. In order to do so, a so-called response surface is first set up from
forced motion oscillation simulations at several amplitudes, frequencies and complex-
valued amplitude ratios between the two degrees of freedom. The response of the lift
and moment to these forced motion oscillation simulations is then transferred into the
frequency domain via a Fourier transformation. During the iterations of ADePK the
first harmonic of the aerodynamic force and moment is obtained from interpolation on
the response surface. The LCO amplitude and mode shape are found iteratively from
ADePK. In order to verify ADePK the van der Pol-oscillator has been used. After verifi-
cation, the method has been validated against time domain results for the two degree-
of-freedom airfoil system. The bifurcation behaviour of the LCO amplitude and mode
shape obtained from ADePK showed good agreement with the results of the FSI simula-
tions in the time domain.
After validation of ADePK, it has been used for systematic studies of the bifurcation
behaviour of the LCO amplitude of the two degree-of-freedom airfoil system. Several
response surfaces were built in order to study various aerodynamic non-linearities. A
bifurcation behaviour analysis using these response surfaces showed that the strongest
non-linearity occurs in transonic flow with trailing-edge separation. For the other test
cases, transonic inviscid flow, subsonic flow with trailing-edge separation and subsonic
flowwith free boundary-layer transition, limit-cycle oscillations only occurred very close
to the flutter boundary, hence the non-linearity was observed to be relatively weak. In
case of transonic inviscid flowmultiple nested LCOs (of different amplitude) occurred at
one freestream velocity, i.e. a detrimental LCO occurred.
To study the effect of LCOs close to the flutter boundary, the Mach number was var-
ied in inviscid flow. The linear flutter boundary, shows, as expected, a so-called tran-
sonic dip, i.e. a minimum in the flutter boundary at transonic flow speeds. Contours
of constant LCO amplitude showed that at subsonic Mach numbers the LCO amplitude
increases much faster than at transonic speeds. Furthermore, these contours showed
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that the transonic dip could be significantly less deep when a certain LCO amplitude is
considered.
A variation of the structural frequency ratio of the two degree-of-freedom airfoil sys-
tem showed a significant influence on the bifurcation behaviour for all four aerodynamic
non-linearities. In subsonic flow with trailing-edge separation, increasing the structural
frequency ratio resulted in detrimental LCOs or unstable LCOs only (up to an ampli-
tude of 5◦). For the viscous transonic flow test case, the bifurcation behaviour was su-
percritical at all structural frequency ratios studied in this thesis, except for the largest
structural frequency ratio at which only unstable LCOS (up to an amplitude of 5◦) were
obtained. In inviscid transonic flow, both detrimental and benign LCOs were observed
as well. In subsonic flow with free boundary-layer transition slightly subcritical bifurca-
tions and supercritical bifurcations of the LCO solutions were observed when the struc-
tural frequency ratio was varied. Furthermore, for all aerodynamic non-linearities, the
LCO mode shape changes from plunge dominated to pitch dominated when the struc-
tural frequency ratio increases, as expected. The non-dimensional mass ratio was also
changed for all test cases, however, no significant changes in the bifurcation behaviour
were observed, unless the non-linearity was already very weak. In that case a change
from a benign to a detrimental LCO is possible when the mass ratio is changed. How-
ever, the strength of the non-linearity is influenced by a mass ratio change. The same
holds for the addition of structural damping to the two degree-of-freedom system. For
all sources of aerodynamic non-linearity, variation of the elastic axis location was found
to significantly influence the strength of the non-linearity and in case of a weak non-
linearity, the bifurcation type can easily change from supercritical to subcritical (or the
other way around) when the elastic axis is moved. It was observed that a subcritical bi-
furcation of the LCO solution occurs, in viscous transonic flow, when the elastic axis is
moved aft at the second largest structural frequency ratio tested.
The response surface necessary to apply the ADePKmethod has been studied to in-
vestigate whether it revealed any clues on the bifurcation type. Using one-at-a-time lin-
earised aerodynamic forces it was found that, at the nominal structural parameter val-
ues, the phase of the lift has the largest influence on the bifurcation behaviour. Keeping
the phase of the lift at its linearised value and performing a bifurcation behaviour com-
putation with ADePK resulted in a completely different bifurcation behaviour thanwhen
the amplitude-dependence of the phase of the lift is taken into account (for all aerody-
namic non-linearities). Therefore, the phase of the lift-slices of the response surface
versus amplitude (at the flutter- and 5◦-LCO amplitude mode shapes) were studied. A
comparison of the sine of these slices (i.e. the sine of the phase of the lift versus the os-
cillation amplitude) to the bifurcation diagram revealed a very similar shape. However,
for other structural frequency ratios then the nominal one, the shape of the sine of the
lift and that of bifurcation diagram were not always similar. Hence, further investiga-
tions are needed to clarify why for other structural parameters these two curves do no
longer exhibit a similar shape or to identify a parameter that has the same shape as the
bifurcation diagram for all structural parameter values.
Using the flutter mode shape to compute the phase of the lift from forced motion
oscillation simulations, the local features responsible for the behaviour of the phase of
the lift and hence for the LCO behaviour have been studied. For both transonic test
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cases, the shock motion on the lower surface of the airfoil was found to be responsible
for the changes in the phase of the lift.
In this thesis fundamental investigations into the bifurcation behaviour of a two-
degree-of-freedomairfoil systemwith aerodynamic non-linearities have beenperformed.
A first stephas beenmade in identifying the effect of various structural parameter changes,
in identifying the relation between the aerodynamic forces and the LCO bifurcation be-
haviour and in identifying possible ways to predict the LCO bifurcation behaviour from
the flutter onset behaviour. These investigations with ADePK serve as the basis for larger
degree-of-freedom systems.
SAMENVATTING
Aero-elasticiteit is de discipline die de interactie tussen constructies en de stroming om
deze constructies bestudeert. Flexibele constructies kunnen gemakkelijk gedeformeerd
worden door de stroming. De resulterende aerodynamische krachten beïnvloeden dan
op hun beurt de deformatie van de constructie. Typische aero-elastische problemen
zijn bijvoorbeeld een windvlaag-confrontatie en fladderen. Storingen in de lucht, zo-
als turbulentie, kunnen oscillaties van de vleugel van het vliegtuig veroorzaken. Op be-
paalde luchtsnelheden kan de amplitude van deze oscillaties ongelimiteerd groeien, dan
treedt “fladderen” op. De fladdergrens, boven welke de oscillatie amplitude ongelimi-
teerd groeit, mag tijdens een vlucht nooit worden overschreden. In tegenstelling tot
fladderen blijft bij zogenaamde limietcycli de oscillatie amplitude constant. Limietcy-
kli worden veroorzaakt door niet-lineariteiten in de constructie of in de stroming om de
aero-elastische constructie of door een combinatie van beide. Niet-lineariteiten in de
constructie zijn bijvoorbeeld “freeplay” of niet-lineaire demping. Aerodynamische niet-
lineariteiten zijn de dynamica van schokgolven, grenslaag loslating en grenslaag transi-
tie. Dit proefschrift neemt alleen aerodynamische niet-lineariteiten in beschouwing.
Het optreden van fladderen wordt normaal gesproken berekend door middel van li-
nearisatie. Echter, fladderen is in werkelijkheid altijd niet-lineair, omdat een bepaald
storingsniveau nodig is voordat fladderen optreedt. Dit betekent dat een gelineariseerde
methode het optreden van fladderenmogelijk niet correct zal voorspellen. Daarom zou
het mogelijk kunnen zijn dat niet-lineair fladderen, m.a.w. een limietcyclus, al onder
de, door gelineariseerde theorie voorspelde, fladdergrens optreedt. Of limietcycli ver-
oorzaakt door aerodynamische niet-lineariteiten al onder de lineaire fladder snelheid
kunnen optreden is nog niet systematisch onderzocht. Daarom is de hoofdonderzoeks-
vraag van deze dissertatie of limietcycli die veroorzaakt worden door aerodynamische
niet-lineariteiten al onder de, door gelineariseerde theorie voorspelde, fladdergrens op
kunnen treden.
Theoretisch zijn er twee typen limietcycli die zouden kunnen optreden als alleen ae-
rodynamische niet-lineariteiten worden beschouwd. Limietcykli die boven de fladder-
grens optreden zijn de zogenaamde goedaardige limietcycli. Deze goedaardige limietcy-
cli zijn stabiel. Met andere woorden, als het systeem wordt verstoord, zal het naar zijn
limietcyclus-toestand terugkeren. In tegenstelling tot goedaardige limietcycli, zouden
kwaadaardige limietcycli al onder de fladdegrens kunnen optreden. Zij zijn stabiel en
worden vergezelt door een instabiele limietcyclus met een kleinere amplitude die op de-
zelfde luchtsnelheid optreedt. De amplitude van deze instabiele limitcyclus markeert de
grens tussen twee stabiele toestanden; een stabiele limietcyclus en een stationaire toe-
stand (zonder oscillaties). Als een kwaadaardige limietcyclus in werkelijkheid zou optre-
den, dan zou de de linearisatie om het optreden van fladderen te voorspellen eigenlijk
niet correct zijn, omdat niet-lineair fladderen, d.w.z. een stabiele limietcyclus, al onder
de fladdergrens zou optreden. De variatie van de limietcyclus amplitude met bijvoor-
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beeld de luchtsnelheid of de dynamische druk wordt bifurcatie gedrag genoemd in de
wiskunde. Goedaardige limietcycli veroorzaken zogenaamde superkritische bifurcaties
en kwaadaardige limietcycli veroorzaken zogenaamde subkritische bifurcaties.
In dit proefschrift worden limietcycli van een twee vrijheidsgraad vleugelprofiel sys-
teem veroorzaakt door aerodynamische niet-lineariteiten bestudeerd. Om dat te doen
worden zowel fluïdum-constructie interactie simulaties als simulaties waar een oscil-
leerende beweging wordt gesimuleerd, uitgevoerd. Het superkritische NLR7301 vleu-
gelprofiel is gebruikt voor alle analyses in dit proefschrift. Het vleugelprofiel heeft als
vrijheidsgraden stampen en dompen.
Als eerste wordt de energiehuishouding van de limietcycli bestudeerd. De gemid-
delde vermogenscomponenten, berekent door middel van de fluïdum-constructie in-
teractie simulaties, toonden aan dat het gemiddelde totale vermogen (som van het ge-
middelde vermogen van de aerodynamische liftkracht, het aerodynamische moment en
de structurele constructie), zoals verwacht, nul is op de limietcyclus amplitude. Een de-
fect in het gemiddelde vermogen van de liftkracht veroorzaakt deze begrenzing van de
amplitude. Dit defect komt voort uit de impact van kleine variaties in de fase van de
liftkracht die optreden zodra de oscillatie amplitude verandert. De kleine variaties in de
amplitude en de fase van het aerodynamische moment hebben niet dezelfde impact op
het gemiddelde aerodynamische vermogen (som van het gemiddelde vermogen van de
liftkracht en van het moment) als die van de liftkracht. Daarom is het defect in het ge-
middelde vermogen van het moment veel kleiner dan dat in het gemiddelde vermogen
van de lift. Door het gecompliceerde stromingsgedrag was het niet mogelijk om lokale
fenomenen te vinden die verantwoordelijk zijn voor het defect in het vermogen van de
liftkracht.
Om het bifurcatie gedrag van limietcycli van een twee vrijheidsgraad vleugelpro-
fiel systeem te bestuderen is er een uitbreiding van de gerenommeerde p-k methode,
die wordt gebruikt in een lineaire fladder analyse, ontwikkeld in dit proefschrift. Deze
nieuwemethode wordt de amplitude-afhankelijke p-kmethode (ADePK) genoemd, om-
dat rekening gehouden wordt met de amplitude van de (geforceerde) beweging (in te-
genstelling tot de standaard p-kmethode). De ADePKmethode lost de bewegingvergelij-
kingen in het frequentie-bereik op. Omdat te doen, moet eerst een zogenaamd response
oppervlak gegenereerd worden uit de resultaten van simulaties van geforceerde har-
monische bewegingen met verschillende amplitudes, frequenties en complex-waardige
amplitude verhouding tussen de twee vrijheidsgraden. De response van de liftkracht
en het moment op deze geforceerde bewegingen wordt dan in het frequentie-bereik ge-
transformeerd via een Fourier transformatie. Tijdens de iteraties van ADePK wordt de
eerste harmonische component van de aerodynamische kracht en die van het moment
berekend via interpolatie op het response oppervlak. De limietcyclus amplitude en -
trilvorm kunnen dan iteratief worden gevonden in de ADePKmethode. De van der Pol-
oscillator is gebruikt om de ADePK methode te verifiëren. Na deze verificatie is de me-
thode gevalideerd met tijdsbereik resultaten voor het twee vrijheidsgraad vleugelprofiel
systeem. Het bifurcatie gedrag van de limietcyclus amplitude en de limietcyclus trilvorm
berekend met ADePK komt goed overeenmet de resultaten van fluïdum-constructie in-
teractie simulaties in het tijdsbereik.
Nadat ADePK gevalideerd is, is de methode gebruikt voor systematische studies van
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het bifurcatie gedrag van de limietcyclus amplitude van het twee vrijheidsgraad vleu-
gelprofiel systeem. Er zijn verschillende response oppervlakken geconstrueerd om ver-
schillende aerodynamische niet-lineariteiten te kunnen bestuderen. Een analyse van
het bifurcatie gedrag, gebruikmakende van deze response oppervlakken, toonde aan
dat de sterkste niet-lineariteit optreedt in een transsonische stroming met achterkant-
loslating. Voor de andere testgevallen, transsonische invisceuze stroming, subsonische
stromingmet achterkant-loslating en subsonische stromingmet vrije grenslaagtransitie,
traden limietcycli alleen heel dichtbij de fladdergrens op. De niet-lineariteit is daarom
relatief zwak in deze testgevallen. In transsonische invisceuze stroming treden op één
luchtstroomsnelheid meerdere limietcycli (van verschillende amplitude) tegelijk op, dat
willen zeggen, er treden kwaadaardige limietcycli op.
Omhet effect van limietcycli dichtbij de fladdergrens te bestuderen, is het Machgetal
gevarieërd. De lineaire fladdergrens laat, zoals verwacht, een zogenaamde “transsoni-
sche dip” zien, dat wil zeggen, een minimum in de fladdergrens op transsonische lucht-
snelheden. Het berekenen van contouren van constante limietcyclus amplitude toont
aan dat de limietcyclus amplitude bij subsonische Machgetallen veel sneller toeneemt
dan bij transsonische Machgetallen. Verder lieten deze contouren zien dat, als limietcy-
cli van een bepaalde amplitude beschouwd worden, het transsonische minimum in de
fladdergrens significant minder diep kan zijn.
Een variatie van de verhouding van de structurele eigenfrequenties van het twee vrij-
heidsgraad vleugelprofiel systeem laat een significante invloed op het bifurcatie gedrag
zien voor alle vier de aerodynamische niet-lineariteiten. Het verhogen van de verhou-
ding van structurele eigenfrequenties zorgt in subsonische stroming met achterkant-
loslating voor kwaadaardige limietcycli of alleen instabiele limietcycli (tot een ampli-
tude van 5◦). Voor het visceuze transsonische testgeval treedt superkritisch bifurcatie
gedrag op voor alle verhoudingen van de structurele eigenfrequenties die onderzocht
zijn in deze dissertatie, behalve voor de grootste verhouding, voor deze verhouding tre-
den alleen instabiele limietcycli op (tot een amplitude van 5◦). In invisceuze trans-
sonische stroming treden ook zowel kwaadaardige en goedaardige limietcycli op. In
subsonische stroming met vrije grenslaagtransitie treden minieme subkritische bifur-
caties en superkritische bifurcaties van de limietcyclus oplossingen op als de verhou-
ding van structurele eigenfrequenties gevarieërd wordt. Verder verandert de trilvorm,
zoals verwacht, voor alle aerodynamische niet-lineariteiten van dompen-gedomineerd
naar stampen-gedomineerd als de verhouding van structurele eigenfrequenties wordt
vergroot. De dimensieloze massaverhouding is ook gevarieërd voor alle testgevallen.
Dit resulteert echter niet in significante veranderingen in het bifurcatie gedrag, behalve
als de niet-lineariteit al heel zwak was. In dat geval kan een limietcyclus van goedaar-
dig naar kwaadaardig veranderen als de massaverhouding wordt veranderd. Echter, de
sterkte van de niet-lineariteit wordt beïnvloed door een verandering van de massaver-
houding. Hetzelfde geldt voor het toevoegen van structurele demping aan het twee vrij-
heidsgraad systeem. De variatie van de locatie van de elastische as heeft voor alle ae-
rodynamische niet-lineariteiten een significante invloed op het bifurcatie gedrag en in
als de niet-lineariteit zwak is, kan het bifurcatie gedrag gemakkelijk veranderen van su-
perkritisch naar subkritisch (of andersom) als de elastische as wordt verplaatst. Voor de
op een na grootste verhouding van structurele eigenfrequenties onderzocht in deze dis-
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sertatie, treedt, in visceuze transsonsiche stroming, een subkritische bifurcatie van de
limietcyclus oplossing op wanneer de elastische as naar achter worden verplaatst.
Het response oppervlak dat nodig is om berekeningen te kunnen doen met ADePK
is bestudeerd om te onderzoeken of het aanwijzingen over het bifurcatie gedrag be-
vat. Door middel van het een-voor-een lineariseren van de aerodynamische krachten, is
vastgesteld dat, op de nominale structurele parameterwaardes, de fase van de liftkracht
de grootste invloed op het bifurcatie gedrag heeft. Als de fase van de liftkracht constant
gehouden wordt op zijn gelineariseerde waarde, resulteert een compleet ander bifurca-
tie gedrag dan wanneer er rekening gehouden wordt met de amplitude-afhankelijkheid
van de fase van de liftkracht (voor alle aerodynamische niet-lineariteiten). Daarom zijn
doorsnedes vanhet response oppervlakwaaropde fase vande liftkracht versus de limiet-
cyclus amplitude (op de fladder- and de 5◦-limietcyclus-trilvorm) te zien is, bestudeerd.
Uit een vergelijking van de sinus van deze doorsnedes (d.w.z. de sinus van de liftkracht
versus de oscillatie amplitude) met het bifurcatie diagram blijkt dat de vorm van deze
twee grafieken ongeveer hetzelfde is. Echter, voor andere verhoudingen van de struc-
turele eigenfrequenties dan de nominale verhouding, zijn de vorm van de sinus van de
liftkracht en die van het bifurcatie diagram niet altijd ongeveer hetzelfde. Daarom is
verder onderzoek nodig om uit te vinden waarom deze twee curves voor andere struc-
turele parameters niet meerdere ongeveer dezelfde vorm hebben of om een parameter
te identificeren die voor alle structurele parameterwaardes dezelfde vorm heeft als het
bifurcatie diagram.
De fase van de liftkracht is berekend met stromingssimulaties met een geforceerde
harmonische beweging op de fladder trilvorm om lokale fenomenen verantwoordelijk
voor het gedrag van de fase van de liftkracht, en dus ook voor het bifurcatie gedrag, te
vinden. De schokgolf beweging op de onderkant van het vleugelprofiel wordt verant-
woordelijk gehouden voor de veranderingen in de fase van de liftkracht voor de twee
transsonische testgevallen.
In dit proefschrift zijn fundamentele analyses gedaan die het bifurcatie gedrag van
een twee vrijheidsgraad vleugelprofiel systeem met aerodynamische niet-lineariteiten
onderzoeken. Een eerste stap is gezet in het identificeren van het effect van verschil-
lende structurele parameter variaties, in het identificeren van de relatie tussen de ae-
rodynamische krachten en het bifurcatie gedrag en in het identificeren van manieren
om het limietcyclus bifurcatie gedrag te voorspellen met behulp van het lineaire fladder
gedrag. Deze studies met de ADePK methode vormen de basis voor onderzoeken naar
systemen met meer vrijheidsgraden.
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INTRODUCTION
The field of aeroelasticity studies the interaction between structures and a surrounding
fluid flow. The fluid flow around, for example, a bridge pillar or an aircraft wing, exerts
forces on the structure and when this structure is flexible enough, it will deform. This
elastic deformation of the structure will in turn perturb the fluid flow surrounding the
structure. When the structure interacts with a steady flow one speaks of static aeroe-
lasticity. Two examples of static aeroelastic phenomena are divergence of aircraft wings
and tailplanes and control reversal (which make the aircraft’s control surfaces ineffec-
tive). In contrast, the interaction between structure and fluid flowwill become dynamic,
when an external disturbance for example (e.g. turbulence) causes oscillations of e.g. the
wing of the aircraft. Normally, these oscillations will be damped. However, above certain
airspeeds, the interaction of the structure and the aerodynamic forces is such that the os-
cillations of the wing will be amplified and the oscillation amplitude grows. This is called
flutter. Flutter can lead to structural failure and must never occur in flight. Hence, for
certification of an aircraft, the aircraft has to be proven flutter-free inside its flight enve-
lope [1]. The boundary beyond which arbitrarily small disturbances in the flowwill lead
to unbounded growth of the wing’s oscillation amplitude is called the flutter boundary.
Close to this flutter boundary so-called limit-cycle oscillations (LCOs) may occur. Dur-
ing these LCOs the oscillation will grow to a constant (and bounded) amplitude due to
the presence of a non-linearity in the structure or in the fluid flow. These limit-cycle
oscillations can be observed e.g. in the F-16 fighter aircraft with external stores [2–5].
Non-linearities that lead to limit-cycle oscillations in the field of aeroelasticity can be
either structural or aerodynamic in nature. Structural non-linearities include non-linear
stiffeners (e.g. freeplay), geometric non-linearities and non-linear damping. Aerody-
namic sources of non-linearity might be shock waves or flow separation. Combinations
of these sources of non-linearity also lead to limit-cycle oscillations, see e.g. [6–11]. LCOs
due to structural non-linearities are relatively easy to study both experimentally and nu-
merically, as is represented by the large amount of literature available on the subject,
see e.g. [12–20]. Lee et al. [21] present a detailed overview of LCOs caused by structural
non-linearities.
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In contrast, non-linearities in the flow are more difficult to investigate both exper-
imentally and numerically. Experiments require expensive wind-tunnel tests and nu-
merical investigations require a computationally expensive flow solver that is capable
of representing the sources of aerodynamic non-linearity. Numerical investigations in
this area have only gained interest due to the increased computer power over the last
few decades. Hence, investigations that study limit-cycle oscillations caused by aerody-
namic non-linearities are limited and therefore this thesis focusses on limit-cycle oscil-
lations due to these non-linearities.
In this chapter first themotivation of this thesis is presented. Then, the types of limit-
cycle oscillations will be discussed in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 provides an overview of the
investigations performed by previous researchers. At the end of this section the unan-
swered questions in the field of flow-induced limit-cycle oscillations will be addressed.
The objectives of this thesis following from these research questions will be presented in
Section 1.4. Finally an outline of the thesis is given in Section 1.5.
1.1.MOTIVATION OF THIS THESIS
The aviation authorities see limit-cycle oscillations as a type of flutter, i.e. they are not
allowed for certificated aircraft. The proof that an aircraft is flutter-free inside its flight
envelope has to be delivered by flight tests and one or two other methods [1]. Generally,
a numerical prediction method, validated by (wind-tunnel) tests, is used. This flutter-
prediction method comprises a linearised method, which assumes flutter to be a linear
phenomenon. However, flutter is, in reality, always non-linear, i.e. a certain minimum
excitation level is needed in order for flutter to occur. Hence, linearised methods that
predict flutter onset will fail to predict actual, non-linear, flutter. That is, limit-cycle os-
cillations of finite amplitude might already occur below the flutter boundary,
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate whether a linearised flutter analysis predicts
the correct flutter speed, or whether stable limit-cycle oscillations do already occur be-
low the flutter boundary. Hence, the main research question of this thesis is:
Can limit-cycle oscillations caused by aerodynamic non-linearities occur below the
(linear) flutter boundary?
And if so, at what flow conditions do they occur? And what structural properties are
needed for them to occur?
In order to investigatewhether limit-cycle oscillations canoccur below theflutter bound-
ary, numerical flow simulations are used in this thesis. The most direct, and commonly
used, method to study limit-cycle oscillations caused by aerodynamic non-linearities is
fluid-structure coupling, in which a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code is cou-
pled to a structural solver. This approach has been used by [22–30]. However, such
a coupling method is computationally expensive and hence not suitable to study the
limit-cycle oscillation amplitude as a function of, for example, the freestream velocity.
Therefore, computationally efficient methods that predict limit-cycle oscillations with
sufficient accuracy, i.e. non-linear reduced-ordermodels (ROMs), are needed for a faster
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prediction and evaluation of the aircraft’s non-linear aeroelastic behaviour. In this thesis
such a ROM will be developed and then it will be used to investigate the possibility of
non-linear flutter below the flutter boundary.
1.2. LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATIONS
Limit-cycle oscillations (LCOs) are the simplest form of non-linear aeroelastic oscilla-
tions. In these oscillations the oscillation amplitude first grows (or decreases) and then
stays constant, i.e. the oscillation amplitude remains limited, due to the presence of a
non-linearity. Other, more complicated, non-linear aeroelastic responses include higher
harmonic and sub-harmonic resonances, jump-resonances, entrainment, beating and
period doubling [31]. Limit-cycle oscillations are often used as a prototype of a non-
linear aeroelastic response. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a time signal of an LCO and
a phase plane view of an LCO.
α
time
(a) Oscillation amplitude versus time
α
α˙
(b) Phase plane
Figure 1.1: A limit-cycle oscillation
For systems with aerodynamic non-linearities there exist two types of LCOs depending
on the strength of non-linearity, i.e. LCOs can be either benign or detrimental. Figure
1.2 depicts these two types of LCOs. The variation of the LCO amplitude (or LCO mode
shape) with, for example, the freestream velocity, as shown in Figure 1.2, is called the
bifurcation behaviour. The dynamic pressure is another possible bifurcation parameter.
In the case of flutter, i.e. when no non-linearities are present, the oscillation amplitude
would increase unboudedly and hence this is represented in the bifurcation diagram by
a vertical line at the flutter speed, see Figure 1.2. Benign LCOs occur beyond the flutter
boundary. For a benign LCO, or more precisely, a supercritical Hopf bifurcation, the
LCO amplitude increases with an increasing value of the bifurcation parameter. If the
benign non-linearity is weak, the LCO amplitude will quickly grow when the airspeed
or dynamic pressure is increased, i.e. the deviation from the linear case is small. If the
non-linearity is strong, a smaller LCO amplitude will result and the deviation from the
flutter case is large. These benign LCOs are always stable, i.e. they are attractors. If a
disturbance causes a sudden oscillation amplitude increase or decrease then the system
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will always return to the LCO state.
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Figure 1.2: Two types of LCO as described by Dowell et al. [32]
The second LCO type that might occur is a detrimental LCO. Detrimental LCOs are those
that would occur at airspeeds or dynamic pressures below the flutter boundary. Two
LCOs would then exist below the flutter boundary, a stable and an unstable LCO. The
unstable LCO is a so-called repeller, which separates two stable conditions (fixed points
or LCOs). If a disturbance causes an amplitude increase such that the oscillation am-
plitude of the system is smaller than the unstable LCO amplitude, then the oscillation
amplitude will decay to zero. If the oscillation amplitude after the disturbance is larger
than the unstable LCO amplitude, a stable LCO results. For oscillations with initial am-
plitudes above the stable LCO amplitude, the amplitude will decay to the stable LCO
amplitude, since the stable LCO is an attractor. In this manner LCOs might exist below
the flutter boundary. In Figure 1.2 unstable LCOs are indicated by a dashed line. The red
line indicates the so-called subcritical Hopf bifurcation, which exhibits hysteresis. When
the freestream velocity is increased up to the flutter speed, and there is no disturbance
larger than the unstable LCO amplitude, at the flutter speed any disturbance will cause
a sudden amplitude increase up to the stable LCO amplitude. Then the LCO amplitude
increases with freestream velocity. When the freestream velocity is decreased from a ve-
locity above the flutter speed, the stable LCO amplitude decreases, until the point below
which no LCOs exist (which is called a saddle-node bifurcation of limit cycles [33]) is
reached. At this point the LCO amplitude will drop to zero, i.e. the LCO will disappear. If
there is a disturbance larger than the unstable LCOamplitude at a velocity lower than the
flutter speed but larger than the velocity at which the saddle-node bifurcation of LCOs
occurs, then a stable LCO would occur below the flutter boundary.
1.3. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS ON LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATIONS
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1.3. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS ON LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATIONS
Several reduced-ordermodels (ROMs) for limit-cycle oscillations caused by aerodynamic
non-linearities have been developed. An overview is given in Section 1.3.1. Section 1.3.2
then describes the bifurcation behaviour of limit-cycle oscillations obtained from previ-
ous investigations with aerodynamic non-linearities. Finally, the remaining open ques-
tions are discussed in Section 1.3.3.
1.3.1. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
To circumvent computationally expensive fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulations,
various researchers havedeveloped alternativemethods. This sectionpresents anoverview.
A first alternative method is the aeroelastic harmonic balance (HB) method [34, 35].
This is a frequency domainmethodwhichuses an aerodynamic harmonic balancemethod
to solve the governing fluid dynamic equations. In this aerodynamic HB method, the
state variables of the flow are described using a Fourier series and then the governing
fluid dynamic equations are solved in the frequency domain. Greco et al. [34] developed
a frequency-domain transonic small-disturbance equations solver and Hall et al. [36]
applied this procedure for the Euler equations. The frequency-domain fluid dynamic
equations can easily be coupled to the equations of motion of an aeroelastic system.
These equations of motion are then solved iteratively in the frequency domain. The
aerodynamic forces are obtained from theHB flow solver at each iteration. Thomas et al.
[35, 37–39] and Greco et al. [34] have demonstrated the prediction of limit-cycle oscilla-
tions caused by aerodynamic non-linearities by the harmonic balancemethod. Thomas
et al. [37–39] used a RANS-based HB flow solver derived from Hall et al.’s Euler-based
flow solver, whereas Thomas et al. [35] used the Euler-based HB solver [36]. Ekici and
Hall [40] and Yao et al. [41] have suggested improvements for the coupling of the aero-
dynamic HBmethod and the aeroelastic equations of motion. Yao et al. [41] have shown
that the results obtained with their aeroelastic harmonic balance method are in good
agreement with those obtained from FSI simulations. The harmonic balance method
allows for taking into account multiple harmonics in the structural motion and in the
aerodynamic response. However, all investigations addressed above have only consid-
ered the first harmonic of the structural motion. For the aerodynamic response, in some
cases, multiple harmonics were used. Application of the aeroelastic harmonic balance
method significantly reduces the computational work compared to coupled time do-
main simulations, due to the harmonic balance CFD solver.
Another method that can be used to investigate limit-cycle oscillations is to make
use of neural networks. In that case a neural network is set up using a certain data set
for training. The input to this network is the airfoil’s motion and the output are the aero-
dynamic forces. The network represents the relation between the applied airfoil motion
and the aerodynamic forces. The equations ofmotion are then solved in the time domain
with the aerodynamic forces predicted from the neural network. The LCO amplitude is
predicted by applying a certain disturbance to the system and identifying the system’s
response in time, similar as for fluid-structure interaction simulations. This approach
has been demonstrated in [42–44]. Balajewicz and Dowell [42] found a good agreement
with the bifurcation behaviour obtained from the harmonic balance method when the
LCO amplitude was smaller than 3◦. For larger amplitudes, no agreement was obtained
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with the HBmethod results. Zhang et al. [44] andMannarino andMantegazza [43] com-
pared their results with FSI simulations and observed good agreement when the neural
network was sufficiently trained.
A final approach is to use an extended version of a linearised frequency domain
method that was actually developed to predict (linear) flutter, such as the p-k method
or the k-method. The idea for this extended p-k method was first given by Ueda et al.
[45], who used the transonic small disturbance equations as flow solver. The main idea
is to take into account the amplitude-dependence of the aerodynamic forces instead of
the frequency-dependence only (as in a linearised flutter analysis). Ueda et al. [45] did
this using superposition of the aerodynamic forces for a two degree-of-freedom (DoF)
airfoil system. To compute the aerodynamic forces a quasi-steady flow assumption was
made, which in only valid for low reduced frequencies (< 0.3). Nevertheless, the method
of Ueda et al. was found to be successful for stable LCOs of small amplitude (i.e. smaller
than 0.5◦), in comparison to the results of time domain simulations. The validity of Ueda
et al.’s method for larger amplitudes could not be proven, because of numerical insta-
bilities of the flow solver during the reference time domain simulations. Recently, the
extended version of the p-k method of Ueda et al. [45] has been used by He et al. [46].
He et al. [46] have dropped the quasi-steady flow assumption and instead used CFD
simulations to compute the aerodynamic forces. They also applied superposition of the
aerodynamic forces obtained from forced motions of each degree of freedom to obtain
the total aerodynamic forces due to the motion of both degrees of freedom simultane-
ously. He et al. [46] have demonstrated their extended p-kmethod for different test cases
using CFD simulations to compute the aerodynamic forces. Good agreement with other
methods (harmonic balance method, direct time integration) was obtained when the
non-linearity is weak. For stronger non-linearities deviations compared to the reference
time-domain solution (and the harmonic balance solution) are present. Somieski [47]
also applied superposition of non-linear forces in an eigenvalue method for the compu-
tation of limit-cycle oscillations of an aircraft nose landing gear. He used linear dynamic
relations to relate one non-linearity to the other in case of multiple non-linearities in the
aeroelastic system. In other words, a certain amplitude relation is chosen, dependent on
the frequency, to represent the amplitudes of the other non-linearities as a function of
that of the first non-linearity. The results of Somieski [47] were in excellent agreement
with direct time domain computations.
1.3.2. LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATION BIFURCATION BEHAVIOUR
The main sources of aerodynamic non-linearity of interest for (civil) transport aircraft
aremoving shockwaves and unsteady interactions of these shock waveswith the bound-
ary layer. Therefore, most of the previous investigations into the bifurcation behaviour
of limit-cycle oscillations have been performed in the transonic flow regime. This flow
regime is also the main focus of this thesis. However, limit-cycle oscillations have also
been observed in subsonic flows with boundary-layer transition and flow separation.
Since, the motivation of this thesis is whether and at which flow conditions subcritical
bifurcations occur, a short overview of these limit-cycle oscillations is also presented
here.
Numerous investigations have been performed in transonic flow in which various
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airfoils have been studied. Schewe et al. [48] and Dietz et al. [49, 50] performed wind-
tunnel experiments with the NLR7301 airfoil. Therefore, this airfoil is often used for nu-
merical studies of limit-cycle oscillations. Several researchers [22, 23, 25, 26, 28–30, 37,
51–53] investigated LCOs of the NLR7301 airfoil using either fluid-structure coupling or
the harmonic balancemethod. However, few have considered the bifurcation behaviour
of the LCOs found for this airfoil. Thomas et al. [37] studied the bifurcation behaviour
of the LCO (pitch) amplitude with the HBmethod using both viscous and inviscid mod-
elling of the aerodynamics. When theflowwas inviscid a large LCOamplitudewas found,
i.e. the non-linearity is apparently very weak. However, for the viscous case a supercriti-
cal bifurcationwas observed with smaller amplitudes. Hence, from this study it was con-
cluded that viscous effects are important when studying LCOs caused by aerodynamic
non-linearities.
The bifurcation behaviour of the NACA64A010A airfoil was studied by various re-
searchers [43, 44, 54–56] using the same linear structural model. Benign LCOs were
found at M∞ = 0.8 and α0 = 0◦ in inviscid flow [43, 44, 56]. Kholodar et al. [54, 55] have
performed an extensive study on the LCO behaviour of the NACA64A010A airfoil under
the variation of two structural parameters (mass ratio and uncoupled natural frequency
ratio) using the harmonic balance method in combination with a flow solver for the Eu-
ler equations. They found that the mass ratio does not significantly influence the type of
LCO behaviour unless the non-linearity is weak. The uncoupled natural frequency ratio
was found to influence the stability and the eigenform of the LCOs. When this ratio is
increased from 0.5 to 1.8, the LCOs are first stable (supercritical), then becomeweak and
finally unstable (subcritical). The eigenform changes from plunge dominated to a com-
plex pitch/plungemotion to pitch dominatedwhen the frequency ratio is increased. The
Mach number was observed to influence the strength of the non-linearity significantly.
Small LCO amplitudes, caused by strong non-linearities, were only found in a very lim-
ited Mach number range [54, 55].
Kousen andBendiksen [57] have studied theNACA64A006 airfoil using fluid-structure
coupling of the Euler equations with a linear structural model. They found supercritical
bifurcation behaviour of the LCO amplitude at several transonic Mach numbers in range
from 0.85 to 0.92. At M = 0.25 and M = 0.6, the oscillations were still growing in ampli-
tude after sixty oscillation cycles.
Balajewicz and Dowell [42] and Zhang et al. [44] have studied the NACA0012 airfoil
in inviscid flow numerically using neural networks and found supercritical LCOs (each
using a slightly different linear structural model though). In addition, Balajewicz and
Dowell [42] also used the HB method for the NACA0012 airfoil in inviscid flow. From
this method unstable LCOs were observed at M = 0.7 and M = 0.8. At M = 0.95 both
methods predicted a supercritical bifurcation. Raveh and Dowell [58] have also used the
NACA0012 airfoil in their study of transonic aerodynamic buffet. They observed LCOs at
dynamic pressures below the linearly predicted flutter dynamic pressure when the nat-
ural frequencies of their two degree-of-freedom system are close to the buffet frequency.
All of the studies mentioned above considered limit-cycle oscillations in transonic
flow. However, limit-cycle oscillations can also occur in subsonic flow, even incompress-
ible flow at low Reynolds numbers. Poirel et al. [24, 59–61] and Yuan et al. [62] studied
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the NACA0012 airfoil at Reynolds numbers ranging from 4.5·104 to 1.3·105, both exper-
imentally and numerically. The airfoil was assigned either one (pitch) or two degrees of
freedom (pitch, plunge). Limit-cycle oscillations of small amplitude (<∼ 6◦) were ob-
served in this Reynolds number range. These small-scale LCOs are attributed to the dy-
namics of the laminar separation bubble [59]. They were also found from aeroelastic nu-
merical simulations in the time domain [60]. In addition, for the two degree-of-freedom
system large-amplitude LCOs occurred (& 10◦). These are probably caused by flow sep-
aration at large angles of attack [61]. The large-amplitude LCOs do also occur when a
trip wire at 18% of the chord length is applied on the airfoil’s surface [61] (in order to
trigger transition). On the other hand, the small-scale LCOs disappear when the trip
wire is applied [61]. These investigations demonstrate that a laminar separation bub-
ble (LSB) and laminar trailing-edge separation might be another source of aerodynamic
non-linearity. Poirel and Mendes [61] have also varied the uncoupled natural frequency
ratio by a variation of the plunge stiffness for the two degree-of-freedom airfoil system.
It was observed that for an increase of this ratio from 0.74 to 1.2, the LCO amplitude of
both the small-amplitude and the large-scale LCOs increased and the range of Reynolds
number for which the small-amplitude LCOswere observed decreased. For a natural fre-
quency ratio of 1.63 the Reynolds number range for which small-amplitude LCOs exist
has increased compared to a frequency ratio of 1.2, but is still smaller than at a frequency
ratio of 0.74.
1.3.3. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS
The central question of this thesis, as stated in Section 1.1, is whether aerodynamic non-
linearities might cause limit-cycle oscillations already below the flutter boundary pre-
dicted from linearised theory. The literature overview given in this section showed that
several researchers have studied limit-cycle oscillations caused by aerodynamic non-
linearities. Furthermore, limit-cycle oscillations were found, from numerical simula-
tions or wind-tunnel measurements, in both subsonic and transonic flow, i.e. caused by
various sources of non-linearity. The bifurcation behaviour of these limit-cycle oscilla-
tions was also studied by a few researchers, especially in transonic flow. However, most
of these studies have found supercritical bifurcation behaviour of the LCO amplitude.
Only two studies, who considered transonic inviscid flow, have observed subcritical bi-
furcations (predicted by the harmonic balance method).
Hence, the question whether a subcritical bifurcation of the LCO amplitude can oc-
cur and at what flow conditions and with which structure, has not been systematically
addressed by the research community. Especially for realistic flight conditions, i.e. for
viscous transonic flows, almost no systematic investigations into LCO bifurcation be-
haviour were performed and those researchers that studied LCOs at these flow condi-
tions, did not observe subcritical bifurcations of the LCO amplitude [37]. Themain focus
of this thesis will therefore be on subcritical bifurcations caused by aerodynamic non-
linearities occurring in the transonic flow regime, i.e. shock wave motion and unsteady
shock-wave boundary-layer interaction. Non-linearities occurring in subsonic flow will
be addressed as well. Their detailed analysis is however out of the scope of this thesis.
Furthermore, the effect of variations of the structural model and of the aerodynamic
flow conditions on the bifurcation behaviour has only been addressed briefly by two re-
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search groups, in inviscid transonic flow [54, 55] and in subsonic flowwith free boundary-
layer transition [61]. However, since the structural model might be epistemically uncer-
tain, it is very important to know what happens to the LCO behaviour when the struc-
turalmodel changes. Hence, another openquestion iswhether a change in the structural
model can result in a change in the bifurcation behaviour in viscous transonic flow.
In addition, no studies into the relation between the aerodynamic forces and the bi-
furcation behaviour of the limit-cycle oscillations have been performed. However, such
studies are thought to be essential in order to find the sources of amplitude limitation
and to possibly avoid the occurrence of LCOs. Concretely, the following questions re-
garding the type of bifurcation of limit-cycle oscillations have not been answered satis-
factory by the research community:
• Can stable limit-cycle oscillations occur below the (linear) flutter boundary, i.e.
can the bifurcation behaviour be subcritical, in the presence of aerodynamic non-
linearities only or are structural non-linearities necessary?
• Is it possible to have unstable LCOs only without stable LCOs in the presence of
aerodynamic non-linearities?
• Is it possible to deduce the bifurcation behaviour of an LCO solution from the (lin-
ear) flutter behaviour?
• What is the influence of uncertain parameters of the structural model on the bi-
furcation behaviour?
• Which types of bifurcations are possible in subsonic laminar/transitional flow?
• How are the aerodynamic forces, and the occuring type of bifurcation, related?
In order to be able to study limit-cycle oscillation bifurcation behaviour and thus an-
swer the questions stated above, a computationally efficientmethod is necessary. There-
fore, as suggested by the computational methods outlined in Section 1.3.1, a frequency-
domainbasednon-linear reduced-ordermodel is developed in this thesis. This ROMwill
be an adapted version of the p-k method which will take into account the amplitude-
dependence of the aerodynamic forces via an aerodynamic response surface. This re-
sponse surface is set upusing harmonic forcedmotion oscillations at several amplitudes,
frequencies and complex-valued amplitude ratios between the degrees of freedom. This
leads to an improvement in accuracy compared to the extended p-k methods of Ueda
et al. [45], He et al. [46] and Somieski [47], since no superposition of the aerodynamic
forces is applied. The aerodynamic forces will be computed in a similar way as for the
aerodynamic harmonic balance method [34, 35], which does not apply superposition of
the aerodynamic forces either. However, in the aeroelastic HBmethod, a HB flow solver
is used to obtain the aerodynamic forces during the solution procedure of the aeroelas-
tic equations of motion. In the ROM developed in this thesis work, on the other hand,
the aerodynamic forces are interpolated on the aerodynamic response surface (which is
obtained a-priori from harmonic forcedmotion oscillations) during the iterations of the
equations ofmotion-solver. Since the ROMwill be a frequency domainmethod, it will be
possible to separate the aerodynamics and the structure, such that structural parameter
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variations can be easily studied once an aerodynamic response is available. Further-
more, using the ROM it might be possible to relate certain features in the aerodynamic
response surface to a certain type of bifurcation behaviour of the limit-cycle oscillations.
When this is possible, can certain aerodynamic features (reversed shock motion, shock-
induced separation, etc.) even be linked to a certain response surface shape? And hence
to a certain bifurcation type? To the knowledge of the author, these questions have not
been answered yet by other investigators who studied limit-cycle oscillations caused by
aerodynamic non-linearities.
1.4. OBJECTIVES
From the open questions stated in Section 1.3.3, the objectives of this thesis are derived.
The main objective of this thesis is to study the bifurcation behaviour of LCOs caused
by aerodynamic non-linearities. In doing so, the main research questions of this thesis
will be answered. To be able to find out whether a subcritical bifurcation of the LCO
amplitude can occur due to aerodynamic non-linearities only, several sub-objectives are
defined. Concretely, these objectives are to:
• Identify the sources of the amplitude limitation in a limit-cycle oscillation caused
by an aerodynamic non-linearity. An energy budget analysis of a limit-cycle oscil-
lation is performed, in order to identify why the LCO establishes itself and what
global features are responsible for this amplitude limitation. The results of this
analysis can be used to find out if there is a relation between the aerodynamic
forces and the bifurcation behaviour.
• Develop and validate a frequency domain ROM for estimating the LCO amplitude.
This method is necessary in order to study the bifurcation behaviour of the limit-
cycle oscillations in a computationally efficient way. The working principle of the
developed non-linear ROM is first verified using analytical test cases, because for
these test cases exact solutions are available andno expensiveCFD simulations are
necessary. Once the working principle has been established, the non-linear ROM
is validated using coupled FSI simulation results, to assure that the developednon-
linear ROM is sufficiently accurate.
• Study thebifurcationbehaviour of limit-cycle oscillations caused by various sources
of aerodynamic non-linearity using the developed ROM. In this way, it can be es-
tablished whether stable limit-cycle oscillations can already occur below the flut-
ter boundary and for aerodynamic non-linearities these subcritical bifurcations
occur.
• Investigate the effect of a change in the structural model on the bifurcation be-
haviour of the limit-cycle oscillation amplitude. The nominal structural model
may result in a supercritical bifurcation, but a change in bifurcation behaviour
of the limit-cycle oscillation amplitude might occur when the structural model
changes.
• Find a relation between the aerodynamic features and the type of bifurcation that
occurs. When it is possible to relate the behaviour of the aerodynamic forces or the
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local pressure distributions to the bifurcation behaviour, then this relation might
be used to quickly establish the type of bifurcation that will occur based on a few
forced motion oscillation simulations.
It should be noted here that the ROMdeveloped in this thesis is only ameans to study the
bifurcation behaviour of the limit-cycle oscillations at reduced computational costs and
therefore no optimisation in terms of the efficiency of the ROM is attempted in this the-
sis. Furthermore, to study the (subcritical) bifurcation behaviour of limit-cycle oscilla-
tions caused by aerodynamic non-linearities, this thesis will consider a two-dimensional
aeroelastic problem, i.e. an airfoil system with two degrees of freedom; bending and tor-
sion. As these two degrees of freedomusually couple during flutter of three-dimensional
wings as well, this is thought to be a good first step.
1.5. OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
Chapter 2 of this thesis describes the aeroelastic problems considered in this thesis and
discusses the methods that are used to solve them. Chapter 3 considers the energy bud-
get of limit-cycle oscillations. Time-consuming fluid-structure interaction simulations
are used together with simulations in which the airfoil is forced to perform a sinusoidal
motion to analyse the energy budget during LCO development. This gives insight into
the factors responsible for the amplitude limitation. The frequency domain method
used for computing the LCO amplitude and mode shape is verified and validated in
Chapter 4. Furthermore, the first applications of the amplitude-dependent p-k method
ADePK are shown in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 ADePK is applied to study the LCO bifur-
cation behaviour of several aerodynamic non-linearities (e.g. shock waves, trailing-edge
separation, boundary layer transition). In addition, the influence of several structural
model parameters on the bifurcation behaviour is studied (in both viscous and inviscid
flow). Also, the effect of a change in Mach number is analysed in inviscid flow. The fi-
nal part of Chapter 5 considers the response surface necessary for the frequency domain
method. The response surface is analysed and related to the bifurcation behaviour. The
aerodynamic non-linearities responsible for the response surface curvature are identi-
fied. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusions of this thesis and an outlook to future
work.
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2
AEROELASTIC PROBLEM
DESCRIPTION AND SOLUTION
STRATEGIES
2.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes the aeroelastic problem that has been studied in this thesis, a two
DoFairfoil systemand the solution strategies to solve this problem. The airfoil, the struc-
tural model and the fluidmodel are presented first. Then, the solution strategies used to
solve the aeroelastic problem are addressed. Both time and frequency domain methods
have been applied. In the time domain, fluid-structure coupling is applied. The de-
tails of this coupling are shortly described in Section 2.3. The frequency domainmethod
used for linear flutter prediction is presented in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 describes the
frequency domain-based non-linear ROM developed in this thesis for the prediction of
LCOs, the amplitude-dependent p-k method ADePK.
2.2. AEROELASTIC PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
To solve an aeroelastic problem, amodel of the system is needed. In the structuralmodel
the stiffness is modelled by linear springs which are proportional to the displacement.
Structural damping, if present, is modelled by viscous damping proportional to the ve-
locity. Additionally, aerodynamic forces are present when the system is placed in a fluid
flow. The aerodynamic forces are in general non-linear functions of the displacement,
velocity and acceleration. Newton’s second law is used to derive the equations of motion
of an aeroelastic system. Inmatrix form the equations ofmotion for a general aeroelastic
problem of n degrees of freedom are given by:
Parts of this chapter have been published in van Rooij et al., Prediction of aeroelastic limit-cycle oscillations
based on harmonic forced motion oscillations, AIAA journal (submitted).
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M~¨x+D~˙x+K~x = ~f (~x, ~˙x, ~¨x) , (2.1)
where M is the mass matrix, containing the masses, mass moments of inertia and the
static moments, D is the structural damping matrix, K contains the structural stiffnesses
and ~f the aerodynamic forces. ~x is the displacement vector containing the displace-
ments of all degrees of freedom (DoFs). Themass, damping and stiffness arenxn-matrices.
The displacement vector~x and the force vector ~f are n-dimensional vectors.
The aeroelastic problems considered in this thesis will be restricted to a maximum
of two degrees of freedom. The general equations of motion for such a system are given
by (2.1). To study the behaviour of limit-cycle oscillations based on aerodynamic non-
linearities only, a two degree of freedom airfoil system without structural non-linearities
will be considered. This two DoF aeroelastic system is allowed to pitch (i.e. rotate) and
plunge (i.e. translate vertically). Figure 2.1 shows an example of an airfoil system with
two degrees of freedom. It consists of two springs and two dampers.
Figure 2.1: Sketch of the model with two degrees of freedom
The equations of motion of this twoDoF system are derived using conservation of linear
and angular impulse. Linear and angular impulse, denoted by ~˙G and ~˙H , respectively, are
defined as:
~˙G =m~a =
∑
~F (2.2)
~˙H =m~r ×~a =
∑
~Mea, (2.3)
where m is the mass, ~a the accerelation vector and ~r the displacement vector of the
system. ~F is the vector containing the external forces in x, y and z-direction and ~Mea is
the vector containing themoments about all three axis. For the twoDoF system depicted
in Figure 2.1, the conservation of linear impulse in z-direction and the conservation of
angular impulse about the y-axis are needed to derive the equations of motion. In order
to do so the displacement vector~r of the system is needed. This vector is defined as:
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~r =


Sα
m
cos(α)
h+ Sαm sin(α)
0

 , (2.4)
where Sα the static mass moment around the elastic axis. The plunge displacement is
denoted by h and the rotation around the elastic axis by α. Now it is assumed that α is
small such that sin(α)≈α and cos(α)≈ 1, hence~r becomes:
~r =


Sα
m
h+ Sαm α
0

 . (2.5)
The acceleration vector a is then given by:
~¨r =~a =

 0h¨+ Sαm α¨
0

 . (2.6)
The linearised equations of motion are now obtained using (2.2), (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6):
[
m Sα
Sα Iα
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
[
h¨
α¨
]
︸︷︷︸
~¨x
+
[
Dh 0
0 Dα
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
D
[
h˙
α˙
]
︸︷︷︸
~˙x
+
[
Kh 0
0 Kα
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
K
[
h
α
]
︸︷︷︸
~x
=
[ −L
M + xea ·L
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
~f
, (2.7)
where Iα the mass moment of inertia, Kh the plunge stiffness, Kα the torsional stiffness,
Dh is the plunge damping andDα is the torsional damping. The aerodynamic force vec-
tor ~f consists of the aerodynamic lift L and themoment around the elastic axisM+xeaL,
whereM is themoment about the quarter-chord point and xea the distance between the
quarter-chord point and the elastic axis, which is positive when the elastic axis is located
aft of the quarter-chord point. Note that in the definition of the moment around the
elastic axis, the small-angle assumption has again been used.
2.2.1. NLR7301 AIRFOIL
The airfoil used in this thesis is the NLR7301 airfoil. This airfoil has been used for various
wind tunnel tests [1–9] and numerical investigations e.g. [10–20]. The airfoil, originally
designated as the NLR HT 7310810 airfoil, has been designed by the holograph method
[21] developed at the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR). It is a supercritical airfoil
with a design Mach number of 0.721 and a design lift coefficient of 0.595. For the wind-
tunnel measurements performed by Zwaaneveld [1], the airfoil was manufactured hav-
ing a 1% thick trailing-edge, instead of the sharp trailing-edge the theoretical NLR HT
7310810 airfoil had. Therefore the wind-tunnel model was renamed to NLR7301 airfoil.
Experimentally the shock-free design pressure distribution was established to occur at
M = 0.747 and at a lift coefficient cl of 0.455 (in case of free boundary layer transition)
[1]. The theoretically and experimentally obtained shock-free pressure distributions as
well as the airfoil itself are depicted in Figure 2.2 (which has been taken from [1]). The
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theoretical pressure distribution shown in this figure has been obtained from potential
theory by Boerstoel and van Egmond [22]. The NLR7301 airfoil is relatively thick, with
a maximum thickness of 16.5%. The nose radius of the airfoil is 5% of the chord length.
Since the cut-off trailing-edgeNLR7301 airfoil has been used in various experiments and
numerical studies (asmentioned above), this airfoil, with the coordinates of Zwaaneveld
[2], has also been used in this thesis. Although it should be noted here that the purpose of
this thesis is not to directly compare the results obtained in this work to those obtained
from the wind-tunnel experiments mentioned above. Nevertheless, a small validation
has been performed for two steady test cases of Dietz et al. [8], see Appendix A.
Figure 2.2: Design pressure distribution of the NLR7301 airfoil [1]
2.2.2. STRUCTURAL MODEL
The structural model consists of a set of mass, stiffness and damping properties of the
airfoil structure. These are constant when the structural model is linear, as is the case
throughout this thesis. Schewe et al. [5, 6] and Dietz et al. [7–9] have tested the NLR7301
airfoil in the Transonic Wind Tunnel Göttingen (TWG). The structural properties of this
airfoil model were used as a starting point in this thesis. Table 2.1 provides these proper-
ties, whichwere taken from [8]. Note that in comparison to the classical twoDoF system,
the elastic axis is located at the quarter-chord point, i.e. xea = 0m. Other elastic axis lo-
cations will be studied in Chapter 5. The chord length c and the structural propertiesm,
Iα, Kα, Kh and Sα were determined from direct measurements. In addition, a ground
vibration test has been carried out in order to correct the measured values obtained for
the mass moment of inertia, the static mass moment and the plunge spring stiffness [8].
The pitch and plunge damping constants were obtained from the ground vibration test
as well. More details can be found in [8].
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Structural parameter Value
Wing span b 1.0m
Chord length c 0.3m
Massm 26.268 kg
Mass moment of inertia (about the elastic axis) Iα 0.079 kgm
2
Torsional spring stiffness Kα 6.646·10
3 Nm/rad
Plunge spring stiffness Kh 1.078· 10
6 N/m
Static moment related to EA Sα 0.331 kgm
Pitch dampingDα 0.0687 kgm
2/s/rad
Plunge DampingDh 45.764 kg/s
Distance between quarter-chord point and elastic axis xea 0m
Table 2.1: Structural parameters for the two DoF NLR7301 airfoil system (taken fromDietz et al. [8])
2.2.3. FLUID MODEL
The fluid is modelled using the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). In this thesis ei-
ther the Euler equations or the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations (or
Favre-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations when the flow is compressible) are solved. The
CFD code used is the TAU code [23], which was developed by the German Aerospace
Center. The compressible RANSequations are derived from theNavier-Stokes (NS) equa-
tions. The conservative form of the NS-equations is:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρ~u
)
= 0, (2.8)
∂
(
ρ~u
)
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~u⊗~u) = −∇p+∇ · ¯¯τ, (2.9)
∂
(
ρE
)
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρE~u
)
= −∇ ·
(
p~u
)
+∇ ·
(
~u · ¯¯τ
)
+∇ ·~q , (2.10)
where in ρ is the density, ~u = [u,v ,w]T is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, T is the
temperature, E = e + 1
2
(
u2+ v2+w2) is the total specific energy (here e is the internal
energy) and ~q = −k∇T is the heat flux vector, where k is the thermal conductivity. In
(2.9), ~u⊗~u represents the tensor product of the velocity vector with itself. In (2.10), ¯¯τ is
the stress tensor, whose components are given by:
τi j =µ
(
∂ui
∂x j
+ ∂u j
∂xi
)
+λδi j
∂uk
∂xk
, (2.11)
whereµ is the dynamic viscosity, λ the Lamé coefficient and δi j the Kronecker delta. The
Lamé coefficient is usually taken as: λ=− 2µ3 [24].
In order to have the samenumber of equations as there are unknowns, an equationof
state is needed to complete the system. For a perfect gas in terms of the internal energy
this is:
p = (κ−1)ρe = (κ−1)ρ
(
E − 1
2
(
u2+ v2+w2)) , (2.12)
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where κ is the ratio of specific heats.
In the Reynolds-/Favre-Averaged Navier-Stokes approach it is assumed that the flow
quantities can be decomposed into an average and a fluctuation around this average.
In the compressible case, i.e. in order to derive the Favre-Averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, two decompositions are used. The first decomposition, which is also used for in-
compressible flows, is known as the Reynolds’ average. The Reynolds’ average, which is
a time-average, is given by:
φ(x, t)= φ¯(x, t)+φ′ (x, t) , (2.13)
whereφ represents a flowquantity. Themean is indicated by a bar and the fluctuation of
the flow quantity is indicated by an accent. The second decomposition is the Favre aver-
age [25, 26] (also known as the mass average). This decomposition is used for compress-
ible flows, since in that case it is impractical to use only the Reynolds’ decomposition,
because extra unknowns will result. The Favre average [25, 26] is defined as [27]:
φ= ρφ
ρ¯
+φ′′ = φ˜+φ′′ , (2.14)
where the fluctuation of a flow quantity is now indicated by a double accent and the
Favre average is indicated by a tilde. To derive the Favre-averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions for a compressible flow, the Reynolds’ average is used for the pressure and the den-
sity, whereas the Favre average is used for the other flow quantities (such as the velocity
components). When these decompositions are substituted in (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) and
when the time average (i.e. the Reynolds’ average) is taken of the resulting equations, the
following Favre-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations result [27]:
∂ρ¯
∂t
+ ∂
(
ρ¯u˜ j
)
∂x j
= 0, (2.15)
∂
(
ρ¯u˜i
)
∂t
+
(
ρ¯u˜i u˜ j
)
∂x j
=− ∂p¯
∂xi
+ ∂
∂x j
(
τi j −ρu′′i u
′′
j
)
, (2.16)
∂
∂t
(
ρ¯E˜
)+ ∂
∂x j
(
ρ¯u˜ j H˜
)=− ∂
∂x j
(
q j −ρu′′jH
′′ −τi ju′′i +
1
2
ρu
′′
j
u
′′
i
u
′′
i
)
+ ∂
∂x j
((
τi j −ρu′′i u
′′
j
)
u˜i
)
, (2.17)
where in the momentum equation τi j is given by:
τi j =−
2
3
µ
∂u¯k
∂xk
δi j +µ
(
∂u¯i
∂x j
+ ∂u¯ j
∂xi
)
(2.18)
and H is the total enthalpy, defined as H = h + 1
2
(
u2+ v2+w2), with h the enthalpy.
As can be seen from (2.16) and (2.17) there are three terms in these equations that are
unknown, these must be modelled, i.e. the system of equations that must be solved is
not closed. The first of these three terms, ρu
′′
i
u
′′
j
, is called the Favre-averaged turbulent
stress tensor it is modelled by the commonly used “Boussinesq hypothesis” [27]:
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ρu
′′
i
u
′′
j
=−2
3
µT
∂u¯k
∂xk
δi j +µT
(
∂u¯i
∂x j
+ ∂u¯ j
∂xi
)
− 2
3
ρ¯kδi j , (2.19)
where k is the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), defined as: k = 1
2
·u
′′
i
u
′′
i
. The second un-
known that must be modelled is the Favre-averaged turbulent heat flux vector ρu
′′
i
H
′′
.
Here it is modelled as follows [27]:
ρu
′′
j
H
′′ =−µT cp
PrT
∂T˜
∂x j
=− µT
PrT
∂H˜
∂x j
, (2.20)
where µT is the turbulent dynamic viscosity, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure
and PrT is the turbulent Prandtl number (PrT = µT cp/kt , where kt is the thermal con-
ductivity).
The last term that must be modelled is the Favre-averaged turbulent molecular dif-
fusion and turbulent transport term τi ju
′′
j
+ 1
2
ρu
′′
j
u
′′
i
u
′′
i
[27]:
τi ju
′′
i
+ 1
2
ρu
′′
j
u
′′
i
u
′′
i
=
(
µ+ µT
σk
)
∂k
∂x j
, (2.21)
where σk is a constant (its value depends on the turbulence model used).
In the following, the term “RANS equations” will refer to (2.15) till (2.17), i.e. to the
Favre-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations.
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In order to solve the RANS equations, boundary conditions are needed. At the airfoil sur-
face the no-slip condition is applied, i.e. the velocity vector is zero (~u =~0). At the bound-
aries of the simulation domain a farfield boundary condition is used. TAU assigns in-
flow/outflow conditions to the nodes at this boundary depending on the flow direction.
For turbulent and transition modelling the turbulence intensity Tu and eddy viscosity
ratio µT /µ are specified at the farfield boundary. This is discussed in more detail after
the turbulence and transition models have been presented. To assure two-dimensional
flow, symmetry boundary conditions are used at the symmetry planes, i.e. the velocity
in y-direction is set to zero and the gradients of scalars in y-direction are set to zero.
TURBULENCE MODEL
A two-equation turbulence model consists of two additional transport equations, one
for the turbulent kinetic energy k and another one for the dissipation rate ǫ or the spe-
cific dissipation rate ω, which is defined as: ω = ǫ/k. Here ǫ is the dissipation rate, i.e.
the rate at which the turbulent kinetic energy dissipates into internal energy. TheMenter
Shear-Stress Transport (SST) is an extension to theMenter baselinemodel. This baseline
model is actually a combination of the Wilcox k-ω model and the k-ǫ model. The k-ω
is accurate in the near-wall region, whereas the k-ǫ model is independent of the free-
stream in the outer layer [28]. The transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy k
is the same as for that of the Wilcox k-ωmodel. The transport equation for ω has been
changed, such that extra cross-diffusion terms appear and the modelling constants are
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variable [28]. The transport equations for k and ω of the Menter SST turbulence model
are given by:
∂
(
ρ¯k
)
∂t
+ ∂
∂x j
(
u˜ j ρ¯k
)
− ∂
∂x j
((
µ+σkµT
) ∂k
∂x j
)
=Pk −β∗ρ¯kω, (2.22)
∂
(
ρ¯ω
)
∂t
+ ∂
∂x j
(
u˜ j ρ¯ω
)− ∂
∂x j
((
µ+σωµT
) ∂ω
∂x j
)
= γ1ρ¯
µT
Pω−βρ¯ω2
+2σω2 (1−F1)
ρ¯
ω
∂k
∂x j
∂ω
∂x j
,
(2.23)
where β∗, σω, γ1, β and σω2 are constants. F1 is a blending function between the k-ω
and the k-ǫmodel [28]. The eddy viscosity µT is modelled in the Menter SST model as:
µT =
ρa1k
max(a1ω;ΩF2)
, (2.24)
where a1 is a constant equal to 0.31, Ω is the absolute value of the vorticity and F2 is a
function that is one in a boundary-layer flow and zero in a free shear-layer flow. Further
details can be found in [28].
TRANSITION MODEL
When computations with free boundary layer transition are performed, the so-called γ−
Reθ transitionmodel developed by Langtry [29] andMenter et al. [30] is used. Thismodel
is based on two additional transport equations. The first equation is a transport equation
for the intermittency γ. The intermittency indicates whether the flow is laminar (then
γ = 0) or turbulent (γ = 1). In the transition region the intermittency factor has a value
between zero and one. γ is used to switch on the production of turbulent kinetic energy
in the turbulent part of the boundary layer.
The second transport equation is for the transition onset momentum-thickness Rey-
nolds number Reθt . The idea behind this equation is that Reθt is seen as a transported
scalar quantity. The non-local effect of freestream turbulence intensity and pressure gra-
dient at the boundary layer edge is taken into account via an empirical correlation
Reθt = f
(
Tu, dp/ds
)
.
The turbulence intensity Tu is defined as [31]:
Tu= 100·
√
1
3
(
u
′′2 + v ′′2 +w ′′2
)
U∞
, (2.25)
where u
′′
, v
′′
and w
′′
are the velocity fluctuations of the freestream in x-, y- and z-
direction, respectively. The turbulence intensity is usually defined in %. The empirical
correlation for Reθt is used in the production term in the transport equation for Reθt .
The details of this empirical correlation can be found in [29].
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The transport equation for the intermittency γ and the transition momentum thick-
ness Reynolds number Reθt are given by [29, 30]:
∂
(
ρ¯γ
)
∂t
+ ∂
(
ρ¯u˜ jγ
)
∂x j
= Pγ1 −Eγ+
∂
∂x j
((
µ+ µT
σ f
)
∂γ
∂x j
)
, (2.26)
∂
(
ρ¯Reθt
)
∂t
+
∂
(
ρ¯u˜ jReθt
)
∂x j
= Pθt +
∂
∂x j
(
σθt
(
µ+µT
) ∂Reθt
∂x j
)
, (2.27)
where Pγ1 is the transition source term, Eγ is the destruction or relaminarisation source,
σ f is a constant, Pθt is the source term of the momentum thickness Reynolds number
and σθt is a constant. Pγ1 is zero in the laminar part of the boundary layer and it equal
to one when the transition starts, this is controlled by an onset function. Furthermore,
another function, Flength, that is part of this production term, controls the length of the
transition region. The onset function depends on the critical Reynolds number Reθc ,
which is connected to Reθt via an empirical correlation. The correlation between the
transition Reynolds number and the Flength function is obtained from experiments. Eγ is
a destruction term when the intermittency increases from zero to one and a relaminar-
isation term when the intermittency decreases from one towards zero. Some modifica-
tions to the model are made in case of separated flow transition [30]. More details about
the γ−Reθ transition model can be found in [29, 30].
Although, boundary-layer transition remains difficult to predict, the γ−Reθ transi-
tion model as used in this thesis, is an effective model for transition prediction. The
model is effective especially in case of bypass transition i.e. when the freestream turbu-
lence intensity is large and the linear growth phase of the Tollmien-Schlichting-waves is
bypassed. The γ−Reθ transition model is able to predict a transition region by increas-
ing the value of γ. In contrast, the eN -method developed by van Ingen [32] and Smith
and Gamberoni [33], can only predict the linear growth phase of Tollmien-Schlichting
(TS) waves, i.e. at the transition onset location predicted by the eN -method the flow
becomes fully turbulent immediately. Although, the linear growth phase of TS-waves
comprises the largest part of the boundary layer transition process, in reality transition
takes place over a finite length and hence the transition onset and transition length con-
cepts of the γ−Reθ model are more realistic than the eN -method. On the other hand,
the eN -method can also predict cross-flow instabilities, which cannot be predicted by
the standard γ− Reθ method. Hence, the standard γ− Reθ method is not suited for
boundary-layer transition studies of three-dimensional configurations where cross-flow
instabilities are expected to be dominant. However, there are several developments to
solve this problem, see e.g. Grabe and Krumbein [34].
In this thesis a natural transition test case is considered and therefore a low turbu-
lence intensity is chosen. Seyfert and Krumbein [35] have shown that in such a case the
transition locations on the NLF(1)-0416 airfoil as predicted by both the eN -method and
the γ−Reθ method (with the correlation of Langtry [29]) agree well with experimental
results. Also, Langtry and Menter [36] have shown a good agreement between experi-
mental results and the numerical results from the γ−Reθ method, for the PAK-B blade
cascade at low turbulence intensity levels and similar Reynolds number as considered
in this thesis. Hence, from these investigations it is confirmed that the γ−Reθ method
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is a valid transition prediction method for the purposes of this thesis. The model will be
applied for the subsonic flow test case shown in Section 5.2.3.
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE TURBULENCE AND TRANSITION MODELS
In order to use the turbulence and transition models the turbulence intensity has to be
specified at the farfield boundary upstream of the airfoil. However, a certain intensity is
required at the leading edge of the airfoil. Therefore, Langtry [29] describes a method to
estimate the decrease in turbulence intensity from the farfield boundary to the leading
edge of the airfoil. The turbulence kinetic energy decreases according to:
k = kinlet
(
1+ωinletβt
) −β∗
β , (2.28)
where β and β∗ are now equal to 0.09 and 0.0828, respectively and t is a timescale given
by: t = x/U∞, where x is the distance from the farfield boundary to the airfoil. The
turbulence intensity at the airfoil’s leading edge can be computed from the turbulence
intensity at the inlet and the eddy viscosity ratio at the inlet by using equation (2.29);
Tu=

Tu2inlet
(
1+
3ρU∞xβTu2inlet
2µ
(
µT /µ
)
inlet
) −β∗
β


1
2
. (2.29)
The eddy viscosity ratio at the inlet influences how fast Tu decays. When
(
µT /µ
)
inlet
is large, then the decay rate will be small. The turbulent kinetic energy at the farfield
boundary kinlet is determined from the turbulence intensity at the farfield boundary
Tuinlet and the freestream velocity. At the airfoil’s surface k is zero. ωinlet is determined
from kinlet, the eddy viscosity and the density at the farfield boundary. At the airfoil’s
surface ω is determined from the distance of the point closest to the surface and the
viscosity. More details on the boundary conditions for k and ω can be found in TAU’s
technical documentation [37]. For the transition model, the boundary conditions are
stated by Menter et al. [30], i.e. γ is 1 at the farfield boundary and at the airfoil’s surface
a zero normal flux is invoked. The boundary condition for Reθt at the farfield boundary
can be computed from the empirical correlation for Reθt with Tu at the farfield boundary.
At the airfoil’s surface a zero flux of Reθt is again invoked.
DISCRETISATION
In this thesis a moving airfoil is simulated. Hence, the unsteady RANS (URANS) ap-
proach is used. This means the time derivatives in (2.15)-(2.17) are retained. When the
airfoil is not moving, the RANS equations are solved with pseudo time stepping.
A cell-vertex finite volume method is applied to solve the RANS equations. The tem-
poral discretisation has been realised by Jameson’s dual time stepping [38] with the 2nd
order accurate Backward Differencing Formula (BDF2) integration scheme for the phys-
ical time stepping. For solving steady state problems, the concept of local time stepping
is applied in combination with the multigrid method. For spatial discretisation the 2nd-
order central scheme [39] has been used.
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COMPUTATIONAL MESHES
The computational meshes that have been used for solving the fluid equations are un-
structured when the Euler equations are solved and completely structured when the
RANS equations are solved. Figure 2.3 shows zooms of the meshes used in this thesis
near the airfoil. To minimise the reflections from the farfield boundary, this boundary
is placed 100 chord lengths away from the airfoil. The structured O-type mesh consist-
ing of rectangles that used for all RANS CFD simulations, has 65888 points. The non-
dimensional first cell height y+ of this mesh was estimated to be is 0.75. For the Euler
simulations an unstructured mesh of triangles with 10369 points has been used, except
for the validation of the amplitude-dependent p-kmethod in Chapter 4. For that study a
coarsemesh of 1135 points has been used. A grid convergence study has been performed
to ensure that the meshes shown in Figure 2.3 are fine enough for the investigations car-
ried out in this thesis. The results of these studies are shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 2.3: Meshes used for CFD simulations
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2.3. FLUID-STRUCTURE COUPLING IN THE TIME DOMAIN
Time integration is the most general method to solve the equations of motion (2.7).
When this is done directly, so-called fluid-structure coupling is applied. The structural
motions (displacements, velocities, accelerations) are then part of the solution. When
the equations of motion of an aeroelastic system are solved in the time domain, usually
coupling between the structural and the aerodynamic solvers is required. This coupling
can be performed in two ways: partitioned or monolithic. Monolithic coupling means
that (2.7) is satisfied at the end of each time step. In a partitioned approach separate
algorithms are used to solve the structural dynamics and the fluid dynamics problems.
The force and displacement vectors are exchanged at the end of a time step. This intro-
duces a partition error. Furthermore, numerical stability problems can arise. However,
the advantage of a partitioned approach is that separate solvers, each with a higher effi-
ciency and accuracy, can be used.
Partitioned coupling can be either loose or strong. When the partitioned coupling
is loose, the displacement and force vectors are exchanged between the fluid and the
structure at the end of each time step. This means that at the end of each time step
equation (2.7) is not satisfied, since either the structural or the fluid solver has used in-
formation from the previous time step. In contrast, in a strongly coupled partitioned
approach, separate solvers are used for the fluid and the structure as well, but the forces
and displacements are exchanged multiple times during each time step. Hence, at the
end of a time step, (2.7) is satisfied to within some tolerance. Therefore, the result of the
strong partitioned fluid-structure coupling is similar to that of the monolithic coupling
approach.
In this thesis a partitioned, strongly coupled, approach is used to solve the equations
of motion in the time domain. This is achieved by performing the fluid-structure cou-
pling at each pseudo time step of the CFD solver. Particularly, the equations of motion
are solved as illustrated below.
Consider the equations of motion (2.7). The equivalent first order system is obtained
by letting ~v = ~˙x = [h˙,α˙]T :[
~˙v
~˙x
]
︸︷︷︸
~˙u
+
[
M−1D M−1K
−I 0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
[
~v
~x
]
︸︷︷︸
~u
=
[
M−1~f
~0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
~w
. (2.30)
Hence, four equations for the time derivatives of the components of the vectors ~v and~x
must be solved. These are integrated in time using the BDF2 integration scheme. When
~u = [h˙,α˙,h,α]T , then temporal discretistation results in:
3
2
~un+1−2~un + 12~un−1
∆t
+B~un+1− ~wn+1 = 0, (2.31)
where n indicates the current time step. The aerodynamic lift andmoment are not avail-
able at the current time step. Therefore, the predictor-corrector method is applied. At
each time step the forces and moments from the CFD code are requested. These are
defined to be their values at the next time step n+1. Then the state vector ~un+1 can be
computed from (2.31). It is then transferred to the CFD solver. This is called the predic-
tor step. The CFD code then performs one iteration in pseudo time. Then a corrector
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step is applied, i.e. the forces computed at the last pseudo time step are now assigned
to ~wn+1 and (2.31) is again solved for ~un+1. This new state vector is applied to the CFD
solver again. Then the CFD code performs one iteration in pseudo time again and so
on. When the CFD solver has reached convergence at the current time step or when the
maximum number of pseudo time steps is reached, the state vector ~un+1 and the aero-
dynamic force vector ~wn+1 have reached their final values at n+1. The state vector ~un+1
is then passed to the previous time level.
In TAU, the displacement of the airfoil is performed by a displacement of the com-
plete grid. In this way the grid cells keep their formand no grid deformation is necessary.
The additional fluxes that are introduced by displacing the grid are taken into account
such that the geometric conservation law is satisfied.
In Section 3.2.3 it is verified that the fluid-structure coupling in the time domain has
been correctly implemented.
2.4. LINEAR FLUTTER IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
Alternatively to the time domain, the equations ofmotion can be solved in the frequency
domain. This has the advantage that aerodynamics and structure can be treated sepa-
rately. Hence, when the generalised aerodynamic forces at a certain Mach number and
angle of attack are known, the structural model can be varied without the need to do ex-
pensive CFD simulations again. Three well-known frequency domain methods to solve
linear flutter problems are: the k-method, the p-k-method and the p-method [40]. An-
other approach is the so-calledU − g -method, where g is the structural damping coeffi-
cient [41]. In this thesis the p-k method has been used. This section first describes the
conventional p-k method as used to solve linear flutter problems. Then it is explained
how the aerodynamic forces are computed. Finally, the process of finding the flutter
onset speed is addressed. Note that, in this section, the notations from classical flutter
analysis are used. Hence, the symbols p, ω, x and k are used again, but with a different
meaning then in Section 2.2.3.
2.4.1. CONVENTIONAL P-K METHOD
The conventional p-kmethod for classical flutter computationswas developed byHassig
[42]. In this method a solution to the equations of motion (2.7) of the form:
~x(t)= ~ˆxept , (2.32)
is assumed. Here ~ˆx indicates a complex-valued eigenvector and p is a complex-valued
eigenvalue, defined by:
p = δ+ iω, (2.33)
where δ is the damping and ω the angular frequency. The non-dimensional reduced
frequency k is computed from the angular frequency via k = ωc/U∞. In addition, it is
assumed that the aerodynamic response of the system is also a harmonic motion. The
aerodynamic force vector ~f is given by:
~f (t)= ~ˆf ept , (2.34)
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where
~ˆ
f is the complex amplitude vector of the aerodynamic force. The aerodynamic
force vector
~ˆ
f can be written as a Taylor series. Since in linear flutter one is only con-
cerned about flutter onset, the motion is of small amplitude. Hence, the aerodynamic
response is expected to be of small amplitude as well. Therefore, the Taylor series is
truncated after the first term. Assumming linearity,
~ˆ
f can be written as the product of a
Generalised Aerodynamic Force (GAF) matrix A(k) and the eigenvector ~ˆx:
~ˆ
f =A(k)~ˆx. (2.35)
The GAF matrix consists of the complex-valued derivatives of the aerodynamic forces
and moments with respect to the degrees of freedom (or the chosen generalised coordi-
nates). In the p-kmethod the GAFmatrix is a function of k only [43], i.e. for the two DoF
system considered here:
~ˆ
f =
[
− ∂Lˆ∂h (k) − ∂Lˆ∂α (k)
∂Mˆ
∂h (k)
∂Mˆ
∂α (k)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A(k)
~ˆx. (2.36)
It is assumed that inclusion of the damping in the computation of the aerodynamic
forces does not influence the resulting aerodynamic derivatives significantly. In the p-
method the GAF matrix is a function of p and hence of the damping as well [40, 42].
Hassig [42] compared the results of the p- and the p-k method. He showed that when
the damping is low, computing the aerodynamic forces from constant amplitude har-
monic motions is a valid approach, since the frequency and damping curves obtained
from bothmethods as well as the predicted flutter point were in perfect agreement. Sub-
stituting the assumed solution (2.32)-(2.35) into the equations of motion (2.7) yields:
p2M~ˆx+pD~ˆx+K~ˆx =A(k)~ˆx. (2.37)
The left-hand side of this equation is a function of p and the right-hand side of k only,
hence the name p-k method. In the k-method both left- and right-hand side only con-
sider the frequency, see [42] for more details. The eigenvalue problem (2.37) must be
solved iteratively, since the GAF matrix is a function of the reduced frequency, which is
in turn part of the sought solution p. The GAFmatrix is computed by forcing the system
to perform a harmonic motion around its structural mode shape (i.e. the mode shape in
the absence of aerodynamic forces) at various frequencies in a fluid flow. Alternatively, a
pulse simulation can be used to obtain the complete frequency response function (FRF)
at once. In case of a two DoF system, the airfoil is forced to pitch or plunge.
The iterative procedure for computation of the eigenvalues of (2.37) is:
1. Fix the freestream velocityU∞.
2. Initialise the reduced frequency k.
3. Compute the GAFmatrix A(k) at k by interpolation.
4. Solve the eigenvalue problem (2.37) for p and ~ˆx.
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5. Take new ω=ℑ
(
p
)
(and hence k =ωc/U∞).
6. Iterate steps 3-5 until converged.
This procedure is repeated for several freestream velocities. Once a converged solution
has been obtained at a certain freestream velocity, the velocity is increased and the value
for k obtained at the previous velocity is used as an initial guess for k in step 2. At the
lowest freestream velocity, k is initialised using the uncoupled natural plunge frequency
ωh =
√
Kh/m or the uncoupled natural pitch frequency ωα =
p
Kα/Iα, which are the
structural angular frequencies that would exist in the absence of aerodynamic forces
(i.e. atU∞ = 0). The freestream velocity at which the real part of p, ℜ(p), becomes zero,
is the flutter onset velocity. When this velocity is exceeded, flutter occurs. That is, the
amplitude of the motion will grow exponentially. More details on the conventional p-k
method can be found in Hassig [42].
2.4.2. FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
In order to be able to solve (2.37) the frequency response functions must be determined.
In case of a two DoF system this means that the complex-valued derivatives of the aero-
dynamic lift and moment with respect to either pitch or plunge have to be obtained.
Therefore, the airfoil is forced to undergo either a pitching or a plunging motion of small
amplitude. Equations (2.38) and (2.39) describe the pitching and plunging motion, re-
spectively;
α(t) = ∆α · sin(ωt) or (2.38)
h (t) = ∆h · sin(ωt), (2.39)
where ∆α is the pitch amplitude, ∆h is the plunge amplitude and ω is the angular fre-
quency. The response of the lift and themoment is represented by a Fourier series. Since
the lift andmoment are linear, usually the higher harmonic components in the response
are negligible compared to the first harmonic component. Concretely, the aerodynamic
lift and moment are given by:
L (t) = |L| · sin
(
ωt +φLh
)
, (2.40)
M (t) = |M | · sin
(
ωt +φMα
)
, (2.41)
where |L| and |M | represent the amplitude (or magnitude) of the lift and moment, re-
spectively and φLh and φMα the phase difference of the lift and moment with respect
to the plunge or pitch motion, respectively. The derivatives in the GAF matrix are now
computed by dividing the Fourier transform of L(t) and M(t) by the Fourier transform
of h(t) and α(t). That is, ∂Lˆ/∂h = |L|/∆h · eiφLh , etc. Alternatively, a pulse signal is given
to the angle of attack or the plunge displacement and the lift and moment responses
are Fourier transformed. Dividing by the Fourier transform of the corresponding pulse
input signal gives the derivatives needed for the GAFmatrix.
The p-k method with the GAF matrix is based on the principle of superposition.
Hence, the pitching and plunging motions are performed in separate simulations and
the responses resulting from these simulations are then superposed. This can only be
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done correctly if the amplitude is small enough, i.e. it is no longer allowedwhen the am-
plitude of oscillation becomes larger. The amplitude at which the response is no longer
linear can be found if forced pitch oscillation simulations are performed at various os-
cillation amplitudes. Figure 2.4 shows the magnitude of the lift coefficient for such a
simulation at a Mach number of 0.75 and a mean angle of attack of 0◦. At these condi-
tions a double shock system exists on the upper surface, whereas on the lower surface a
single shock just upstream of the mid-chord position exists. There is no boundary layer
separation on either surface. The reduced frequency k is 0.3.
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Figure 2.4: Scaled magnitude of the lift coefficient versus the pitch amplitude in viscous flow at M = 0.75,
α¯= 0◦ and k = 0.3
From Figure 2.4 it is observed that for amplitudes lower than 0.01◦ the response is linear,
that is, the magnitude of the lift coefficient normalised by the pitch amplitude |clα | does
not vary with the pitch amplitude. For oscillation amplitudes larger than 0.01◦, |clα | does
change when the amplitude increases. Similar behaviour is observed for the phase angle
of the lift coefficient and for the response of the moment coefficient. Hence, for k = 0.3
the response is linear and superposition of the pitch and plunge responses is allowed
for amplitudes ≤ 0.01◦. For other reduced frequencies the range of amplitudes at which
the response of the lift andmoment is linear is similar. Thormann et al. [44] performed a
similar study using theNACA0010 airfoil atM = 0.69, α¯= 5.5◦ and a reduced frequency of
0.35. At this Mach number and angle of attack there is severe flow separation behind the
shock wave. They also observed that up to an amplitude of 0.01◦ themagnitude of the lift
coefficient is independent of the pitch amplitude. In general, the amplitude at which the
aerodynamic derivatives deviate from their linear values depends on the flowconditions.
At other Mach numbers or mean angles of attack, the amplitude at which themagnitude
and phase angle of lift and moment start deviating might be higher or lower. In case
of free boundary layer transition, for example, the amplitude at which the aerodynamic
derivatives deviate from their linear values was found to bemuch lower. This means that
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a smaller amplitude is necessary to assure a linear response such that superposition of
the FRFs is valid. A similar study can be performed for a pulse simulation.
2.4.3. LINEAR FLUTTER
To determine the flutter onset speed, (2.37) must be solved for several freestream veloc-
ities and the velocity at which the damping is zero is the flutter speed. However, the FRF
is only computed for one freestream speed, the reference speed. For other freestream
velocities, the GAFmatrix is computed proportional to the reference speed, i.e.
A=
1
2
ρ∞U 2∞
1
2
ρrefU
2
ref
·Aref, (2.42)
where the subscript ref indicates the reference condition at which the FRFs were com-
puted. When the flutter onset dynamic pressure is found, the reference dynamic pres-
sure is compared to the dynamic pressure at flutter. When these two dynamic pressures
are not identical one speaks of a non-matched flutter point. In order to match these dy-
namic pressures, additional iterations are necessary, i.e. the GAF matrix must be com-
puted again at the predicted flutter dynamic pressure until the reference dynamic pres-
surematches the flutter onset dynamic pressure. In this thesis the computed flutter con-
ditions are non-matched.
Since we are dealing with a two DoF system, (2.37) will have four solutions for p and
four correspondingmode shapes ~ˆx. However, these eigenvalues are complex conjugates.
Hence, only those with a positive imaginary part are taken into account in the flutter
analysis; the others are non-physical. The corresponding eigenvectors are used to de-
termine the flutter mode shape. Figure 2.5 shows an example of the damping δ and the
angular frequency ω versus the freestream speed for two modes computed at M = 0.74
and α¯ = 0◦ in inviscid flow (using the structural model of Table 2.1 without structural
damping). Note that positive damping indicates a motion growing in amplitude, i.e. an
amplification. In order to compute the eigenvalues, the Mach number and freestream
density (= 1.2925 kg/m3) have been kept constant and the freestream pressure is varied.
The aerodynamic forces are computed at standard sea level conditions. From Figure
2.5(a) it can be observed that the damping becomes positive for mode two at a free-
stream velocity of about 131m/s. So at velocities higher than about 131m/s the ampli-
tude of the motion of the airfoil will grow unbounded, i.e. flutter occurs. Since the nat-
ural pitch frequency ωα is 290 rad/s and the natural plunge frequency ωh is 202.6 rad/s,
the plunge mode is the one that becomes unstable. From the mode shape at flutter it
is concluded that the flutter mechanism is a complex pitch-plunge motion (the mag-
nitude of the complex amplitude ratio between pitch and plunge is about 0.9 and the
phase is about 5◦). The flutter boundary is obtained when the flutter speed is computed
for several Mach numbers (for each Mach number a new GAFmatrix is computed).
2.5. LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATIONS IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
The conventional p-k method cannot be used for predicting limit-cycle oscillations. At
least not in its original form, since in LCOs the aerodynamic forces are not linear func-
tions of the displacements, i.e. A(k) does not exist in the non-linear case. Therefore,
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Figure 2.5: Damping and angular frequency versus freestream speed in inviscid flow atM = 0.74, α¯= 0◦
a new adapted version of the p-k method has been developed in this thesis, which is
presented in this section. Furthermore, it is shown how the aerodynamic forces are now
obtained. Then, the process of finding the bifurcation behaviour of the LCOamplitude is
described. The sampling and interpolation methods used to sample and interpolate the
aerodynamic forces are discussed shortly in Section 2.5.4. Section 2.5.5 puts the method
developed in this section in perspective. Note that the symbols p, ω, x and k in this
section, have the same meaning as in Section 2.4.
2.5.1. AMPLITUDE-DEPENDENT P-K METHOD (ADEPK)
In the amplitude-dependent p-k method, or ADePK for short, again a solution to the
equations of motion (2.7) of the form (2.32) is assumed similar to the conventional p-k
method (with p defined by (2.33)). For the aerodynamic response of the system only the
complex-valued first harmonic component is considered, since the higher harmonics
are not of interest (as will be explained in Section 2.5.2), i.e. (2.34). Substituting the
assumed solution (2.32)-(2.34) into the equations of motion (2.7) yields:
p2M~ˆx+pD~ˆx+K~ˆx = ~ˆf
(
k, ~ˆx
)
. (2.43)
In the conventional p-k method the right-hand side vector is written as a GAF matrix
times the eigenvector (see (2.35)). In case of an LCO, this is no longer allowed. The
aerodynamic force vector is nownot only a non-linear function of the frequency, but also
a non-linear function of the amplitudes of both input degrees of freedom and the phase
angle between the degrees of freedom. Therefore, ~ˆx is now called the motion vector and
(2.43) can no longer be solved as an eigenvalue problem, but must be solved iteratively,
for example using Newton’s method. Themethod uses the tangent to the function f at a
certain xn , i.e. for a one-dimensional function:
y = f ′(xn) · (x− xn )+ f (xn), (2.44)
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where the f ′ denotes the derivative of the function f . The root is found when y is zero.
This process is repeated for the new x-value (i.e. xn = x) until convergence is reached.
In order to uniquely determine ~ˆx one of the amplitudes (either pitch or plunge) is
pre-set. The motion vector then becomes:
~ˆx =
[
θhα ·c
1
]
·∆α. (2.45)
Then (2.43) is solved for two unknowns: the complex eigenvalue p and the complex am-
plitude ratio θhα = (∆h/c)/∆α · eiφhα . This is done for each pre-set amplitude (∆α or ∆h,
here ∆α has been used). Since the force vector depends on the frequency and on the
mode shape, the equations of motion need to be solved iteratively. Hence, the following
problemmust be solved:


p2M~ˆx+pD~ˆx+K~ˆx = ~ˆf
(
k, ~ˆx
)
,
∆α= constant,
~ˆ
f
(
k, ~ˆx
)
≈ ~˜fi
(
k, ~ˆx
)
,
(2.46)
where ~˜fi represents the interpolated aerodynamic force vector. As for the conventional
p-k method the following steps are performed to obtain p and the complex amplitude
ratio at a certain freestream velocityU∞:
1. Fix the pitch amplitude ∆α.
2. Initialise the reduced frequency k and the complex amplitude ratio θhα.
3. Compute the aerodynamic force vector ~˜fi at k and ~ˆx (by interpolation).
4. Solve the system of equations (2.43) for p and θhα.
5. Take new ω=ℑ(p) (i.e. k =ωc/U∞) and ~ˆx = [θhα ·c, 1]T ·∆α.
6. Iterate steps 3-5 until converged.
Once a converged solution has been obtained, this procedure is repeated for another
(larger) pitch amplitude. At this new amplitude, the reduced frequency and amplitude
ratio are initialised in step 2 using the values obtained at the previous amplitude. At
the first amplitude, the initial guesses for k and θhα are obtained from the flutter fre-
quency and mode shape at the chosen U∞. The amplitude ∆α at which the damping,
i.e. δ = ℜ(p), becomes zero, is the predicted LCO amplitude. The other LCO proper-
ties, i.e. the plunge amplitude ∆h, the magnitude of the amplitude ratio |θhα| and the
phase difference between pitch and plunge φhα, are determined from ~ˆx. The reduced
frequency is determined from the imaginary part of p. The ADePKmethod as described
here can be used to determine the LCOamplitude when
~ˆ
f = [Lˆ, Mˆ ]T is known in advance
as a function of the frequency, pitch amplitude, plunge amplitude and the phase differ-
ence. Here, Lˆ and Mˆ describe the complex-valued responses of the aerodynamic lift and
moment.
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In order to determine the aerodynamic lift and moment at each combination of am-
plitudes, frequency and phase difference, a so-called response surface is built using har-
monic forced motion CFD simulations. Interpolation on this response surface is then
applied during the iterations of ADePK. The sampling and interpolation techniques used
will be discussed in Section 2.5.4.
The ADePKmethod presented here is similar to the harmonic balance (HB) method
as presented by Greco et al. [45] and Thomas et al. [46]. However, in contrast to the
harmonic balance method, in the ADePK method the aerodynamic forces are obtained
from interpolation on the response surface, whereas in the HB method the frequency-
domain HB-CFD solver is called at each iteration during the solution procedure of the
aeroelastic equations of motion. For further details on the HBmethod see Section 1.3.
2.5.2. HARMONIC FORCED MOTION OSCILLATIONS
In order to determine the aerodynamic lift Lˆ and moment Mˆ at each combination of
amplitudes, frequency and phase difference, a so-called response surface is built using
harmonic forcedmotion CFD simulations. Interpolation on this response surface is then
applied during the iterations of ADePK. For these harmonic forced motion oscillations
the time signal of the pitch angle α and the plunge displacement h are given by:
h (t) = ∆h · sin
(
ωt +φhα
)
, (2.47)
α(t) = ∆α · sin(ωt). (2.48)
Note that the motion contains no higher harmonics. The phase difference φhα is com-
puted by subtracting the phase of the angle of attack φα from that of the plunge dis-
placement φh , i.e. φhα = φh −φα. That is, when φhα is positive plunge leads pitch. The
response of the aerodynamic forces to this harmonicmotion is given by (2.40) and (2.41).
In the non-linear case, when the oscillation amplitude becomes too large, linearisa-
tion of the aerodynamic forces is no longer allowed and therefore both motions need
to be applied simultaneously to account for non-linear coupling terms in the response.
Furthermore, the oscillation amplitudes of both the pitching and the plunging motion
as well as the phase difference between both motions must to be taken into account, as
illustrated in (2.47) and (2.48). Hence, the non-linear force vector is obtained as
~ˆ
f =
[
Lˆ
Mˆ
]
=
[
fL
(
∆α, |θhα|, k, φhα
)
fM
(
∆α, |θhα|, k, φhα
)] .
FIRST HARMONIC ASSUMPTION
In ADePK, only the complex-valued first harmonic of the motion and the aerodynamic
response are taken into account. That is, the aerodynamic lift and moment can again
be represented by (2.40) and (2.41). Although there are significant higher harmonics
in the aerodynamic response (as observed from coupled FSI simulations), the work they
performon the airfoil is negligible, since the higher harmonic components in themotion
of the structure are very small compared to the first harmonic component.
The ratio of the higher order harmonic components to the first harmonic component
in the structural motion has been computed for a viscous flow at M = 0.74, α¯ = −0.8◦,
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Re = 2·106, see Figure 2.6. The LCO obtained at these conditions will be discussed in
Chapter 3. From Figure 2.6 it is observed that for plunge the ratio is an order of mag-
nitude smaller than for pitch. As the second order harmonic is more than one order of
magnitude, or in case of plunge two orders of magnitude, smaller than the first order
harmonic, the LCO can be approximated using a single harmonic sinusoidal with rea-
sonable accuracy. Similar results were found at other conditions.
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Figure 2.6: Ratio of higher harmonics to first harmonic of the LCO
Furthermore, the higher harmonics in the aerodynamic response do not perform work
on the first harmonic of the structural motion. Therefore, if the LCO is (almost) first
harmonic, taking into account the first harmonics of the aerodynamic forces is suffi-
cient. If the LCO has significant higher order components it is expected that ADePK will
fail to predict the correct LCO amplitude. However, no higher order harmonics were
observed from CFD simulations and experiments of LCOs resulting from aerodynamic
non-linearities only, see Figure 2.6, [6, 8, 9, 47] and see Chapters 3 and 4. Therefore, in
this thesis it is assumed that an LCO can be represented by a first order harmonicmotion
and that the aerodynamic forces are first order harmonic as well. Further evidence that
the first order harmonic is sufficient to model the LCOs considered in this thesis is given
in Section 3.3.3.
SUPERPOSITION
As described earlier in this section, the response surface is, in the non-linear case, ob-
tained from simulations where pitch and plunge are simultaneously applied. Another
possibility to compute the aerodynamic forces, is to use so-called describing functions
(DFs) [48]. A DF, which is a well-known concept in control theory, expresses the (aerody-
namic) response as a function of the frequency and the oscillation amplitude of a single
DoF [48]. Instead of applying forced motion oscillation simulations in a four dimen-
sional parameter space, the parameter space can then be reduced two dimensions if
superposition of the describing functions is applied, i.e. when a quasi-linearisation is
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applied. In that case, the pitching and plunging motions are applied to the airfoil in sep-
arate simulations for several frequencies and amplitudes (according to (2.38) or (2.39)).
The resulting responses in terms of the aerodynamic forces are then added to describe
the combined pitch/plunge motion, i.e.
~ˆ
f =
[
Lˆ
Mˆ
]
=
[
fL
(
∆α= 0, |θhα| =∞, k, φhα = 0
)
+ fL
(
∆α, |θhα| = 0, k, φhα = 0
)
fM
(
∆α= 0, |θhα| =∞, k, φhα = 0
)+ fM (∆α, |θhα| = 0, k, φhα = 0)
]
.
In this approach, the aerodynamic forces due to the combination of a pitching and a
plunging motion must not be taken into account. Hence, the samples at various phase
differences are not necessary in the quasi-linearised case, reducing the computational
effort.
Ueda et al. [49], He et al. [50] and Somieski [51] used superposition of describ-
ing functions to compute the aerodynamic forces by superposition of the pitching and
plunging motions at the amplitudes and the frequency predicted by their extended p-k
solvers. However, strictly speaking, superposition can no longer be applied to describing
functions, as the higher order terms in the Taylor series are no longer small due to the
larger amplitude. Nevertheless, this approach has been compared to the full non-linear
approach in this thesis.
The complex-valued superposed aerodynamic lift force is obtained from:
Lˆ = θLh · hˆ+θLα ·αˆ= |θLh | · |θhα| ·∆α ·c ·ei(φLh+φhα)+|θLα| ·∆α ·eiφLα , (2.49)
where Lˆ is the complex-valued amplitude of the lift (i.e. L = Lˆeiωt ), |θLh | is magnitude
of the complex-valued ratio of the first harmonic components of the lift w.r.t. plunge
(i.e. |θLh | = |L|/∆h, φLh) is the phase angle of the lift w.r.t plunge, |θLα| is the magnitude
of the complex-valued ratio of the first harmonic components of the lift w.r.t. pitch (i.e.
|θLα| = |L|/∆α) and φLα is the phase angle of the lift w.r.t. pitch. These magnitudes and
phase angles are a function of the amplitude of the motion and the frequency. The su-
perposed aerodynamic moment is obtained similarly. Figure 2.7 shows the magnitude
and phase angle of the moment versus the phase difference for two different pitch am-
plitudes (∆α = 1◦ and ∆α = 5◦) at a Mach number of 0.74 and a mean angle of attack of
−1.5◦ in inviscid flow (this test case is used for validation of ADePK in Chapter 4). The
amplitude ratio is 1 and the reduced frequency is 0.3. At ∆α= 1◦ the describing function
obtained from superposition agrees well with the describing function computed from
forced motion oscillation simulations. There are only small deviations. At ∆α = 5◦ on
the other hand, the shape of the describing functions of themoment is not correctly pre-
dicted at all. For the lift the agreement at ∆α = 5◦ is better for this test case, but also
small deviations are present. For this test case, the plunge only describing functions also
have a larger relative change in the magnitude and phase angle of the aerodynamic mo-
ment than for the lift. The results shown in Figure 2.7 are exemplary for other test cases.
In viscous transonic flow for example, it was found that the deviations for the lift are
significant as well (at ∆α= 5◦).
Figure 2.7 shows that if superposition of the DFs is applied, the resulting aerody-
namic forces deviate from their actual non-linear aerodynamic forces, as expected. This
deviation increases with increasing pitch amplitude. Hence, the error made due to the
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Figure 2.7: Magnitude and phase angle of the moment versus the phase difference at two pitch amplitudes in
inviscid flow atM = 0.74, α¯=−1.5◦ , |θhα| = 1, k = 0.3
neglection of the coupling terms, increases with increasing amplitude. In this thesis,
LCO amplitudes up to 5◦ are considered (see Chapters 4 and 5). Therefore, if the accu-
racy of the predicted LCOsmust be for example 10%, the aerodynamic forces should not
be computed from interpolation on a quasi-linearised response surface at an LCO am-
plitude of 5◦. However, at 1◦, a quasi-linearised response surface, as depicted in Figure
2.7, would predict an LCO amplitude within 10% of its value obtained fromADePK using
a non-linear response surface. In this thesis a non-linear response surface will be used
to avoids errors due to neglection of coupling terms. In Chapter 4, the quasi-linearised
approach is compared with the non-linear approach to investigate the impact on the
bifurcation behaviour of the LCO amplitude.
2.5.3. LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATIONS
In Section 2.5.1 it was explained how the limit-cycle oscillation amplitude and mode
shape are predicted using ADePK. This section will describe how the stability of the pre-
dicted LCO can be determined and how the bifurcation behaviour of the LCO solution is
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computed.
LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATION STABILITY
From ADePK the LCO amplitude is obtained. In order to determine the stability of the
limit-cycle oscillation, the damping must be examined. By solving (2.46), the damping δ
(=ℜ(p)) is obtained as function of the amplitude. To determine the stability of the LCO,
the sign of the derivative of the damping w.r.t. the amplitude at the intersection with the
abscissa is considered. Figure 2.8 schematically presents two possible damping curves
as obtained from a computation with ADePK. The pre-set amplitude ∆α is depicted on
the horizontal axis. A positive δ indicates an amplifiedmotion and a negative δ indicates
a damped motion. The blue curve shows a positive δ at low amplitudes, then the damp-
ing becomes negative with increasing amplitude. The LCO that occurs at zero damping
is stable, i.e. it is an attractor. The red curve shows two intersections with the horizontal
axis. At the first intersection, δ changes from negative to positive with increasing ampli-
tude, i.e. an unstable LCO occurs, whereas at the second intersection with the horizontal
axis, δ changes from positive to negative with increasing amplitude, i.e. a stable LCO oc-
curs. The unstable LCO is a repeller as indicated by the arrows.
δ
stable LCO
stable
LCOunstable
LCO
−
+
∆α
Figure 2.8: Sketch of damping versus amplitude
BIFURCATION BEHAVIOUR
As in the case of linear flutter, the aerodynamic forces are computed at a certain free-
stream velocity, the reference velocity. Hence, to compute the damping as a function of
amplitude at another velocity, this velocity (and density) must be pre-multiplied, as in
(2.42). Except now the GAFmatrix is replaced by the aerodynamic force vector
~ˆ
f .
In order to study the bifurcation behaviour of a limit-cycle oscillation, a certain pa-
rameter, the so-called bifurcation parameter, is varied, keeping all other parameters
fixed. Hence, the velocity or the dynamic pressure q∞ are ideal candidates to be the
bifurcation parameter, since they only have to be pre-multiplied. In this thesis the free-
stream velocity has been used as bifurcation parameter. To obtain the bifurcation be-
haviour, (2.46) is solved at various velocities and at each velocity the amplitude(s) at
which the damping becomes zero is/are determined. When these amplitudes are then
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plotted versus the freestream velocity, one obtains a so-called bifurcation diagram. The
types of bifurcations that generally occur for LCOs of an airfoil caused by aerodynamic
non-linearities were described in Section 1.2, see Figure 1.2.
2.5.4. SAMPLING AND INTERPOLATION TECHNIQUES
SAMPLING
In to apply ADePK, as described in Section 2.5.1, a response surfacemust be constructed.
Therefore, harmonic forced motion oscillations simulations must be performed at cer-
tain combinations of the amplitudes, frequency and the phase difference between the
two degrees of freedom, as described in Section 2.5.2. Each of these parameters has
a certain range in which they must be known. The simplest way to set up a response
surface is to make a tensor-product grid. This method has been applied in this thesis.
This might not lead to an optimal number of samples, but it ensures that the whole four
dimensional space is covered with samples. Although, an optimisation of the arrange-
ment of the samples could reduce the number of samples necessary and hence improve
the accuracy of ADePK, the focus of this thesis is on the application of the method to the
exploration of the LCO behaviour. Section 4.3.2 outlines how the range of the samples is
obtained in detail.
INTERPOLATION
When the response surface is available, interpolation must be applied to find the aero-
dynamic force vector at the desired amplitudes, frequency and phase difference. Several
interpolation methods are applied in this thesis; polynomial interpolation, cubic spline
interpolation and linear interpolation. The results obtained with these three interpo-
lation methods, in terms of the response surface itself and in terms of the bifurcation
behaviour of the LCO solution, will be compared in Chapter 4. In Section 5.2 the bifur-
cation behaviour obtained from these three different methods of response surface inter-
polation will be compared as well. In the remaining sections of Chapter 5 cubic spline
interpolation is used. Further details on the three interpolation methods used in this
thesis can be found in Appendix C.
2.5.5. THE ADEPK METHOD IN PERSPECTIVE
The amplitude-dependent p-kmethod as presented in this section is valid for twodegree-
of-freedom systems that exhibit limit-cycle oscillations where the first harmonic compo-
nent is dominant. ADePK can in general be extended to higher-DoF systems. However,
the dimensions of the response surface would then increase significantly with each ad-
ditional DoF. If n represents the number of DoFs, the dimensions of the response surface
would increase as n+1+n(n−1)/2. Hence, ADePK would be computationally infeasi-
ble for systems with more than two or three DoFs. However, for these systems, there are
usually only two degrees-of-freedom that contribute to the dominant fluttermechanism
(e.g. classical bending-torsion flutter of aircraft wings). Since the bifurcation behaviour
starts from the linear flutter point, close to the flutter point, these two DoFs will most
likely be the main contributors to non-linear flutter as well. Hence, ADePK could be
used only on those two DoFs that couple during flutter in order to predict limit-cycle
oscillations of actual more-than-two-DoF systems.
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ADePK only considers the first harmonic component of the motion and the aero-
dynamic forces. Although it should be noted that the effect of the higher harmonics
components of the aerodynamic forces on the first harmonic component of the aerody-
namic forces is naturally included in the first harmonic component of those forces. The
assumption of a first harmonic LCO was found to be valid for the test cases used in this
thesis by comparing with coupled fluid-structure interaction simulations, see Section
2.5.2 and Section 3.3.3. The results shown in Chapter 4, which shows the verification
and validation of the ADePKmethod, further demonstrate the validatity of this assump-
tion in terms of the bifurcation behaviour of the LCO solution. Furthermore, the higher
harmonics of the aerodynamics will by definition not perform any work on the first har-
monic of the structural motion and hence can be neglected. Naturally, when the higher
harmonics of the structural motion become significant in comparison to the first har-
monic, i.e. of the same order of magnitude, this approach will no longer be valid. The
higher harmonics could be taken into account in ADePK, i.e. then additional response
surfaces for higher-harmonic motions need to be constructed. However, this would lead
to a massive increase in computational work. Further study is needed to address the
accuracy of ADePK in case of significant higher harmonic components in the structural
motion.
In the ADePK method, the aerodynamic forces and the structure are decoupled in
order to be able to quickly address the effects of structural parameter variations on the
LCObifurcation behaviour. However, when considering a variation in the structural stiff-
ness for example, the equilibrium position of the systemwill change. Marques et al. [52]
for example, have taken into account this dependence of the equilibrium position when
studying the effect of the structural parameter variations on the flutter behaviour of a
wing and a fighter aircraft. A change in equilibrium position could be taken into account
when ADePK is used, however, since a new mean angle of attack would require the con-
struction of a new response surface, this would violate the idea of the quick assessment
of the effect of structural parameter variations. Therefore, this effect has not been taken
into account in this thesis. It is not clear how large the influence of the structural param-
eters on the equilibrium position is. Further study is necessary to evaluate the impact of
decoupling of fluid and structure as performed in this thesis.
Construction of the response surface is an important aspect of ADePK. More de-
tails on how this response surface is constructed can be found in Sections 2.5.4 and
4.3.2. The number of samples and the distribution of the samples determine the ac-
curacy with which the response surface is interpolated. Especially in amplitude- and
reduced frequency-directions the interpolated response surface and therefore the LCO
bifurcation behaviour are sensitive to the choice of sampling. Therefore, it should al-
ways checked whether adding or removing a sample in these two directions will lead to
a different response surface. For validation and to determine the number of samples
necessary in each direction of the response surface, slices of the interpolated response
surface in each of the direction have been compared to dense-sample harmonic forced
motion oscillation simulations on each slice (for the test case shown in Section 4.3.2). In
most cases, the interpolation was found to give a good representation of the response
surface slice. For the imaginary part of the lift and the real part of the moment, the slices
in the reduced frequency-direction were found to exhibit a slight waviness for reduced
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frequencies smaller than 0.2, which was not represented by the interpolation. It is not
clear whether this waviness influences the LCO analysis. Further study is needed to clar-
ify this.
In case of infinitely many samples, all interpolation methods should result in the
same interpolated response surface. As will be shown in Section 4.3.2, although the
number of samples used in this thesis is quite high (> 1000), in some directions there
are still deviations between the three interpolated response surfaces. This was expected
for linear interpolation. However, for cubic spline and polynomial interpolation, the
difference was expected to be smaller. In addition, in this thesis, the response surface
has been set up using a tensor-product grid. Other, sampling techniques, such as latin-
hypercube sampling or sparse grid sampling, might lead to a better sample distribution
for the same number of samples and thus a better interpolated response surface. Hence,
in order to make the ADePKmethod more accurate, more samples, a better distribution
of the samples, a better interpolation method or a combination of these three is neces-
sary.
Nevertheless, considering all these aspects, the amplitude-dependent p-k method
significantly reduces the computational effort compared to fluid-structure interaction
simulations, while being accurate enough for the purpose of this thesis (see Chapter 4
which validates the method). Studies of the LCO bifurcation behaviour would not be
possible with fluid-structure interaction simulations especially when structural param-
eter variations are of interest, as in this thesis. Furthermore, even though the ADePK
method is only used for a two-dimensional section of a wing, the basic mechanisms
that describe the LCO bifurcation behaviour are expected to be present and can prob-
ably be translated to three-dimensional cases (e.g. classical bending-torsion flutter). In
addition, the conventional p-k method is widely used in the aircraft industry for linear
flutter prediction. LCOs caused by aerodynamic non-linearities are usually not consid-
ered, unless they occur inside the flight envelope. Hence, no tools are available in the
industry that can relatively quickly predict LCOs. Therefore, the amplitude-dependent
p-k method for LCO prediction will be a useful tool for the aircraft industry, since the
adaptations to the conventional p-k method are relatively small.
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3
ENERGY BUDGET ANALYSIS OF
LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATIONS
3.1. INTRODUCTION
To study the causes of amplitude limitation, Dietz et al. [1] conducted wind tunnel
experiments in which an unstable aeroelastic two DoF system was forced to oscillate
at several constant amplitudes by the use of a flutter control-system. The oscillations
were prevented from growing or decaying in amplitude by applying an additional exci-
tation force on the heave DoF. This variable-gain additional force was proportional to
the heave velocity and effectively acted as a viscous damping element. At the LCO am-
plitude the exciter force did not do any work to the system. At constant-amplitude oscil-
lations smaller than the LCO amplitude, energy was extracted from the system, whereas
at oscillation amplitudes larger than the LCO amplitude, energy had to be fed into the
system. It is important to note, that with this experimental set-up the viscous damping
was modified slightly, whereas the eigenfrequencies and complex-valued mode shapes
of the coupled aeroelastic system remained (largely) intact. In a post-processing step
the contributions of several components (damping, aerodynamic lift, aerodynamic mo-
ment) to the total power fed into or extracted from the systemwere analysed for (forced)
constant-amplitude oscillations at several amplitudes. At the (natural) LCO amplitude
the total power, i.e. the sum of aerodynamic power and structural damping power av-
eraged over one oscillation cycle, was zero, as expected. Both the power of the aerody-
namic lift and moment were found to be weakly non-linear with amplitude, leading to a
nearly glancing intersection of the total power curve with the zero axis [1]. Furthermore,
Dietz et al. [1, 2] observed that the phase difference between heave and pitch that they
found during the (forced) LCO experiments was small enough (in the order of 5−10◦)
such that the LCOs they observed can be seen as a single degree-of-freedommotion with
its rotation point upstream of the airfoil. Bendiksen [3] also observed that for LCOs close
Parts of this chapter have been published in van Rooij et al., Energy budget analysis of limit-cycle oscillations,
Journal of Fluids and Structures (2017), 69, pp. 174-186, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jfluidstructs.2016.11.016
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to the linear flutter boundary, the mode shape resembles a single-DoF pitching motion.
Although Dietz et al. [1] performed a good account of work on analysing the en-
ergy budget of limit-cycle oscillations of a two DoF system, several questions remain
unanswered. E.g. why does the total power behave in the way it does, i.e. why do we
have a nearly glancing intersection of the total power with the zero axis? And what are
the causes of this, i.e. what global and local features are responsible for this? In or-
der to answer these questions, an energy budget analysis is applied in this thesis using
numerical simulations. Following standard-procedure, fluid-structure-coupled simula-
tions of a two DoF airfoil system above the flutter boundary were performed. Further-
more, forced motion oscillation simulations were performed at several constant oscilla-
tion amplitudes. In both cases the averaged aerodynamic power components were cal-
culated on the basis of the aerodynamic forces and the motion data. To find the causes
for the amplitude limitation, the deviations of these power components with respect to
the linearised (flutter) case are analysed and the sources of aerodynamic non-linearity
are traced back. Although several investigations have used local power or work distri-
butions to study limit-cycle oscillations e.g. [2, 4–6], little work has been performed on
the global energy budget of limit-cycle oscillations. This work bridges between the ini-
tial work done on the global energy budget of LCOs by Dietz et al. [1] and the local ap-
proaches of [2, 4–6]. However, the goal of thiswork is not to validate the numerical results
against the wind tunnel experiments performed at German Aerospace Center [1, 2, 7–9].
Therefore, no attempt is made to directly compare the results obtained here with those
of Dietz et al. [1, 2]. Only indirect comparisons of the energy budget will be made.
Section 2 of this Chapter describes the computational methods used in this chapter.
In Section 3 the results of the forced motion oscillation simulations and the FSI simula-
tions are presented and analysed. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
3.2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
This section describes the computational methods and set-up used in the current inves-
tigation. First, the CFD code will be briefly discussed. Second, the structural model is
addressed. Then, the fluid-structure coupling and the LCO modelling using forced mo-
tion oscillations are presented. Finally, the results of a mesh- and time step convergence
study are presented.
3.2.1. CFD CODE AND SET-UP
The CFD code used is the DLR-TAU code developed by the German Aerospace Center
[10]. This code is a finite-volume, cell-vertex-based, unstructured compressible RANS
solver. For spatial discretisation a 2nd order central scheme [11] is used. Temporal dis-
cretisation is realised by dual time stepping [12] with the 2nd order accurate Backward
Differencing Formula (BDF2) integration scheme for the physical time. The turbulence
model used for closure is the Menter SST model. More details on the CFD code can be
found in Section 2.2.3.
The airfoil used in this study is the supercritical NLR7301 airfoil with a blunt trailing
edge (coordinates were taken from [13]). Its design Mach number is 0.721 and its design
lift coefficient is 0.595, see Section 2.2.1 for more details on the NLR7301 airfoil. The
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Reynolds number with respect to the chord length was set to 2·106 for all CFD simula-
tions. The chord length of the airfoil is 0.3m. In order to simulate a two-dimensional
airfoil a straight three dimensional wing is used, with symmetry planes at both sides. In
this work a wing with a span of 1.0m is used. The unstructured O-type mesh consist-
ing of hexahedrons that has used for all CFD simulations, has 65888 points. The non-
dimensional first cell height y+ is smaller than 1. The mesh has one cell in span-wise
direction. Figure 2.3(a) shows a zoom of the mesh near the airfoil. This mesh has been
selected after amesh convergence study, which is shown in Section B.1.2. It is thought to
be a compromise between accuracy and computational work. Furthermore, the results
obtained in chapter are only compared to each other and hence a very high resolution
of the mesh is not required, since no (direct) validation with experimental results is in-
tended. The time step ∆t used for the forced motion simulations as well as for the FSI
simulations is 1·10−4 s. This is equivalent to a non-dimenstional time step size of 0.082
(based on the freestream velocity) or a number of time steps per oscillation periods of
303. This time step size has been selected from a time step convergence study, which is
shown in Section B.2.2. The error made when using a time step of 1·10−4 s, or 303 time
steps per oscillation period, is acceptable for the investigations in this chapter.
The motion of the airfoil is achieved by a rigid-body displacement of the complete
grid. In this way the grid cells keep their form and no grid deformation in the classical
sense is necessary. The additional fluxes that are introduced by displacing the complete
grid are taken into account such that the geometric conservation law is satisfied.
The airfoil was tested at various angles of attack and at M = 0.74. The static temper-
ature has been set to 273 K. The flow is fully turbulent in all simulations.
3.2.2. STRUCTURAL MODEL
In this work the airfoil is modelled using a linear structural model with two degrees of
freedom (pitch and plunge). The elastic axis is located at the quarter-chord point for
the investigations in this chapter. A schematic representation of the aeroelastic system
system is shown in Figure 2.1. The structural properties of the two-degree-of-freedom
system have been taken from the wind-tunnel model of the NLR7301 airfoil used by Di-
etz et al. [1]. They are depicted in Table 2.1.
3.2.3. FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION
The equations of motion of the system depicted in Figure 2.1 were given by (2.7). They
are repeated here (note that xea is zero in this chapter):
M~¨x+D~˙x+K~x = ~f , (3.1)
where the mass matrixM, damping matrix D, stiffness matrix K, force vector ~f the dis-
placement vector~x are defined as:
M=
[
m Sα
Sα Iα
]
,D=
[
Dh 0
0 Dα
]
,
K=
[
Kh 0
0 Kα
]
, ~f =
[−L
M
]
=
[−(L˜−L0)
M˜ −M0
]
and~x =
[
h
α
]
=
[
h˜−h0
α˜−α0
]
. (3.2)
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Here L is the lift,M the aerodynamic moment and h and α are the plunge displacement
and pitch angle, respectively. In order to trim the airfoil at a desiredmean angle of attack
α0 (and possibly at a desired plunge position h0), the steady loads at this desired mean
angle of attack (L0,M0) are subtracted from the actual loads (L˜, M˜).
The system (3.1) is solved using fluid-structure coupling, where the pitch angle α,
plunge displacement h, angular velocity α˙ and the plunge velocity h˙ as well as the re-
sulting forces and moments are exchanged between the CFD code and the structural
solver. This is done multiple times during each time step, such that at the end of each
time step an equilibrium is achieved. Hence, the FSI coupling as applied here is com-
monly referred to as “strong”. This is in contrast to a so-called weak coupling, where
both the fluid and the structure are converged separately and forces and displacements
are exchanged after each time step. Strong coupling therefore avoids additional errors
due to partitioning. The second order backward differencing formula (BDF2) has been
used for the numerical integration of (3.1).
In order to verify the correct implementation of the FSI coupling algorithm, the en-
ergy conservation of the algorithm has to be checked. The mean of the initial energy E0
of the two-degree-of-freedom system should remain constant in time according to the
energy conservation law. The initial energy is given by:
E0 = Ekin+Epot−Wnc. (3.3)
Hence, the mean of the total of the kinetic energy Ekin = 1/2 ·~˙x TM~˙x, the potential energy
Epot = 1/2 ·~x TK~x and the negative of the non-conservative workWnc should remain con-
stant. The non-conservative work consists of the work done by the structural damping
forces and by the aerodynamic loads acting on the airfoil, i.e.:
Wnc =
∫t
0
(
~˙x TD~˙x−~˙x T ~f
)
dt . (3.4)
Figure 3.1 demonstrates that the mean of the initial energy E0, as given by (3.3), is con-
stant during the initial phase of an FSI simulation (see Figure 3.6 for the complete time
signal).
3.2.4. FORCED MOTION OSCILLATIONS
In the experiments of Dietz et al. [1] the oscillation amplitude is kept constant by apply-
ing a flutter-control system, which constrains the oscillations from growing or decaying.
This would be similar to constraining the oscillations to grow or decay in a coupled FSI
simulation. Here, single-harmonic forcedmotion oscillations of constant amplitude are
used to model such a forced LCO (i.e. an oscillation of constant amplitude restrained by
the flutter-control system). In order to do so, the frequency and the mode shape dur-
ing the LCO must be known, i.e. the frequency, the phase difference between pitch and
plunge and the ratio between the pitch and plunge amplitudes are required. This is in
contrast to coupled FSI simulations and the wind tunnel experiments of Dietz et al. [1],
where themode shape is implicitly known. Hence, an FSI simulationmust be performed
to find the mode shape of the system. The mode shape during the growth (or decay) of
the oscillation amplitude can then be extracted (neglecting the higher harmonics). This
information can be used as an input to the forced motion oscillation simulations.
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Figure 3.1: Time evolution of the energy for an FSI simulation
Themotion of the airfoil during a forcedmotion oscillation is prescribed using (2.47)
and (2.48), which are repeated here:
h(t) = ∆h · sin
(
ωt +φhα
)
, (3.5)
α(t) = ∆α · sinωt , (3.6)
where φhα is the phase difference between pitch and plunge, that is, φhα = φh −φα, i.e.
φhα is the phase of the plunging motion w.r.t. the pitching motion. Hence, when the
phase difference is positive, plunge leads pitch and when φhα is negative plunge lags
pitch. ω is the angular frequency.
Note that in (3.5) and (3.6) only the first harmonic component is taken into account. It
was observed from numerically computed LCOs as well from experimentally obtained
LCOs [1, 2] that the oscillations are approximately first harmonic. Hence, it is hypoth-
esised that the LCOs observed for the NLR7301 airfoil are purely sinusoidal in the first
fundamental frequency. This issue was addressed in Section 2.5.2. Further proof of this
hypothesis will be given in Section 3.3.3.
3.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section shows the results of FSI simulations and the corresponding forced motion
oscillation simulations. The results of a power analysis will be shown and discussed for
both simulation methods. An analytical test case, the van der Pol-oscillator, is studied
first, in both time and frequency domain. Then the two DoF airfoil system is addressed.
Furthermore, the effect of oscillation amplitude is studied by comparing the non-linear
aerodynamic forces and power components with their equivalent linearised counter-
parts. Finally, the global source of the amplitude limitation will be identified.
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3.3.1. VAN DER POL-OSCILLATOR
Before looking at the energy budget of the two degree-of-freedom airfoil system, the en-
ergy budget of the limit-cycle oscillations obtained from the van der Pol-oscillator is con-
sidered. These analytical systems are used to test and verify the energy budget analysis
approach. They serve as amodel for the non-linear aerodynamic forces. It will be shown
that the energy balance can be used to derive analytical solutions for these van der Pol-
oscillators, which can be used to establish the bifurcation behaviour, as will be shown in
Chapter 4.
ONE DOF VAN DER POL-OSCILLATOR
The van der Pol oscillator [14] is an example of a non-linear oscillator often used in (non-
linear) dynamics. The oscillator contains a non-linear damping term that results in limit-
cycle oscillations. Originally this non-linear damping term is of second order. In this
thesis the non-linear damping term has been modified to a fourth order term, such that
the van der Pol oscillator will exhibit subcritical bifurcations. The equation of motion of
the van der Pol-oscillator then becomes:
x¨+ x = ǫ
(
µ−ax2−dx4
)
x˙, (3.7)
where x is the time-dependent displacement, ǫ a damping coefficient andµ a bifurcation
parameter. a and d are constants.
Figure 3.2 shows the time domain solution obtained using theDormand-Prince (DO-
PRI) method [15] with ǫ= 0.01, µ= 1, a = 1 and d = 0. Figure 3.2(a) shows the displace-
ment versus the time and Figure 3.2(b) shows the phase portrait, i.e. x˙ versus x.
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Figure 3.2: Time domain solution of the one degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system (ǫ = 0.01, µ = 1,
a = 1 and d = 0)
As can be seen from these figures a limit-cycle oscillation with an amplitude of approxi-
mately 2 and an angular frequency of 1.00 rad/s develops. To analyse this LCO, the prin-
ciple of energy conservation is applied on this system. In order to do so, a solution of the
form:
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x(t)= xˆ sin(ωt), (3.8)
is assumed. Here xˆ is the amplitude. The equation of motion (3.7) is then pre-multiplied
by x˙ and integrated over one oscillation period, i.e.
∫T
0
x˙ x¨d t +
∫T
0
x˙xdt =
∫T
0
x˙ǫ
(
µ−ax2−dx4) x˙d t , (3.9)
where T is the oscillation period. Performing the integration results in:
Ekin+Epot =
∫T
0
x˙ǫ
(
µ−ax2−dx4) x˙d t , (3.10)
where Ekin is the kinetic energy and Epot is the potential energy. The left-hand side of
this equation is constant, i.e. the sum of the kinetic and potential energy over one oscil-
lation period is constant (for the constant amplitude limit-cycle oscillation). This means
that the integrand on the right-hand side should be zero in order for the integral to be
constant. Hence, the instantaneous power, defined by:
Pn = x˙ǫ
(
µ−ax2−dx4) x˙, (3.11)
should be zero. Inserting equation (3.8) and its derivatives yields:
Pn =ω2 xˆ2ǫcos2 (ωt)
(
µ−axˆ2 sin2 (ωt)−dxˆ4 sin4 (ωt)) . (3.12)
To satisfy (3.10), the mean of this equation should disappear, i.e. P¯n =mean(Pn) = 0.
Since the mean value of cos2 (ωt) is 1/2, the mean value of cos2 (ωt)sin2 (ωt) is 1/8 and
the mean value of cos2 (ωt)sin4 (ωt) is 0.062375, the equation for the mean power be-
comes:
P¯n = 0.5ǫω2 xˆ2
(
µ−0.25axˆ2−0.12475dxˆ4 ) . (3.13)
In case of an LCO themeanpower should disappear. Hence, the termbetween the brack-
ets in (3.13) should be zero. The amplitude of the motion can be computed from:
xˆ =
√√√√√0.25a±
√
0.499d
(
µ+ 0.0625a20.499d
)
−0.2495d , (3.14)
where the plus-sign represents the subcritical part of the bifurcation and theminus-sign
the supercritical part. When the non-linear damping term is only quadratic, i.e. d = 0
the solution for the amplitude reduces to:
xˆ = 2
√
µ
a
. (3.15)
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TWO DOF VAN DER POL-OSCILLATOR
Since the system of interest in this thesis is a two degree-of-freedom system, the van der
Pol-oscillator has been extended to two degrees of freedom. A fourth order non-linear
damping term as for the one DoF system (see (3.7)) has been used here as well. The
equations of motion of this two DoF system are given by:
M~¨x+K~x = ǫ
[
µ−a1x21 −b1x41 c1µ−a2x21
c1µ−a3x22 c1µ−a4x22 −b2x42
][
x˙1
x˙2
]
, (3.16)
where~x = [x1,x2]T is now a vector with the displacements of the two degrees of freedom
and a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2 and c1 are constants. ThemassmatrixM is chosen as the identity
matrix, whereas the stiffness matrix K is defined as:
K=
[
20 −10
−10 10
]
. (3.17)
Using the Dormand-Prince (DOPRI) method [15], a time domain solution was obtained
with the parameters: ǫ = 0.02, µ = 0.8, a1 = 0.3 and a2 = a3 = a4 = b1 = b2 = c1 = 0. The
displacements of both degrees of freedom are plotted versus time in Figure 3.3 and the
phase portraits are shown in Figure 3.4. For clarity reasons only the last 600 s of the time
signal are plotted in the phase portraits.
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Figure 3.3: Time domain solutions of mode 1 (ω = 5.08 rad/s) of the two degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscil-
lator system (ǫ= 0.02, µ= 0.8, a1 = 0.3 and a2 = a3 = a4 = b1 = b2 = c1 = 0)
From these figures it is observed that an LCO exists with amplitudes of 1.992 and 3.259.
The frequency is 5.08 rad/s. These results are obtained when the initial conditions are
~x(0) = [0.25,0.25]T . Using larger initial conditions (~x(0) = [5,5]T ) different amplitudes
results, i.e. the secondmode shape is found. Table 3.1 shows the amplitudes, the oscilla-
tion frequency and the phase difference between both degrees of freedom obtained for
both mode shapes.
In order to derive an analytical solution, the principle of conservation of energy is now
applied to the two DoF system as well. The instantaneous power for the two DoF system
becomes:
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Figure 3.4: Phase portraits of of mode 1 (ω = 5.08 rad/s) the two degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator sys-
tem (ǫ= 0.02, µ= 0.8, a1 = 0.3 and a2 = a3 = a4 = b1 = b2 = c1 = 0)
Mode 1 (5.08 rad/s) Mode 2 (1.95 rad/s)
xˆ1 3.259 3.263
xˆ2 1.992 5.284
∆φ ( rad) π 0
Table 3.1: Time domain results for a two degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator (ǫ = 0.02, µ = 0.8, a1 = 0.3
and a2 = a3 = a4 = b1 = b2 = c1 = 0)
Pn = ~˙xT ǫ
[
µ−a1x21 −b1x41 c1µ−a2x21
c1µ−a3x22 c1µ−a4x22 −b2x42
]
~˙x. (3.18)
This instantaneouspower should be zero in case of anLCO, such that thenon-conservative
work is constant and energy is conserved. When a solution of the form:
~x(t)= ~ˆx sin(ωt), (3.19)
is assumed, then the instantaneous power becomes (after some rearranging):
Pn = ǫ
(
A · cos2(ωt)+B · cos2(ωt)sin2(ωt)+C · cos2(ωt)sin4(ωt)) , (3.20)
where
A = µω2(xˆ21 +2c1 xˆ1 xˆ2+c1 xˆ22), (3.21)
B = −ω2(a1xˆ41 +a2 xˆ31 xˆ2+a3 xˆ32 xˆ1+a4 xˆ42), (3.22)
C = −ω2(b1xˆ61 +b2 xˆ62). (3.23)
For an LCO to occur, the instantaneous power should disappear on the mean, i.e. P¯n =
mean(Pn ) = 0. Therefore, the mean values of the trigonometric functions in equation
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(3.20) have been computed:
mean(cos2(ωt)) = 1
2
, (3.24)
mean(cos2(ωt)sin2(ωt)) = 1
8
, (3.25)
mean(cos2(ωt)sin4(ωt)) = 0.062375. (3.26)
Inserting these mean values into equation (3.20), gives:
P¯n = ǫ
(
1
2
·A+ 1
8
·B +0.062375·C
)
. (3.27)
Combining this equation with the coefficients A, B andC yields the relation between the
LCO amplitudes of the two degrees of freedom (whereω2 has been dropped):
1
2
µ(xˆ21 +2c1 xˆ1 xˆ2+c1 xˆ22 )−
1
8
(a1xˆ
4
1 +a2 xˆ31 xˆ2+a3 xˆ32 xˆ1+a4xˆ42 )−0.062375(b1 xˆ61 +b2 xˆ62)= 0.
(3.28)
From this equation the ratio of the LCO amplitudes at a certain value of the bifurcation
parameter µ can be computed, i.e. if one of the LCO amplitudes is known, the LCO am-
plitude of the other DoF can be computed from equation (3.28). Figure 3.5 shows con-
tours of the left-hand side of (3.28) for various amplitudes of both DoFs for µ= 0.8. Note
that all constants are non-zero for the results shown in this figure. The zero-contour indi-
cates the LCO solutions. For comparison the solution as computed from the amplitude-
dependent p-k method at this µ has been included as well, see Section 4.3.1. It lays
exactly on the zero-contourline.
These two van der Pol-oscillators show that analysing the energy budget, or more
particular the power of a non-linear oscillator system, can be a very useful tool for the
study of limit-cycle oscillations. In particular, for these two non-linear oscillators rela-
tions for the LCO amplitude could be derived.
3.3.2. FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION
The time evolutions of the pitch angle, plunge displacement and the sum of the kinetic
and the potential energy at M = 0.74, α¯ = −0.8◦ are depicted in Figure 3.6. The results
of two simulations are shown in this figure; on the left-hand side the signals obtained
when simulation is started at an amplitude below the LCO amplitude (simulation 1),
on the right-hand side the time history obtained when the simulation is started at an
amplitude above the LCO amplitude (simulation 2). An LCO amplitude of approximately
3.11◦ is observed. The non-dimensional plunge amplitude ∆h/c is 0.042. The sum of the
kinetic plus the potential energy averaged over one period is observed to be constant.
In order to put the obtained LCOamplitudes in perspective, a linearised flutter analy-
sis using the p-k method [16] in the frequency domain has been performed. Figure 3.7
shows the damping δ and the angular frequency ω versus the freestream speed. A posi-
tive δ indicates amotion growing in amplitude, whereas a negative δ indicates a damped
motion. The blue line represents the plunging mode and the green line the pitching
mode. The plunging mode is seen to become unstable at a velocity of 204.16 m/s, i.e.
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Figure 3.5: Contours of the mean power of the two degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system at µ= 0.8
(ǫ= 0.002, a1 =−6, a2 =−2, a3 =−1, a4 =−4, b1 = 0.25, b2 = 0.5 and c1 = 1)
this is the flutter velocity at M = 0.74, α¯ = −0.8◦. Hence, the LCO found here occurs far
above the flutter boundary, since the freestream velocity is 245.15 m/s for the LCO test
case. The amplitude ratio |θhα| at flutter is 0.82 and the phase difference φhα at flutter is
4.79◦. The reduced frequency k at flutter is 0.30.
Figure 3.8 displays the amplitude ratio |θhα| and the phase difference between pitch
and plunge φhα versus the oscillation amplitude during simulations 1 and 2. These
mode shape parameters were obtained by applying a Fourier transform to the FSI time
signals. In order to do so, four oscillation periods were simultaneously considered in one
sliding post-processing window. For each post-processing window, a Fourier transform
of the time signals was applied to obtain the magnitude and phase of the amplitude ra-
tio. The post-processing windows were overlapping by 95%. The scatter in Figure 3.8 is
caused by this overlap of the post-processing windows. Increasing the number of peri-
ods per window or decreasing the overlapping reduces the scatter, but also reduces the
number of points at which the amplitude ratio and phase difference are obtained.
The amplitude ratio is seen to remain almost constant over the growth (or decay) in
oscillation amplitude. However, the phase difference is observed to change slightly over
the oscillation amplitude growth, from about 7.29◦ to about 9.46◦ at the LCO amplitude.
The reduced frequency of the LCO is 0.254, it does not change during the development
towards the LCO. Upon comparing the mode shape at the LCO with the flutter mode
shape, it is observed that both |θhα| and k are slightly lower at the LCO. However, φhα is
larger at the LCO.
In order to analyse the development of an LCO it is helpful to determine the compo-
nents of the power of the system. The individual contributions of the aerodynamic lift
(Pl ), aerodynamicmoment (Pm) and structural damping (Pd ) to the total power Ptot can
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Figure 3.6: Time evolution of LCO atM = 0.74, α¯=−0.8◦ ,U∞ = 245.15 m/s
be determined from:
Pd =−Dh h˙2−Dαα˙2, (3.29)
Pl =−h˙L, (3.30)
Pm = α˙M , (3.31)
Ptot =Pd +Pl +Pm . (3.32)
The aerodynamic power is the sum of the power of the lift and of the moment: Paero =
Pl +Pm . In case of an LCO the aerodynamic power Paero should compensate the struc-
turally dissipated power Pd on average. The power components have been obtained
by multiplying the time signals of the aerodynamic forces and the motion vector ~˙x. To
obtain the mean power components, the instantaneous power is averaged over an oscil-
lation period, in equation form:
P¯ = 1
T
∫t+T
t
Pdt , (3.33)
where P¯ is the mean power. When the instantaneous power signal is averaged a smooth
curve of mean values of the power results. The oscillation amplitude at each time step
has, in this case, been obtained by spline fitting through the maxima and minima of the
pitch angle and the plunge displacement time signals.
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Figure 3.7: Damping rate and angular frequency versus the freestreamvelocity atM = 0.74, α¯=−0.8◦ (plunging
mode - blue and pitching mode - green)
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Figure 3.9 shows the mean of the power components computed in this manner versus
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amplitude for simulation 1 (with an initial amplitudebelow the LCOamplitude) and sim-
ulation 2 (with an initial amplitude above the LCO amplitude). It is clearly seen that the
total power becomes zero at an amplitude of 3.11◦. This is therefore the LCO amplitude.
The structural damping subtracts energy from the system. The same holds for the aero-
dynamic moment, whereas the lift adds energy to the system. The same behaviour was
observed from the experimental results of Dietz et al. [1]. Note that they used different
test cases and hence obtained different LCO amplitudes.
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Figure 3.9: Mean power versus amplitude for LCO at M = 0.74, α¯ = −0.8◦ (FSI - lines and forced motion -
symbols)
3.3.3. SINGLE HARMONIC FORCED MOTION OSCILLATIONS
Figure 3.9 shows the power components versus the amplitude as obtained from the (ref-
erence) FSI simulation (lines) and from forced motion oscillations simulations with a
complex-valued amplitude ratio (symbols). The complex amplitude ratio used for each
LCO amplitude (i.e. the amplitude ratio and the phase difference) has been extracted
from theFSI simulations. Thephase differencebetweenpitch andplunge changes slightly
over time during the coupled simulation, the same holds for the amplitude ratio (see Fig-
ure 3.8). These changes have been taken into account in the forced motion simulations
As the reduced frequency is constant during the LCO development, it has been fixed at
0.254 here. Table 3.2 shows the amplitudes at which forced motion oscillation simula-
tions were performed together with the corresponding phase differences and amplitude
ratios.
As can be seen from Figure 3.9 there is a good agreement between the power compo-
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∆α(◦) φhα(◦) |θhα|
0.0105 7.29 0.780
0.1 7.32 0.780
0.25 7.57 0.780
0.5 8.06 0.779
0.75 8.05 0.779
1 8.50 0.778
1.25 8.51 0.778
1.5 8.41 0.779
1.75 8.36 0.778
2 8.30 0.779
2.25 8.49 0.778
2.5 8.66 0.779
2.75 9.05 0.779
3 9.46 0.779
3.11 9.57 0.779
3.25 9.73 0.779
3.5 9.85 0.779
3.75 9.90 0.779
Table 3.2: Phase difference and amplitude ratio used for forced motion oscillation simulations at M = 0.74,
α¯=−0.8◦
nents obtained from the forced oscillations and those obtained from the FSI simulations.
Hence, this suggests that taking into account the first order harmonic only is sufficient
for modelling the LCO. The small deviations that appear in the power of the lift and in
the aerodynamic power, are probably caused by the post-processing of the time signals
of the FSI simulations, both in terms of the mode shape (see Figure 3.8 which shows a
small band of solutions for both the amplitude ratio and the phase difference) and the
power itself. A power analysis with low-pass filtered time signals, i.e. were only the first
harmonics were retained, resulted in an onlymarginally smaller P¯l and P¯aero. Hence, the
higher harmonics in the coupled FSI simulations (which are not present in the forced
motion simulations) are not the cause of the deviations between themean power curves
obtained from the forced oscillations and those obtained from FSI simulations.
It should be noted here that variations of the phase difference φhα, which are possi-
ble when using forced motion oscillation simulations, have an enormous impact on the
aerodynamic power and therefore on the LCO amplitude. Corresponding forcedmotion
oscillation simulations, with a phase difference of zero, would lead to an incorrectly pre-
dicted LCO amplitude. Figure 3.10 demonstrates this by comparing the total power as
obtained from forced motion oscillation simulations in case of a zero phase difference
and in case of a non-zero phase difference (i.e. in case of the actual phase difference, see
Table 3.2). The symbols have been connected by interpolated splines. When the phase
difference is zero an LCOwith an amplitude of about 1.85◦ would be obtained. This LCO
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amplitude is much smaller than the LCO amplitude actually obtained (3.11◦). Hence,
the phase difference, although small, can definitely not be ignored. This is in contrast
to the observations of Dietz et al. [1] and Bendiksen [3], who suggested that the LCOs
they observed during their experiments and computations, respectively, can be seen as
a single-DoF motion. Note, however, that both studies conducted their investigations at
different conditions and that Dietz et al. [1] observed significantly different LCO ampli-
tudes.
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Figure 3.10: Mean total power versus amplitude for forced motion oscillations with zero and non-zero phase
difference φhα atM = 0.74, α¯=−0.8◦
3.3.4. NON-LINEAR AERODYNAMIC POWER DEFECT
If the aerodynamic forces were proportional to the displacement, the power delivered by
the lift would vary quadratically with amplitude. However, with increasing amplitude a
non-linearity limits the (quadratic) increase of the power delivered by the lift, i.e. there
exists a defect in the power of the lift (see Figure 3.9). The power of the moment is also
a non-linear function of the amplitude, since it is coupled to the lift. Although, in com-
parison, the defect in the power of the moment is not as strong as for the power of the
lift. These two effects enable the power of the structural damping to balance the aerody-
namic power. However, the question is why do we have such a large defect in the power
of the lift, i.e. what feature is responsible for this defect? And why is the defect so much
smaller for the power of the moment?
To find the cause of this defect, onemust look at the computation of themean power
of the lift, moment and damping. Assuming a harmonic input and a harmonic response,
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the mean of the power of the lift, moment and damping can be computed using:
P¯l =−0.5∆h|L|ωsin
(
φLα−φhα
)
=−0.5∆h|L|ωsinφLh , (3.34)
P¯m = 0.5∆α|M |ωsinφMα, (3.35)
P¯d =−0.5ω2
(
Dh(∆h)
2+Dα(∆α)2
)
, (3.36)
where |L| is the magnitude of the lift, |M | is the magnitude of the moment, φLα is the
phase of the lift with respect to the pitching motion andφMα is the phase of the moment
with respect to the pitching motion. Subtracting φhα from φLα gives the phase of the lift
with respect to the plunging motion φLh .
Equations (3.34) and (3.35) are used to compute the equivalent linearised power
components. The equivalent linearised power is the power that would have been ob-
tained when the small amplitude mode shape and aerodynamic forces had been re-
tained at large amplitudes, i.e. in the case of linear flutter. The equivalent linearised
complex-valued aerodynamic lift andmoment needed to compute these power compo-
nents, are computed by scaling up the lift andmoment from the small-amplitude values
of FSI simulation 1. The phase of both lift and moment is just constant in the linearised
case. Figure 3.11 shows the mean of the equivalent linearised power components versus
oscillation amplitude (dashed lines). The power signals from the FSI simulations have
been included in Figure 3.11 as well (solid lines). The equivalent linearised power of
the lift P˜l increases with amplitude and until an amplitude of about 1.85
◦ it is approx-
imately equal to P¯l . For larger amplitudes, P¯l bursts and obtains a maximum. Similar
behaviour is observed for the aerodynamic power and the total power. The equivalent
linearised power of the moment P˜m does not decrease as fast as the non-linear power
of the moment P¯m with increasing amplitude. The power of the damping is the same
in both cases, since it is computed from the structural properties of the system. Hence,
Figure 3.11 clearly displays the non-linear aerodynamic power defect.
Now, why is there a defect in the power of lift and why is the defect in the power
of the moment so much smaller? In order to answer these questions, one must look at
the complex-valued ratios of the first harmonic components of the aerodynamic lift and
moment during the time evolution of the LCO, i.e. θLh and θMα. The magnitude and
phase angles of these complex-valued ratios of the lift and moment are shown in Figure
3.12. For comparison, the equivalent linearised magnitude and phase angle of the lift
and moment have been included as well. Figure 3.12 shows that the magnitude of the
lift during the LCO evolution |θLh | is almost the same in the equivalent linearised case.
For the LCO amplitude a deviation of only 3% occurs. However, the phase of the lift φLh
changes significantly. Furthermore, φLh is close to zero, hence the impact on the power
of the lift will be enormous, since the sensitivity of the sine is the largest close to zero
(see equation (3.34)). The magnitude of the moment |θMα| deviates significantly from
its equivalent linearised value at larger amplitudes. The phase of the moment φMα is
more negative in the equivalent linearised case than in the non-linear case. Deviations
of about 5−10◦ are present. However, since the phase of the moment is about −90◦, the
impact on the power of the moment will not be as large as for power of the lift, since the
slope of the sine is almost zero near −90◦ (see equation (3.35)).
To explain the non-linear defect of the power of the lift at higher amplitudes, equa-
tion (3.34) and Figures 3.12(a) and 3.12(c) are addressed. The power of the lift is a func-
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Figure 3.11: Mean power versus amplitude for LCO at M = 0.74, α¯ = −0.8◦ (FSI - full lines and equivalent
linearised - dashed lines)
tion of the plunge amplitude, this amplitude changes in the same way in both the equiv-
alent linearised and the non-linear case. The frequency is also the same in both cases.
Furthermore, themagnitude of the lift |θLh |was seen to be almost the same in both cases
(see Figure 3.12(a)). That leaves the phase of the lift with respect to plunge φLh as a pos-
sible source of the defect. As observed before, the sine has a large sensitivity since φLh is
close to zero. From Figure 3.12(c) it is seen that the difference between the phase of the
lift in the linearised case and φLh starts to increase rapidly at an amplitude of approxi-
mately 1.85◦, i.e. at the same amplitude as the power of the lift starts to deviate. Hence,
the power of the lift shows a non-linear defect due to the change in the phase of the lift
with increasing oscillation amplitude. This means that for an LCO to occur the phase of
the lift has to change only slightly with oscillation amplitude, provided that the value of
φLh is close to zero.
The defect in the power of the moment is explained in the same manner, only in this
case a combination of the changes in |θMα| and φMα is responsible for this defect, since
the phase of the moment is close to −90◦. Therefore, the change in magnitude and the
change in phase of the moment with increasing amplitude are responsible for the power
defect of the moment. These two defects, result in a defect in the aerodynamic power,
which leads to the amplitude limitation of the oscillations.
To investigate what local features are responsible for the change in the complex-valued
ratios of the first harmonic components of the aerodynamic lift an moment, the un-
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Figure 3.12: Magnitude and phase angle of lift andmoment versus amplitude for LCO atM = 0.74, α¯=−0.8◦
steady local force- and moment distributions at the LCO amplitude are compared to
those obtained at ∆α = 0.01048◦ (equivalent linearised condition). Figure 3.13(a) shows
the steady surface pressure coefficient distribution atM = 0.74, α=−0.8◦. Figure 3.13(b)
depicts the imaginary part of the unsteady local lift distributionwith respect to theplung-
ing motion, i.e. the imaginary part of the complex-valued ratio of the first harmonic
component of the local lift force ℑ(θlocal
Lh
). The imaginary part of the unsteady local mo-
ment distribution with respect to the pitching motion (i.e. the imaginary part of the
complex-valued ratio of the first harmonic component of the local moment ℑ(θlocalMα )) is
shown inFigure 3.13(c). The solid lines represent the LCOcondition and the dashed lines
the equivalent linearised condition. The upper surface is shown in blue and the lower
surface in green. Note that Figure 3.13(b) depicts the lift due to both pitch and plunge, it
ismerely referred to the plungingmotion. The same holds for the localmoment which is
merely referred to the pitchingmotion in Figure 3.13(c). The surface pressure coefficient
distribution shows a strong pressure increase wave near the leading edge on the upper
surface. However, this re-compression is not strong enough to re-compress the air such
that the velocity downstreamof it becomes subsonic. Instead the re-compression on the
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upper surface takes place without a shock near the mid-chord. On the lower surface a
small pressure increase is also present near the leading edge. Downstream of it the flow
expands and near x/c = 0.45 a strong shock is present.
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Figure 3.13: Local force- and moment distribution for LCO and equivalent linear conditions at M = 0.74, α¯ =
−0.8◦
When looking at the imaginary part of the unsteady local lift ℑ(θlocal
Lh
) it is observed that
in the linearised case, several sharp peaks appear. All these peaks are related to unsteady
shock motions since they are located at those locations where the steady surface pres-
sure coefficient distribution exhibits a re-compression, re-compression shock or a small
expansion. At the LCO condition these sharp peaks have disappeared and the local lift
force is just smoothed out over the surface, i.e. on the lower surface the shock moves
over a larger distance of the chord. On the upper surface the amplitude is large enough
to establish a shock over part of the oscillation cycle, hence the wide shock peak at about
mid-chord at the LCO condition. This peak and the difference in the imaginary part of
the local lift force downstream of this peak cause the decrease in imaginary part of the
lift from the linear condition to the LCO condition (see Figure 3.12(a) and 3.12(c)).
The dynamics and the formation of shock waves also change the power of the mo-
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ment significantly. This can be explained by looking at the imaginary part of the local
moment distribution with respect to the pitch amplitude, ℑ(θlocal
Mα ), see Figure 3.13(c).
This distribution is similar to that of the local lift, it is just weighted because of the mo-
ment arm. At x/c = 0.25 the local moment is zero, since this is the elastic axis location.
Fromaboutmid-chord to the trailing edge the absolute value of the localmoment on the
upper surface is much larger in the LCO case than in the equivalent linearised case. Near
the trailing edge this also holds for the lower surface. This increases the area underneath
the curves such that ℑ(θlocalMα ) is much larger in the non-linear case than in the linearised
case. This corresponds to the observations from Figures 3.12(b) and 3.12(d).
From the instantaneous surface pressure coefficient distributions at several time steps
it is observed that the shocks that exist on the upper surface and lower surface at the LCO
condition are of Tijdeman [17] type B, since all shocks disappear during part of the os-
cillation cycle. Hence, from the linearised to LCO condition the type of shock motion
changes from continuous (type A) to intermittent (type B). This coincides with the find-
ings of Bendiksen [4, 5], who found that amplitude non-linearities in the aerodynamic
forces are the strongest when the type of shockmotion changes and these non-linearities
will inevitably lead to limit-cycle oscillations. Intermittent boundary layer separation is
also present on both airfoil surfaces at the LCO condition. In contrast, in the linearised
case the flow remains attached. Hence, it is likely that the flow separation affects the
shock wave motions in the non-linear case. However, it is not clear how large this ef-
fect is. An LCO would probably have occurred in the absence of the boundary layer as
well, solely due to the amplitude non-linearities of the aerodynamic forces. Therefore
it is thought that the unsteady shock wave motions are responsible for the variations in
the magnitude and phase angle of the lift and the moment and hence for the non-linear
defect in the aerodynamic power. However, the local trigger responsible for the ampli-
tude limitation of the LCO studied in this work could not be identified due to the large
amplitude range covered and hence the corresponding large shock movement.
3.4. CONCLUSIONS
Aerodynamic non-linearities that lead to the development of limit-cycle oscillations are
a topic of current research. In this chapter the development and behaviour of LCOswere
analysed using fluid-structure interaction simulations and harmonic forced motion os-
cillation simulations. These forced motion oscillations involved a sinusoidal oscillation
at the fundamental frequency. From comparison with the FSI simulations it was ob-
served that apparently the contribution of the higher harmonics is not significant for the
LCOs considered in this work.
A power analysis of the coupled simulations showed that the slightly non-linear be-
haviour of the aerodynamic power enabled the occurrence of a limit-cycle oscillation.
The power components in case of a limit-cycle oscillation were compared to the equiv-
alent linearised power components that would exist in case of flutter. The defect of the
power of the lift in the non-linear case was found to be caused by the changes in the
phase angle of the lift w.r.t. plunge with oscillation amplitude. This phase angle was
found to be close to zero and therefore very sensitive to small changes. The defect in the
power of the moment was found to be much smaller than in case of the lift. In case of
the moment, variations in both magnitude and phase were found to be responsible for
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the defect in the power. However, since the phase of the moment is close to −90◦, small
variations of this phase, caused by oscillation amplitude variations, do not have a large
influence on the power of the moment. Hence, for the LCOs studied in this work, the
amplitude limitation is mainly caused by the change in the phase of the lift with oscilla-
tion amplitude. The changes in the magnitude and phase angle of the lift and moment
with oscillation amplitude were found to be caused by unsteady shock wave motions.
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4
VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF
THE AMPLITUDE-DEPENDENT P-K
METHOD
4.1. INTRODUCTION
Several researchers [1–4] have studied limit-cycle oscillations that occur on the F-16 air-
craft if external stores are applied. The driving mechanism of these LCOs has not yet
been understood in full detail, due the complicated non-linear behaviour. Aerodynamic
sources of non-linearity are thought to be related to shock wave dynamics, flow sepa-
ration and/or boundary layer transition. However, analysing the aerodynamic sources
of non-linearity in detail is difficult, because of the high computational costs involved
in coupled fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulations in the time domain. Moreover,
time domain simulations are not suited for detailed investigations into the bifurcation
behaviour of LCOs. Unstable LCOs, for example, which are repelling boundaries in the
phase space, usually cannot be found directly from time domain simulations. Further-
more, often multiple nested LCOs exist. In that case an unstable LCO is accompanied
by a stable LCO (of larger amplitude). However, this is not necessarily the case, i.e.
there might exist unstable LCOs without stable LCOs. When unstable LCOs exist below
the linear flutter speed and the LCO amplitude decreases with increasing velocity, a so-
called subcritical bifurcation occurs [5]. When only stable LCOs occur above the linear
flutter speed (i.e. without unstable LCOs below the flutter boundary) and the LCO am-
plitude increases with increasing freestream speed, a so-called supercritical bifurcation
occurs [5]. A more detailed overview of stable and unstable LCOs and their bifurcation
behaviour was given in Section 1.2.
To ease the investigations into the bifurcation behaviour of LCOs several alternatives
to time domain methods are used, these methods were discussed in Section 1.3. A short
Parts of this chapter have been published in van Rooij et al., Prediction of aeroelastic limit-cycle oscillations
based on harmonic forced motion oscillations, AIAA journal (submitted).
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overview is given here. The first alternative is the aeroelastic harmonic balance (HB)
method [6], which use a frequency-domain HB flow solver to solve the governing fluid
dynamic equations. This solver is coupled to the structural solver to solve the aeroelas-
tic equations of motion. This results in significant time savings compared to FSI sim-
ulations. However, an adapted flow solver, which is called during the iterations of the
aeroelastic HB solver, is necessary. Recently, neural networks have also been applied
to analyse limit-cycle oscillations [7–9]. These neural networks are used to establish a
relation between the aerodynamic forces and the structural displacements based on a
certain training signal. This relation is then used when solving the aeroelastic equations
of motion in the time domain. The success of this method depends on the training sig-
nal. A third approach is to extend the frequency domain-based p-k-method, well-known
in the context of linear flutter analysis. Ueda et al. [10] first applied a modified version
of the p-k method, in combination with the transonic small disturbance equations, for
predicting LCOs. Recently, He et al. [11] applied a extended version of the p-k method
for predicting LCOs as well. They assumed superposition of the aerodynamic forces and
used CFD to compute them. Furthermore, Somieski [12] applied an eigenvalue method
to study LCOs of an aircraft nose landing gear. He also used superposition of the non-
linear amplitude-dependent forces. He et al. [11] observed good agreement with time
domain methods for weak non-linearities, whereas for strong non-linearity deviations
were present. Somieski [12] obtained excellent agreement with time domain results for
this eigenvalue method.
In contrast to the methods of Ueda et al. [10], He et al. [11] and Somieski [12], the
amplitude-dependent p-k method ADePK as developed in this thesis, see Section 2.5,
takes the amplitude dependency of the aerodynamic forces is taken into account “di-
rectly” by the use of harmonic forced-motion oscillations, but without assuming super-
posability of the motion-induced aerodynamic forces. The LCO is assumed to oscillate
with its first fundamental frequency only (as in [10–12]), i.e. the higher order harmonic
components of the LCO and the aerodynamic forces are neglected. This assumption has
been justified in Chapter 3. The amplitude-dependent p-k method, presented in this
thesis is similar to the HB method, as noted in Section 2.5.1. However, in contrast to
the HB method, the Fourier transform of the aerodynamic forces is applied only at the
output of the CFD code (i.e. at the forces themselves) in the ADePKmethod. Hence, for
application of the ADePK method no adapted CFD solver is needed. Furthermore, the
CFD solver is not called during the solution procedure of the aeroelastic equations of
motion in the ADePKmethod. Instead, the aerodynamic forces are obtained from inter-
polation of the resonse surface generated from the results of harmonic forced-motion
oscillations. The results of ADePK are compared to time domain simulations results. Be-
fore applying ADePK to a test case with aerodynamic non-linearities, it is verified for an
analytical test case; a van der Pol-oscillator [13]. Afterwards themethod is validated for a
two DoF pitch/plunge airfoil system. The results of the presented amplitude-dependent
p-k method will be compared to the methods of Ueda et al. [10], He et al. [11] and
Somieski [12] (i.e. using superposition of the aerodynamic forces). Furthermore, a struc-
tural parameter variation is performed. That is, the structural frequency ratio is varied,
similar to the investigations of Kholodar et al. [14, 15].
Section 4.2 shortly describes the test cases, the CFD code and the time and frequency
4.2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND SET-UP
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domain methods. The results of ADePK are then shown and discussed in Section 4.3 for
the vander Pol-oscillator and the twoDoFairfoil system. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
4.2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND SET-UP
In this chapter two computational methods have been applied, a time domain method,
which used a reference, and the frequency domain method ADePK developed in this
thesis. In the time domain, fluid-structure coupling has been applied for validation of
the frequency domainmethod. All methods used in this chapter have been presented in
detail in Chapter 2. A short overview is given here.
4.2.1. CFD CODE AND SET-UP
Todetermine the aerodynamic lift andmoment theDLRTAU-code [16] is used. ThisCFD
code is a finite-volume, cell-vertex-based, unstructured, compressible solver for both
the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and the Euler equations. In this chapter
inviscid flow is considered, i.e. the Euler equations are used to represent the fluid dy-
namics. For spatial discretisation a 2nd-order central scheme [17] is used. Temporal
discretisation is realised by dual time stepping [18], where in order to integrate in phys-
ical time, the implicit 2nd-order accurate Backward Differencing Formula (BDF2) inte-
gration scheme has been used. At each physical time step, the governing equations are
integrated explicitly by adding a so-called pseudo time derivative. More details about
the CFD code and its discretisation can be found in Section 2.2.3.
The airfoil used in this study is the supercritical NLR7301 airfoil with a blunt trailing
edge [19]. Its design Mach number is 0.72 and its design lift coefficient is 0.60. More
details about this airfoil can be found in Section 2.2.1. The chord length of the airfoil is
0.3m. An unstructured O-type mesh with 1135 points has been used for all CFD simu-
lations shown in this chapter. However, the mesh resolution and grid convergence are
not of interest for the validation of ADePK, since the same mesh has been used for both
time and frequency domain calculations. The farfield boundary has been placed 100
chord lengths away from the airfoil, in order to avoid that reflections falsify the low fre-
quency responses. The time step size used for all unsteady simulations is 1·10−4 s. This
corresponds to 769 time steps per oscillation period for a reduced frequency of 0.1 and
to 128 time steps per oscillation period for a reduced frequency of 0.6. This time step
size was found to give time step size independent results, see Appendix B. The testcase
considered in this chapter is at a Mach number of 0.74 and a mean angle of attack of
−1.5◦.
4.2.2. TWO DOF AIRFOIL SYSTEM
The aeroelastic system considered in this chapter is a spring-mounted airfoil with two
degrees of freedom; pitch and plunge. The equations of motion of the system are given
by (2.7). The structural parameters used are given in Table 2.1, see Dietz et al. [20].
4.2.3. FLUID-STRUCTURE COUPLING
For reference, limit-cycle oscillations are computed in the timedomainusing fluid-structure
coupling. As described in Section 2.3 the coupling is partitioned, i.e. the CFD solver
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and the structural solver have been coupled. To achieve so-called “strong” coupling of
the CFD and the structural solver, the forces and displacements are exchanged between
these solvers multiple times during each physical time step. In this thesis the coupling
has been applied at each pseudo time step. In other words, at a certain time step, the
forces of the previous physical or pseudo time step are used to compute the new struc-
tural displacements. These are then fed back to the CFD code to compute the new aero-
dynamic forces at the current pseudo time step, which then lead to new displacements.
These are again fed back to the CFD code. This process is repeated for each pseudo time
step until an equilibrium is established. Then the solver advances to the next time step.
The numerical time integration of the fluid-structural problem (2.7) is also performed
using a BDF2 integration scheme. In order to obtain the desired mean angle of attack,
the airfoil is trimmed by subtracting the steady aerodynamic forces at this (mean) angle
of attack, see Section 3.2.3.
In order to study the bifurcation behaviour, the freestream velocity has been varied.
In the time domain simulations, this variation has been performed by varying the static
temperature at constant Mach number.
4.2.4. CONVENTIONAL P-K METHOD
The conventional p-k method for classical flutter computations was developed by Has-
sig [21]. It assumes the first harmonic of a complex-valued exponential function as a
solution to the equations of motion (see (2.32)-(2.34)). The aerodynamic forces are de-
scribed using the so-called Generalised AerodynamicForce (GAF)matrix which contains
the complex-valued derivatives of the aerodynamic forces with respect to the degrees of
freedom. The solution of the aerodynamic forces is truncated after the first harmonic.
See Section 2.4 for more details.
4.2.5. AMPLITUDE-DEPENDENT P-K METHOD ADEPK
The amplitude-dependent p-k method ADePK is an extension of the conventional p-k
method for predicting limit-cycle oscillations. It is described in detail in Section 2.5.1.
Compared to the conventional p-k method, the aerodynamic forces are no longer a lin-
ear function of the displacements. Therefore, the aerodynamic forces remain as a vector
in the equations of motion, see (2.43). To solve these equations, an iterative procedure
is applied (as in the conventional p-k method), where the pitch amplitude must be pre-
set. This iterative procedure finds the angular frequencyω, damping δ and the complex-
valued amplitude ratio |θhα |. An LCO is then found from the amplitude atwhich δ is zero.
Depending on the sign derivative of δ w.r.t. ∆α at the LCO amplitude, the LCO found is
either stable or unstable. Nested LCOs can also be found from ADePK, see Section 2.5.3.
In contrast to the linear case, the aerodynamic forces in the non-linear case are, next
to the frequency, also a function of the pitch amplitude and the complex-valued ampli-
tude ratio. Therefore, a so-called response surface is necessary to compute the aerody-
namic forces during the iterations of ADePK. This response surface is constructed us-
ing harmonic forced motion oscillation simulations. It can either be fully non-linear or
quasi-linearised (when superposition of describing function is used), see Section 2.5.2.
In ADePK only the first harmonic component of the motion and the aerodynamic re-
sponse is used, since from Chapter 3 and [20, 22–24], all LCOs with aerodynamic non-
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linearities only, were observed to haveno significant higher harmonic components. More
details on ADePK can be found in Section 2.5.
4.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section shows the results obtained from ADePK. The results are validated using
time-domain FSI simulations. First, the results of the analytical test case, the one and
two DoF van der Pol-oscillator are shown and discussed. Then the response surface and
the results of the two-degree-of-freedomairfoil system are shown and discussed. Finally,
ADePK is applied to study the bifurcation behaviour of the two DoF airfoil system when
the structural frequency ratio is varied.
4.3.1. VAN DER POL-OSCILLATOR
The van der Pol-oscillator [13] is a classical example of a systemwith a non-linear damp-
ing force and serves here as a model for non-linear aerodynamic forces. This section
will demonstrate the amplitude-dependent p-k method for a one and two degree-of-
freedom van der Pol oscillator. First the time domain solution will be compared to the
results of the amplitude-dependent p-k-method in terms of the bifurcation behaviour.
Then the non-linear damping is increased such that the LCOs are no longer first har-
monic only. The validity of the amplitude-dependent p-k method for higher harmonic
motions is checked in this manner.
ONE DOF VAN DER POL-OSCILLATOR
Two test cases are used; the standard van der Pol oscillator and a modified van der Pol
oscillator. For the second test case, the standard van der Pol equation was modified to
investigate the possibility of a subcritical bifurcation. A fourth order polynomial was
used as non-linear damping term, i.e. Fnon-lin = ǫ
(
µ−ax2−dx4
)
x˙, see Section 3.3.1.
The equation of motion then becomes:
x¨+ x = ǫ(µ−ax2−dx4) x˙, (4.1)
where x is the time-dependent displacement, ǫ a damping coefficient and µ a bifurca-
tion parameter. a and d are constants. This equation can be solved in the time domain
or in the frequency domain using the amplitude-dependent p-k-method (see Section
2.5). The analytical solution can be found using the energy balance as demonstrated in
Section 3.3.1.
Now the bifurcation parameter µ is varied in order to study the bifurcation behaviour
of the system. Solving for the LCO amplitude for various values of the bifurcation pa-
rameter results in the bifurcation diagram depicted in Figure 4.1. Note that no response
surface must be set up, since the non-linear damping force is known analytically as a
function of frequency and amplitude. From Figure 4.1 it is observed that a supercritical
bifurcation of the LCO amplitude exists. This means that the amplitude increases with
increasing bifurcation parameter from the flutter point (i.e. where the LCO amplitude is
zero). For reference the analytical solution of equation (3.15) and the time domain so-
lution have been included as well. The Dormand-Prince (DOPRI) method [25] has been
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Figure 4.1: Bifurcation diagram of the one degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system (ǫ = 0.01, a = 1,
d = 0)
used to obtain these time domain results. Excellent agreement between the results of all
methods is obtained.
Now the bifurcation behaviour of the van der Pol equation with a non-zero b is in-
vestigated. With ǫ = 0.02, a = −2, d = 0.5 the LCO amplitudes obtained using the var-
ious methods are obtained. Figure 4.2 shows the bifurcation diagram obtained using
the amplitude-dependent p-k method. As can be seen from this figure, a stable and an
unstable LCO exist. This means that the bifurcation behaviour of the LCO amplitude is
subcritical.
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Figure 4.2: Bifurcation diagram of the one degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system (ǫ = 0.02, a = −2,
d = 0.5)
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As can be seen from Figure 4.2, the LCO amplitude first becomes larger when the bi-
furcation parameter is decreased and then at µ = −1 the LCO amplitude increases with
increasing µ. For values of µ between -1 and 0 there exist two LCOs, a so-called repeller
and an attractor. A repeller is an unstable solution, whereas the attractor is a stable solu-
tion. At µ=−1, a so-called saddle-node bifurcation of limit cycles occurs [26]. For such
a bifurcation the stable and unstable LCOs merge. Note that a repeller cannot be found
from time domain simulations (from a physical point of view). For validation purposes,
it has been determined here by reversing the time, such that a repeller becomes an atr-
ractor and an attractor becomes a repeller. The can be achieved by reversing the sign of
the coefficients a and d in (4.1) in the time domain computations (at a fixed µ-value).
From Figure 4.2 is observed that the solution obtained from the amplitude-dependent
p-k method is in perfect agreement with the analytical solution and the time domain
solution. Hence, the amplitude-dependent p-k method is able to correctly predict the
bifurcation behaviour of a van der Pol oscillator with a fourth order non-linear damping
force.
In the amplitude-dependent p-k solver presented in Section 2.5 the assumption has
been made that the limit-cycle oscillation is a simple harmonic oscillation. Hence, it is
assumed that there are no higher order harmonics in the oscillation. To check whether
the amplitude-dependent p-k solver also workswhen higher order harmonics come into
play, the non-linear damping force coefficient ǫ in (4.1) has been increased. Figure 4.3
shows the time domain solution obtained with ǫ= 1, µ= 0.8, a = 0.3, d = 0.
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Figure 4.3: Time domain solution of the one degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system (ǫ = 1, µ = 0.8,
a = 0.3 and d = 0)
From Figure 4.3 it is observed that an LCO with an amplitude of 3.276 develops. The fre-
quency is 0.962. From the amplitude-dependent p-k method an amplitude of 3.266 and
a frequency of 1.135 are obtained. Hence, the agreement in amplitude is good. However,
the agreement in frequency is only fair. To study the influence of the non-linear damping
force coefficient ǫ in more detail, the error made (w.r.t. the time domain solution) when
increasing ǫ has been computed for various values of ǫ. Figure 4.4 shows the relative
error in LCO amplitude and in frequency versus the non-linear damping coefficient.
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Figure 4.4: Relative error in LCO amplitude and frequency versus the damping coefficient ǫ for the one degree-
of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system (µ= 0.8, a = 0.3, d = 0)
The relative error is seen to increase fromFigure 4.4. Especially the errormade in the fre-
quency becomes largewith increasing ǫ (about 50% for a non-linear damping coefficient
of about 4). The relative errormade in LCO amplitude remains below 2% for ǫ-values up
to 4. This suggests that only an estimation for the LCO amplitude can be obtained from
the amplitude-dependent p-k method when the LCO contains higher order harmonics.
Furthermore, the differences in frequency indicate that the amplitude-dependent p-k
method can only be exact when the LCO is a pure first order harmonic oscillation.
TWO DOF VAN DER POL-OSCILLATOR
The standard van der Pol oscillator with one degree of freedomhas been extended to two
degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the non-linear damping force has been extended with
a fourth order term. The equations of motion are given by (see (3.16) in Section 3.3.1):
M~¨x+K~x = ǫ
[
µ−a1x21 −b1x41 c1µ−a2x21
c1µ−a3x22 c1µ−a4x22 −b2x42
][
x˙1
x˙2
]
, (4.2)
where ~x = [x1,x2]T is now a vector with the displacements of the two degrees of free-
dom and a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2 and c1 are constants. M and K are the mass and stiffness
matrices, respectively and ǫ is a damping coefficient used to scale the damping. These
equations can be solved either in the time domain or in the frequency domain. When
the non-linear damping force vector is reduced to a non-linear damping force in the first
(or second) DoF only, an analytical solution is available. Therefore, for initial validation
purposes, the coefficients a2, a3, a4, b1, b2 and c1 have been set to zero. The other coeffi-
cients have been taken as: ǫ= 0.02, a1 = 0.3. The massmatrix has been set to the identity
matrix and the stiffness matrix is defined as:
K=
[
20 −10
−10 10
]
. (4.3)
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The analytical solution for the LCO amplitude can be computed using the principle
of energy conservation, see Section 3.3.1. Since the non-linear damping force is only
present in the first equation, the LCO amplitude of the other DoF is computed using
the absolute value of the complex amplitude ratio. Equations (4.4) and (4.5) present the
analytical solution of (4.2) (when the coefficients a2, a3, a4, b1, b2 and c1 are zero).
∆x1 = 2
√
µ
a1
, (4.4)
∆x2 =
∣∣θx1x2 ∣∣ ·2
√
µ
a1
. (4.5)
ADePK has been used to study the bifurcation behaviour of the two DoF van der Pol os-
cillator by varying the parameter µ. Two LCO modes were observed from all methods,
one at an angular frequency of 1.95 rad/s and one at an angular frequency of 5.14 rad/s.
In Figure 4.5 the LCO amplitude is plotted as a function of µ. The blue circles and green
squares show the LCO amplitude as obtained from ADePK, whereas the dashed lines
show the analytical solution. ∆x1 and ∆x2 represent the amplitudes of the first and sec-
ond degree of freedom, respectively. The red pentagrams and pink hexagrams show the
time integration results, for the first and second DoF, respectively. Since the non-linear
force vector is known analytically, it is not necessary to set up a response surface for this
test case.
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Figure 4.5: Bifurcation diagrams of the two degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system (ǫ= 0.02, a1 = 0.3
and a2 = a3 = a4 = b1 = b2 = c1 = 0)
The LCO amplitude increases with increasing bifurcation parameter µ, i.e. a so-called
supercritical bifurcation of the LCO amplitude occurs. Excellent agreement is observed
between the analytical, time-domain and the frequency-domain solutions.
Next, the influence of a fourth order non-linear damping term in the van der Pol
oscillator system has been investigated. The following values for the coefficients of the
non-linear dampingmatrix have beenused: ǫ= 0.002, a1 =−6, a2 =−2, a3 =−1, a4 =−4,
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b1 = 0.25, b2 = 0.5 and c1 = 1. Solving the system (4.2) a subcritical bifurcation is ob-
tained, see Figure 4.6. Again there are two LCOmodes. Mode 1 has an angular frequency
of 1.96 rad/s and mode 2 has an angular frequency of 5.12 rad/s. The time domain so-
lutions are shown as well. Note that the second mode was not found from time domain
simulations.
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Figure 4.6: Bifurcation diagrams of the two degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system (ǫ= 0.002, a1 =−6,
a2 =−2, a3 =−1, a4 =−4, b1 = 0.25, b2 = 0.5 and c1 = 1)
From Figure 4.6 it is observed that for both modes a so-called subcritical bifurcation
occurs, i.e. for values of µ smaller than zero a stable and an unstable LCO exist at one
value of µ. For µ larger than zero, only one LCO exists, a stable LCO. The blue arrows
indicate that the stable LCO is an attractor, whereas the unstable LCO is a repeller. In
order to validate the amplitude of the unstable LCOs, this repeller has been determined
from time domain simulations by reversing the time, as for the one DoF van der Pol
oscillator. For the two DoF van der Pol oscillator the signs of the coefficients a1, a2, a3,
a4, b1 and b2 are reversed in (4.2) in the time domain computations (at a fixed µ-value).
Again excellent agreement is obtained between the time and frequency domain results.
Furthermore, this test case suggests that for a subcritical bifurcation to occur the non-
linear damping should be of at least order four.
In this section the assumption of a simple harmonic motion will be checked in the
same way as was done for the one DoF van der Pol oscillator. The two DoF van der Pol
oscillator of equation (4.2) is used with ǫ = 1, a1 = 0.3, µ = 0.8 and a2 = a3 = a4 = b1 =
b2 = c1 = 0. Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) show the phase portraits of the first mode, with a
frequency of 1.94 rad/s, the LCO amplitudes are 3.337 and 5.407. The phase portraits of
the second mode with a frequency of 5.13 rad/s are shown in Figures 4.7(c) and 4.7(d).
The LCO amplitudes for this mode are 3.266 and 2.026. From the amplitude-dependent
p-k solver two modes are found. The first mode has a frequency of 1.96 rad/s and LCO
amplitudes of 3.265 and 5.284. The second mode has a frequency of 5.11 rad/s and LCO
amplitudes of 2.018 and 3.266. Hence, there is a good agreement in both frequency and
LCO amplitude for the two DoF van der Pol oscillator. Although, it should be noted that
the second mode is almost first harmonic as seen from the phase portrait of the second
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degree of freedom of this mode (Figure 4.7(d)).
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Figure 4.7: Phase portraits of the two degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system (ǫ = 1, µ= 0.8, a1 = 0.3
and a2 = a3 = a4 = b1 = b2 = c1 = 0)
To further study the validity of the first harmonic assumption the relative errormade
in the LCO amplitudes and in the frequency have been computed for various values of
the damping coefficient ǫ. The reference solution is the time domain solution. Figure 4.8
shows the absolute value of the relative error in the LCO amplitudes and in the frequency
versus ǫ for the twomodes. The relative error is almost zero when ǫ is 0.02 and increases
with increasing ǫ as expected. It should be noted that the relative error is still below
10% for values of the non-linear damping coefficient up to about 4. This might be an
acceptable error. Overall, the amplitude-dependent p-k method is well suited to study
LCOs caused by weak non-linearities (which can be represented by the first harmonic
component only).
It is expected that ADePK will fail to predict the correct LCO amplitudes and fre-
quency when the structural motion of the two DoF airfoil system contains significant
higher harmonics of the same order as the first harmonic component, since the aero-
dynamic forces are highly dependent on the amplitudes of both DoF, the (reduced) fre-
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Figure 4.8: Relative error in LCOamplitudes and frequency versus the damping coefficient ǫ for the twodegree-
of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system (µ= 0.8, a1 = 0.3 and a2 = a3 = a4 = b1 = b2 = c1 = 0)
quency and the phase difference between bothDoF. Further investigations are necessary
to clarify this. However, when the LCO is first harmonic, ADePK can be used to estimate
the LCO amplitude and the LCO mode shape as verified for the van der Pol oscillator in
this section.
4.3.2. TWO DOF AIRFOIL SYSTEM
In order to apply ADePK to this test case, the aerodynamic forces were computed using
inviscid CFD simulations. Harmonic forced-motion simulations were performed, see
Section 2.5.2, that sample the parameter space spanned by reduced frequencies, am-
plitude ratios, phase differences between pitch and plunge and pitch amplitudes. The
results are used to create a response surface, which is used for the determination of the
aerodynamic forces in ADePK. For validation, the LCO amplitude has been determined
from FSI simulations at several freestream velocities.
RESPONSE SURFACE CONSTRUCTION
To determine the range of the mode shape parameters and frequency required, flutter
calculations were performed (using the conventional p-k method) with varying struc-
tural parameters. The flutter mode shape was extracted for each structural parameter
combination. Since the LCO mode can be expected to be similar to the flutter mode
shape, the range in which to select response surface samples is determined from the
flutter mode shapes. For this study, the structural parameters as depicted in Table 2.1
were taken as a starting point. Table 4.1 shows the variations applied to the structural
parameters. The structural damping was left unchanged. Figure 4.9 shows the result-
ing flutter mode shapes for all combinations of the structural parameters in Table 4.1.
From Figure 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) it is seen that the phase difference at flutter (φhα) f varies
between 0◦ and 180◦. However, most of the samples have a phase difference smaller
than about 160◦. The amplitude ratio at flutter |θhα| f varies from 0 to about 20, with the
highest concentration at amplitude ratios below 5. The reduced frequency at flutter k f
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is seen to vary between 0 and about 0.6 from Figures 4.9(b) and 4.9(c).
Structural parameter Values Units
Massm 10, 18, 26, 34, 42, 50 kg
Mass moment of inertia Iα 0.01, 2.008, 4.006, 6.004, 8.002, 10 kg/m
2
Torsional spring stiffness Kα 3.323·10
3, 6.646· 103, 9.969· 103,
1.3292· 104, 1.6615· 104, 1.9938· 104 Nm/rad
Plunge spring stiffness Kh 5.39·10
5, 1.078· 106, 1.617·106,
2.156·106, 2.695· 106, 3.234· 106 N/m
Static moment related to EA Sα 0.10, 0.68, 1.26, 1.84, 2.42, 3.0 kgm
Torsional damping constant Dα 0.0687 kgm
2/s
Plunge damping constant Dh 45.764 kg/s
Table 4.1: Values of the structural parameters used for determination of the range of response surface samples
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Figure 4.9: Flutter mode shape for various structural parameters
The sampling range of the reduced frequency k was therefore taken from 0 to 0.6. For
|θhα|, values between 0.1 and 4 were used for the response surface samples and for φhα
values between 5◦ and 150◦ were used. Pitch amplitudes from 0◦ till 5◦ were selected. To
determine the number of samples in each direction of the response surface a compar-
ison of an interpolated response surface slice with a dense-sampled response surface
slice obtained from forced motion oscillation simulations was made. The number of
samples in each direction was chosen based on sufficient agreement between the two
slices. Table 4.2 displays the sample locations of the mode shape parameters for de-
termination of the response surface and Figure 4.10 shows an exemplary cut through
the response surface in terms of the complex-valued lift and the complex-valued mo-
ment versus themode shape parameters. The interpolated response surface is shown by
dashed lines. Three different interpolation methods have been applied: linear interpo-
lation (green dashed line), cubic spline interpolation (red dashed line) and polynomial
interpolation (in multiple dimensions, blue dashed line). The slices versus pitch ampli-
tude and amplitude ratio have been normalised by ∆α and |θhα|, respectively. In order
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to normalise with respect to |θhα|, the aerodynamic force (ormoment) at |θhα| = 0 is first
subtracted.
Mode shape parameter Values
Pitch amplitude ∆α (◦) 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Amplitude ratio |θhα| 0.1, 0.5, 1, 4
Reduced frequency k 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6
Phase difference φhα (
◦) 5, 10, 50, 100, 150
Table 4.2: Values of the mode shape parameters used for determination of the response surface of two DoF
NLR7301 airfoil system
Figure 4.10 shows that the real and imaginary parts of lift and moment varied most with
reduced frequency as could be expected. The deviation with respect to the linear part of
response surface is clearly seen in the direction of the pitch amplitude. The slice of the
response surface for the amplitude ratio was found to be only slightly non-linear, since
the variations in the normalised real and imaginary of the lift and moment are small
(much smaller than in the amplitude direction). For the phase difference the response
surface slice seems to have a sine-like shape.
Note that in the amplitude ratio direction samples in a smaller range than that found
from the structural parameter variation in the flutter case were used (0.1 till 4 instead of
0.1 till 20). This is not expected to be a problem for the structural frequency ratio consid-
ered in this chapter (see Section 4.3.3). In total 1280 samples were used (see Table 4.2).
From those 980 are the output of forced motion oscillation simulations. The remaining
samples at a pitch amplitude of zero are zero and those at a reduced frequency of zero
have been determined from quasi-steady values.
The response surface is, in the non-linear case, obtained from simulations where
pitch and plunge are simultaneously applied, i.e.
~ˆ
f = [ fL
(
∆α, |θhα|, k, φhα
)
, fM
(
∆α, |θhα|, k, φhα
)
]T .
Instead of applying forcedmotion oscillation simulations in a four dimensional parame-
ter space, the parameter space can also be reduced two dimensions when superposition
of the describing functions is applied, i.e. when a quasi-linearisation is applied, see Sec-
tion 2.5.2. Ueda et al. [10], He et al. [11] and Somieski [12] used superposition of describ-
ing functions to compute the aerodynamic forces at the amplitudes and the frequency
predicted by their extended p-k solver. To compare ADePKwith the approach of [10–12],
in addition to a non-linear response surface, describing functions are also used to com-
pute the aerodynamic forces at the LCO mode shape during the iterations of ADePK in
this chapter (see later in this section).
BIFURCATION BEHAVIOUR
Using the samples as specified in Table 4.2, ADePK has been applied to study the bi-
furcation behaviour of LCO amplitude of the NLR7301 airfoil. The amplitude at which
δ becomes zero has been determined for several freestream velocities. As explained in
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Figure 4.10: Response surface at ∆α= 1◦, φhα = 5◦, |θhα| = 0.5, k = 0.3 (blue - polynomial interpolation, red -
cubic spline interpolation, green - linear interpolation)
Section 2.5.3, the aerodynamic forces at each freestream velocity have been determined
by pre-multiplication of the dynamic pressure q∞ and dividing by the reference dynamic
pressure at which the aerodynamic forces were computed qref, i.e.
~ˆ
f = q∞/qref · ~ˆfref. This
means that formally the results are non-matched, as no additional iterations are per-
formed to match the reference velocity with the computed flutter and LCO solution bi-
furcation velocities.
Figure 4.11 shows the results fromADePK togetherwith the results fromfluid-structure
interaction simulations. Since it takes a lot of computational effort to determine the LCO
amplitude in the time domain, at each freestream velocity several FSI simulations have
been performed, each simulation with a different initial amplitude. From each of these
simulations it has been determined whether the oscillations of the system were growing
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or decaying in amplitude. In this manner, the bounds between which the LCO ampli-
tude should lie have been determined. The blue circles and the red squares depict the
lower and upper bounds between which a stable LCO occurs, respectively. Furthermore,
unstable LCOs have also been found from time domain simulations at various velocities.
These were found from FSI simulations that decay in amplitude for a certain initial am-
plitude and increase in amplitude for a higher initial amplitude. The blue diamonds and
red pentagrams depict the lower and upper bounds of these unstable LCOs, respectively.
The black triangles at zero amplitude show the results of FSI simulations for which the
amplitude decays towards zero (at all initial amplitudes tested). The solid blue, red and
green lines in Figure 4.11 show the frequency domain solution using polynomial, cubic
spline and linear interpolation, respectively. The flutter velocity obtained from the p-k
method (using cubic spline interpolation) is plotted in Figure 4.11(a) with a green dia-
mond at a zero amplitude. Figures 4.11(b) till 4.11(d) show the other LCO mode shape
parameters (amplitude ratio, reduced frequency andphase differencebetweenpitch and
plunge) as obtained from ADePK versus the freestream velocity. For comparison the FSI
simulation results are also shown.
From the time domain simulations it is seen that the unstable LCO amplitude de-
creases with increasing freestream velocity for amplitudes up to approximately 1◦. For
larger amplitudes the LCO amplitude increases with increasing amplitude, i.e. the bifur-
cation is supercritical. Below a freestream velocity of approximately 196.78 m/s all FSI
simulations decay towards zero amplitude, i.e. no LCOs occur. The agreement of the
results of ADePK with the time domain results is good for all interpolation methods. All
interpolation methods predict unstable LCOs at small amplitudes. The polynomial in-
terpolation results agree the best with the time domain results. The linear interpolation
results are shifted to lower velocities at small amplitude and underpredict the LCO am-
plitude at higher velocities. Cubic spline interpolation results in nested LCOs. However,
the shifts of the curves on the abcissa are very small (i.e. note the scale). The variations
in the bifurcation behaviour between the various interpolation methods are a result of
the differences in the response surface for the different interpolation methods, see Fig-
ure 4.10. Although the differences in the response surface are relatively small they can
have an enormous impact, as all mode shape parameters are linked. More samples or
another distribution of the samples, might be necessary to better predict the LCO am-
plitude using these interpolation methods. In the case of infinitely many samples, all
interpolation methods should give the same response surface and hence the same bifur-
cation behaviour.
To investigate the source of the deviations between the bifurcation behaviour ob-
tained using cubic spline interpolation and the polynomial interpolation, a sensitivity
study w.r.t. to the interpolation methods has been performed. Since from Figure 4.10
(and other slices of the response surface that are not shown) it is observed that cubic
spline and polynomial interpolation result in almost the same response surface, the in-
terpolation methods for the response surface have been interchanged. That is, one of
the aerodynamic forces (real and imaginary parts of lift and moment) has been interpo-
lated by cubic splines and the rest by polynomials. This is done for all the aerodynamic
forces. The same bifurcation behaviour as when polynomial interpolation is used for
all aerodynamic forces is observed when cubic spline interpolation is applied instead of
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Figure 4.11: LCOmode shape versus freestream velocity
polynomial interpolation for the real part of the lift and the real and imaginary part of the
moment. However, when using cubic splines for the interpolation of the imaginary part
of the lift and polynomial interpolation for the remaining aerodynamic forces, the same
bifurcation behaviour is obtained as when cubic spline interpolation is used for all aero-
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dynamic forces. This suggests that the imaginary part of the lift is the most important
response surface parameter. However, the differences between cubic spline and poly-
nomial interpolation are hardly visible from Figure 4.10(h). When looking at the relative
difference of the interpolated curves at the same condition as in Figure 4.10, which is
plotted in Figure 4.12(a), it is seen that the relative difference is of the order of 1·10−3 for
the imaginary part of the lift. For the real part of the lift the relative difference is of order
1·10−4 and for the real and imaginary part of the moment of order 1·10−5 (not shown
here). Note that at the sample points the relative difference between the two response
surfaces is zero and that the difference increases with amplitude. The differences in the
response surface between cubic spline and polynomial interpolation are better visible
when looking the phase of the lift in the same slice of the response surface, see Figure
4.12(b). This figure shows that the response surfaces are identical up to an amplitude of
about 1.0◦ and start to deviate for larger amplitudes. This is reflected in the bifurcation
behaviour, Figure 4.11(a), which shows that the bifurcation curve is merely shifted to
larger velocities for amplitudes up to 1.0◦ in case of cubic spline interpolation. For larger
amplitudes the deviations in shape of the bifurcation curve become significant. Hence,
Figure 4.12 gives the sources of the deviations in the bifurcation behaviour obtained with
either cubic spline or polynomial interpolation.
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Figure 4.11(b) shows a supercritical bifurcation of the amplitude ratio with the free-
stream velocity. The phase difference decreases with increasing airspeed, see Figure
4.11(d), meaning that the pitching and plunging motions tend to get more in phase. The
small positive phase difference indicates that plunge leads pitch. The reduced frequency
is monotonically decreasing with freestream velocity, because k is an inverse function of
the velocity (i.e. k =ωc/U∞). Although it should be noted that the variation of reduced
frequency is minimal, because the velocity variation is small.
Upon comparing the results from ADePK to the time domain results, it is concluded
that the bifurcation behaviour is globally correctly predicted by ADePK. Small discrep-
ancies can be attributed to interpolation errors.
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SUPERPOSITION OF DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS
Figure 4.13 shows the bifurcation diagrams of the LCO mode shape for the fully non-
linear case (combined pitch/plunge simulations, blue) and for the quasi-linearised case
(superposition of describing functions, red). Cubic spline interpolation has been used
for both cases. Unstable LCOs are predicted at small amplitudes for both the non-linear
and the quasi-linearised case. However, in case of superposition of the DFs the LCOs
become stable already at about 0.3◦, whereas in the non-linear case the trend of the FSI
results is followed and stable LCOs occur only just below 1◦. Then, with increasing am-
plitude, the LCOs become stable, then unstable and then stable again. The variations in
the bifurcation behaviour between the two different response surface set-ups are most
likely a result of differences in the response surface. The non-linear results agree better
to the time domain results than the results obtained with superposition of DFs. Espe-
cially for the amplitude ratio and the phase difference the relative deviations are large
between the quasi-linearised and the non-linear results. To obtain the non-linear re-
sults 1280 sampleswere used (980 forcedmotion simulations). The superposition results
were obtained using the same samples as depicted in Table 4.2 except the phase differ-
ence samples, hence 256 samples were used. This means that a significant amount of
computational time is saved when the principle of superposition is applied. Therefore,
applying superposition of the describing functions as suggested by [11, 12] is a alterna-
tive when computational resources are limited. However, when accuracy is important,
ADePKwith fully non-linear aerodynamic forces should be used.
4.3.3. STRUCTURAL PARAMETER VARIATION
To demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed amplitude-dependent p-k method,
ADePK has been used to study a structural parameter variation. Due to the separation
of aerodynamics and structure, the structural model parameters can be easily varied
in ADePK. There is no need to set up a new response surface (that is only necessary
when the aerodynamic conditions are changed). Hence, variations in the bifurcation
behaviour of the LCO amplitude and in the type of bifurcation can be studied very fast
once the response surface is available. Here the natural structural frequency ratio (SFR)
has been varied, similar to [14, 15], who performed a SFR variation for the NACA64010A
airfoil. The bifurcation of the LCOmode shape obtained when varying the natural struc-
tural frequency ratio ωh/ωα from 0.49 to 1.21, is shown in Figure 4.14. The response sur-
face has been interpolated using cubic spline interpolation. The variation of the struc-
tural frequency ratio has been obtained by varying the plunge spring stiffness Kh . The
response surface has been obtained from combined pitch/plunge motions.
From Figure 4.14(a) it is observed that the flutter speed first decreases and then in-
creases with increasing structural frequency ratio. Furthermore, Figure 4.14(b) shows
that the bifurcation behaviour becomes subcritical when the structural frequency ratio
increases. The limit-cycle oscillations are plunge dominated, with a large |θhα| (>> 1),
when the frequency ratio is small and pitch dominated, with a very small |θhα| (<< 1),
for the larger SFRs. This was also observed by Kholodar et al. [14]. The phase difference
is close to zero for small frequency ratios and becomes very large for large SFRs. The
reduced frequency increases with increasing structural frequency ratio. However, for
ωh/ωα > 0.90 the reduced frequency decreases. Upon comparing the frequency at flut-
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Figure 4.13: LCO mode shape versus freestream velocity at M = 0.74, α¯ = −1.5◦ (non-linear vs. quasi-
linearised)
ter to the uncoupled reduced natural plunge frequency k∗
h
, it is seen that for the lowest
SFRs, at which the bifurcation behaviour is supercritical, the flutter frequency is larger
than k∗
h
, whereas for the other SFRs, with a subcritical bifurcation behaviour, the flutter
frequency is smaller than k∗
h
.
This structural parameter variation has been performed using the 1280 samples, i.e.
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980 forced motion oscillation simulations have been performed, after which a response
surface has been built. Hence, the computational effort to built a response surface suit-
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able for predicting limit-cycle oscillations using ADePK is large. However, the use of time
domain simulations would have resulted in a much higher computational effort, espe-
cially since new simulations are required as soon as a structural parameter is changed.
Therefore, ADePK is a suitable tool to systematically investigate the bifurcationbehaviour
of limit-cycle oscillations, especially when structural parameter variations are of inter-
est.
4.4. CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter the amplitude-dependent p-k method has been verified and validated
for two test cases: a van der Pol-oscillator and a two-degree-of-freedom airfoil system.
The one and two-DoF van der Pol oscillator test cases showed an excellent agreement
between the time domain, frequency domain and the analytical solutions. Adding a
fourth order damping term, resulted in a subcritical bifurcation behaviour of the LCO
amplitude. This demonstrates that unstable LCOs can be found using the amplitude-
dependent p-k method ADePK.
For the two degree-of-freedom airfoil system a response surface for the aerodynamic
forces has been built using harmonic forced-motion simulations. This response sur-
face has been used to determine the aerodynamic forces during the iterations of the
p-k method. From both the time domain and frequency domain simulations a super-
critical bifurcation is observed for large amplitudes. Close to the flutter speed unsta-
ble LCOs were predicted by both methods. Overall, the agreement between the LCO
amplitude and mode shape obtained from both methods is good. Hence, ADePK can
be used to predict limit-cycle oscillations. Furthermore, taking into account only the
first harmonic component of the aerodynamic forces is sufficient for the LCOs observed
in this chapter. Therefore, once a response surface has been built for a certain Mach
number andmean angle of attack, structural parameter studies can be easily performed
using ADePK, as demonstrated in this chapter. Furthermore, superposition of describ-
ing functions can save further computational time with respect to the fully non-linear
amplitude-dependent p-k method - although some accuracy is lost. ADePK could be
extended to more than two DoFs, although the dimension of the problem will increase
with the number of DoFs n of the system according to n+1+n(n−1)/2. However, ADePK
could be applied to systems with more than two DoFs in the following manner: first a
classical flutter analysis is performed. From this analysis the two degrees of freedom
that couple during flutter are identified. These two degrees of freedom are then used to
predict limit-cycle oscillations with ADePK.
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5
BIFURCATION BEHAVIOUR OF
LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATION
SOLUTIONS
5.1. INTRODUCTION
Limit-cycle oscillations due to aerodynamic non-linearities can be caused by several
sources of non-linearity in the flow. Shock waves and separation as well as boundary
layer transition are thought to be reasons for the amplitude limitation. Several investi-
gations have been performed into the aerodynamic sources of non-linearity responsible
for LCOs. However none have systematically investigated LCO behaviour and linked it
to the local aerodynamic features. Bendiksen [1] came close in his study of the Goland
wing, where he identified the change in type of shock wave motion as the source for the
amplitude limitation. However, no systematic investigations were performed. Kholodar
et al. [2, 3] did a systematic study into the changes of the LCO bifurcation behaviour of
the NACA 64A010A airfoil in inviscid flow. They varied theMach number and the natural
structural frequency ratio as well as the mass ratio. They observed that there is a high
sensitivity of the bifurcation behaviour of the LCO solution with respect to Mach num-
ber, especially in the transonic regime. Both supercritical and subcritical bifurcations
were observed. However, they did not analyse the LCO bifurcation behaviour and its
corresponding source (the aerodynamic forces) in detail. Poirel and Mendes [4] investi-
gated a variation in the plunge stiffness for the NACA0012 airfoil in incompressible flow
at transitional Reynolds numbers. However, they did not study the bifurcation behaviour
of the LCO amplitude in detail either. Why does a certain bifurcation behaviour estab-
lish itself? And can this behaviour be correlated with the behaviour of the flow and/or
Parts of this chapter have been published in van Rooij et al., Bifurcations of limit-cycle oscillations
of a two degree-of-freedom airfoil caused by aerodynamic non-linearities, Proceedings of the 58th
AIAA/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials Conference, AIAA Science and Tech-
nology Forum and Exposition (SciTech), 2017.
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the structure? This chapter analyses the bifurcation behaviour of LCOs of the NLR7301
airfoil for various Mach numbers and angles of attack as well as for various structural
parameters and identifies possible sources of amplitude limitation.
The results of four separate studies are shown in this chapter. Each of the follow-
ing sections represents one of these independent studies, i.e. it is not necessary to read
certain sections of this chapter in order to understand the others. Readers interested
in the LCO bifurcation behaviour due various sources of aerodynamic non-linearity, are
invited to read Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 the effect of a Mach number variation in in-
viscid flow is studied, i.e. those who are interested in the link between the linear and
the non-linear flutter behaviour are encouraged to read this section. Several structural
parameter variations are applied to the test cases presented in Section 5.2 and the effect
of these variations on the bifurcation behaviour is investigated in Section 5.4. Finally,
readers who want to learn about the relation between the bifurcation behaviour and the
form of the response surface of the aerodynamic forces should go to Section 5.5.
5.2. SOURCES OF AERODYNAMIC NON-LINEARITY
There are various sources of aerodynamic non-linearity that might lead to a limit-cycle
oscillation, such as shock waves, boundary layer separation or boundary layer transi-
tion. These were considered by a few research groups, as noted in Section 1.3. Sub-
critical bifurcations were only observed in inviscid transonic flow [2, 3]. However, for
viscous flows no subcritical bifurcations of the LCO amplitude were observed. Further-
more, these separate studies have shown that LCOs can occur in certain flow regimes
for various airfoils. However, no systematic investigations of the LCO bifurcation be-
haviour exist in which a single airfoil is considered in all of these flow regimes. That
is, certain airfoils might exhibit LCOs at one flow condition, but do they also appear at
a completely different condition for the same airfoil? And for what aerodynamic non-
linearities can subcritical bifurcations be observed? Hence, this section considers four
different aerodynamic sources of non-linearity in order to identify and compare the bi-
furcation behaviour caused by these various non-linearities in the flow around a single
airfoil, the NLR7301 airfoil. Furthermore, in this way the strength of the non-linearities
can be compared.
This section will show the steady flow fields for each test case and the bifurcation be-
haviour as a function of the freestream speed with the structural parameters as depicted
in Table 2.1 with zero structural damping. Three different interpolation methods (linear,
cubic spline and polynomial) are again considered for interpolation of the response sur-
face, in order to compare the bifurcation behaviour obtained with these interpolation
methods for test cases with other, possibly stronger, sources of non-linearity than that
tested in Section 4.3.2. First, inviscid transonic flow is considered in Section 5.2.1. Nested
LCOs are observed for this test case. The second test case is in viscous transonic flowwith
trailing-edge separation. Supercritical bifurcation behaviour with a strong non-linearity
is observed, see Section 5.2.2. In subsonic flow at high angle of attack (with trailing-edge
separation) a small subcritical bifurcation is observed, with stable and unstable LCOs
just below the linear flutter boundary, see Section 5.2.3. Finally, Section 5.2.4 concerns
transitional flow in the laminar drag bucket. LCOs are again observed below the flutter
boundary.
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5.2.1. TRANSONIC INVISCID FLOW
To study the effects of shock dynamics only, a test case at M = 0.74 and α= 0◦ has been
selected. The NLR7301 airfoil is simulated at T∞ = 273.15 K and p∞ = 101325 Pa. The
steady pressure distribution at these conditions is shown in Figure 5.1. The solid line
displays the upper surface and the dashed line the lower surface. A black horizontal line
has been drawn at the critical pressure. A strong shock wave is present on the upper
surface near 65% of the chord length.
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Figure 5.1: Steady pressure distribution atM = 0.74, α¯= 0◦
Table 5.1 shows the locations of the response surface samples used for the LCO bifurca-
tion analysis with ADePK. A tensor-product grid is built from these locations and CFD
simulations are performed at each of the grid points, resulting in 6*4*7*5 = 840 forced
motion oscillation simulations. At zero pitch amplitude the response is identically zero
and at a reduced frequency of zero, a quasi-steady response is used (difference of two
steady simulations at each amplitude). This results in a total of 1120 sample points. The
structural properties used for this Machnumber variation are those of Dietz et al. [5], see
Table 2.1, with zero damping. ADePK, as described in Section 2.5, is applied using linear,
cubic spline and polynomial interpolation. Figure 5.2 shows the bifurcation behaviour
versus the freestream speed. The flutter mode shape is depicted with a black diamond.
From Figure 5.2(a), at small amplitudes, stable LCOs are observed. Then subcritical bi-
furcation behaviour is observed. Hence, so-called nested LCOs are observed, i.e. a stable
and an unstable LCO exist simultaneously. For LCO amplitudes larger than 5◦, two sta-
ble LCOs and one unstable LCOmight exist simultaneously. Since the amplitude ratio is
close to 1 and the phase difference has a small positive value, the LCO mode shape is a
complex pitch-plunge motion where plunge slightly leads pitch. All interpolation meth-
ods show similar results. Note that the velocity range covered by the bifurcation is very
small, only about 2m/s are covered by LCOs of amplitudes up to 5◦.
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Parameter Values
Pitch amplitude ∆α(◦) 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5
Amplitude ratio |θhα| 0.01, 0.75, 2, 4
Reduced frequency k 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7
Phase difference φhα(
◦) 5, 10, 50, 100, 150
Table 5.1: Sample points for CFD samples atM = 0.74, α¯= 0◦
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Figure 5.2: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity atM = 0.74, α¯= 0◦
5.2.2. TRANSONIC FLOW WITH TRAILING-EDGE SEPARATION
To investigate the effect of separation on the LCO bifurcation behaviour the NLR7301
airfoil is considered at M = 0.75, α = 0.7◦ and Re = 2·106. Trailing-edge separation on
the upper surface is observed (at T∞ = 273.15 K). Figure 5.3 shows the steady pressure
and skin friction distributions at these conditions. A shock wave is present on the upper
surface, near the mid-chord position. From the skin friction distribution, Figure 5.3(b),
trailing-edge separation is observed on the upper surface.
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Figure 5.3: Steady pressure and skin friction distributions atM = 0.75, α= 0.7◦
To study thebifurcationbehaviour of theNLR7301 airfoil systematM = 0.75 andα= 0.7◦,
the response surface samples as depicted in Table 5.2 are used. Figure 5.4 shows the
bifurcation behaviour for this test case using the structural parameters from the wind-
tunnel experiments of Dietz et al. [5] (see Table 2.1), except that the structural damping
has been set to zero. The results using three different interpolation methods are again
shown: linear, cubic spline and polynomial interpolation. All methods result in a super-
critical bifurcation. For amplitudes larger than about 4.7◦ unstable LCOs are observed in
case of polynomial interpolation. This is caused by the differences in the interpolated re-
sponse surface, as also noted in Section 4.3.2. From Figure 5.4 it is seen that the range of
the freestream speed covered by the supercritical bifurcation is about 200m/s. Hence, in
comparison to the validation test case (see Figure 4.11(a)) and the inviscid transonic test
case (Figure 5.2(a)), the non-linearity is very strong. This behaviour was expected, since
the boundary layer will interact with the shock waves. The separation of the bound-
ary layer (both trailing-edge separation and shock-induced separation, which appears
at larger angles of attack) will probably cause a reversed shock motion, as described by
e.g. Bendiksen [1, 6]. Also, when comparing the aerodynamic forces of forced pitch os-
cillations with respect to the pitch amplitude at a certain frequency, it was observed that
for the viscous case the deviation from the linear value at a certain amplitude is much
larger than in the inviscid case at the same amplitude (see also Section 2.4.2). Hence,
this explains the stronger non-linearity observed for this viscous test case.
The amplitude ratio of the LCOs also decreases by almost 30% with increasing free-
stream velocity, see Figure 5.4(b). Furthermore, because of the large velocity range, the
phase difference also increases much more than in the previous inviscid cases. The re-
duced frequency decreases strongly from 0.35 at linear flutter to 0.17 at an LCO ampli-
tude of 5◦. Note that the differences in the bifurcation behaviour obtained with the var-
ious interpolation methods are small for this test case. However, when considering the
same velocity range as for the other test cases, the differences become more noticeable.
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Parameter Values
Pitch amplitude ∆α(◦) 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Amplitude ratio |θhα| 0.01, 0.75, 2, 4
Reduced frequency k 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7
Phase difference φhα(
◦) 5, 10, 50, 100, 150
Table 5.2: Sample points for CFD samples atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦
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Figure 5.4: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦
5.2.3. SUBSONIC FLOW WITH TRAILING-EDGE SEPARATION
To study non-linearities from trailing-edge separationwithout shockwaves, theNLR7301
airfoil is studied atM = 0.3, Re= 2·106, α= 9.0◦ and T∞ = 273.15 K. At these conditions,
the NLR7301 airfoil is near the maximum lift coefficient, which occurs at 14.4◦ for this
Mach number. This can be seen from Figure 5.5, which shows the lift polar. The flow
around the airfoil is completely subsonic at this condition. Figure 5.6 shows the steady
pressure and skin friction distributions at these conditions. The pressure distribution
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shows a large suction peak near the leading edge on the upper surface. Furthermore,
trailing-edge separation is present on the upper surface.
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Figure 5.5: Lift polar atM = 0.3 and Re = 2·106
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Figure 5.6: Steady pressure and skin friction distributions atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦
To study the bifurcation behaviour for this test case a response surface has been set
up. The sample locations are shown in Table 5.3. The samples have been distributed
more evenly in all dimensions for this test case. However, the number of samples in
amplitude-direction has been reduced to 6, since using 8 samples resulted in high-order
wiggles upon interpolation on the response surface. Figure 5.7 shows the bifurcation di-
agrams for this test case as function of the freestream speed. The structural model of
Dietz et al. [5] (see Table 2.1) has again been used with zero structural damping. Using
polynomial or spline interpolation results in almost the same bifurcation behaviour, i.e.
a slightly subcritical bifurcation with unstable LCOs with amplitudes just below 1◦. Note
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Parameter Values
Pitch amplitude ∆α(◦) 0, 0.714, 1.429, 2.857, 3.571, 5
Amplitude ratio |θhα| 0.01, 1.673, 3.337, 5
Reduced frequency k 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7
Phase difference φhα(
◦) 0, 37.5, 75, 112.5, 150
Table 5.3: Sample points for CFD samples atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦
the freestream velocity range covered is again small, about 10m/s for polynomial and
spline interpolation. The amplitude ratio decreases with increasing freestream speed.
The phase difference increases about 2◦. The reduced frequency slightly reduces during
the bifurcation to an LCO amplitude of 5◦.
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Figure 5.7: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦
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5.2.4. SUBSONIC FLOW WITH FREE BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION
To study non-linearities due to boundary-layer transition and separation, the NLR7301
airfoil is studied at M = 0.3, α = −1.3◦, Re = 5·105 and T∞ = 273.15 K. At these con-
ditions, this airfoil is inside the laminar drag bucket when boundary layer transition is
free. Figure 5.8 shows the lift-drag polar atM = 0.3 for angles of attack from −10◦ to 10◦.
The turbulence intensity has been set to 0.05% near the airfoil’s nose. Inside the lami-
nar drag bucket the drag coefficient is much lower in case of transitional flow than for a
fully turbulent flow (with forced transition near the leading edge), at the same lift coeffi-
cient. The drag bucket is caused by jumps in the transition location. Figure 5.9 shows the
separation and transition locations versus the angle of attack for both upper and lower
surface. The start of the drag bucket at negative lift coefficients (i.e. at negative angles
of attack) is caused by a disappearing separation bubble on the lower surface near the
leading edge and a separation bubble that develops on this surface just behind the mid-
chord position. This causes the transition location to jump from near the leading edge
(downstream of the separation bubble) to behind the mid-chord position on the lower
surface. The drag buckets ends due to an appearing separation bubble near the leading
edge on the upper surface, which causes amore upstream transition location and hence
a jump compared to the transition location inside the drag bucket, which is much more
downstream on the upper surface. The transition location was determined here as the
local maximum in the skin friction coefficient-distribution that occurs downstream of
the separation bubble. This approach was verified by comparing several skin friction
distributions in case of free transition with those that occur in fully turbulent flow (see
also Figure 5.10(b)). In case of two separation bubbles (at large negative angles of at-
tack), transition was found to occur behind the first separation bubble, since the largest
increase in skin friction coefficient occurs there.
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Figure 5.8: Lift-drag polar atM = 0.3, Re= 5·105 and Tu= 0.05% in fully turbulent and transitional flow
Figure 5.10 shows the steady pressure and skin friction distributions in both fully turbu-
lent and transitional flow at an angle of attack of −1.3◦. The blue lines depict the fully
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Figure 5.9: Separation and transition locations versus angle of attack atM = 0.3, Re= 5·105 and Tu= 0.05% in
transitional flow
turbulent case and the red lines the free transition case. This angle of attack is in the
middle of the laminar drug bucket. The pressure distributions for both cases are nearly
identical with a small shift. The skin friction distributions in Figure 5.10(b) show no sep-
aration in the fully turbulent case. In case of free boundary layer transition a separation
bubble occurs on both upper and lower surface. On the upper surface it starts at about
x/c = 0.68 and ends at x/c = 0.8. On the lower surface it starts at x/c = 0.5 and ends
at x/c = 0.6. Transition occurs at reattachment on both surfaces. An angle of attack of
−1.3◦ was selected for further investigations into the LCO behaviour, because jumps in
the transition locations are likely to be a type of aerodynamic non-linearity that will lead
to limit-cycle oscillations.
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Figure 5.10: Steady pressure and skin friction distributions atM = 0.3, α¯=−1.3◦ , Re= 5·105 and Tu= 0.05% in
fully turbulent and transitional flow
For this test case the response surface used to study the bifurcation behaviour is set up
with less samples than for the other test cases, because of the high computational effort
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necessary (the number of pseudo time steps is very large compared to the fully turbu-
lent case, i.e. 2.5 times larger). Table 5.4 shows the samples used to set up the response
surface. No amplitudes larger than 3◦ have been selected, because of even larger num-
ber of pseudo time steps necessary for convergence at large amplitudes in case of free
boundary layer transition (six times more than in the fully turbulent case).
Parameter Values
Pitch amplitude ∆α(◦) 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3
Amplitude ratio |θhα| 0.01, 0.75, 4
Reduced frequency k 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4
Phase difference φhα(
◦) 5, 50, 150
Table 5.4: Sample points for CFD samples atM = 0.3, α¯=−1.3◦
Figure 5.11 shows the bifurcation diagrams for this test case. As is seen from Figure
5.11(a) unstable LCOs with an amplitude of up to 0.4◦ exist, i.e. the bifurcation is slightly
subcritical. All interpolation methods show similar results. The velocity range covered
about 3m/s. Hence, the non-linearity is rather weak compared to the transonic viscous
test case (see Figure 5.2(a)). The LCO amplitude ratio slightly decreases with increas-
ing freestream speed, whereas the phase difference slightly increases. The reduced fre-
quency is almost constant.
Figure 5.12 shows a comparison of the bifurcation behaviour in transitional and fully
turbulent flow (using cubic spline interpolation). The freestream velocity has been nor-
malised by the flutter velocity in order to be able to directly compare the bifurcation
behaviour. The response surface has been built using the same sample points in fully
turbulent case as in the transitional case. The LCO amplitude shows very similar be-
haviour in the fully turbulent case. Hence, for the flow conditions and amplitude range
considered here, boundary-layer transition and/or separation does not seem to be the
cause of the LCO bifurcation behaviour. However, it is expected that for larger ampli-
tudes deviations in the bifurcation behaviour will occur, as for larger amplitudes angles
of attack outside of the drag bucket angles will be reached. The LCO mode shape also
shows similar behaviour for the fully turbulent case. Note from the scale in Figure 5.12
that the differences in the mode shape values areminimal.
5.2.5. CONCLUSIONS
This section has addressed the bifurcation behaviour of LCOs caused by various sources
of aerodynamic non-linearity. These sources of non-linearity have been investigated
previously by other researchers, see Section 1.3. However, none of these investigations
have found subcritical bifurcations except in inviscid transonic flow. Furthermore, these
different aerodynamic non-linearities have not been studied for a single airfoil as in this
thesis work. By considering these various sources of aerodynamic non-linearity in par-
allel, the strength of the non-linearities could be compared directly. Based on the results
shown in this section, the non-linearity was found to be the strongest in the case of vis-
cous transonic flow, which is reflected in the supercritical bifurcation behaviour with a
small slope. Upon comparing this with the transonic inviscid flow test case, it is seen that
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Figure 5.11: LCO mode shape vs freestream velocity at M = 0.3, α¯ = −1.3◦ , Re = 5·105 and Tu = 0.05% in
transitional flow
the non-linearity observed in that case is almost negligible, although it should be noted
that a slightly different Mach number and angle of attack were considered, so a direction
comparison cannot bemade. However, the results of Section 5.3 which considers several
Mach numbers in inviscid flow also suggest a weaker non-linearity. A weak non-linearity
is much more dangerous than a strong non-linearity as the LCO amplitude growsmuch
faster with freestream velocity (in case of linear flutter infinitely fast). This behaviour is
expected, since in the viscous case the the shock interacts with the boundary layer, re-
sulting in for example a reversed shockmotion, see e.g. Bendiksen [1, 6] who outlines the
differences between viscous and inviscid unsteady transonic flow. Furthermore, similar
observations with regard to the bifurcation behaviour were made by Thomas et al. [7],
who directly compared the bifurcation behaviour of the NLR7301 airfoil in inviscid and
viscous transonic flow as well. They observed a stronger shock in the inviscid case. In
contrast to the results of Thomas et al. [7], nested LCOs were found for the inviscid test
case investigated here (see Section 5.2.1), i.e. a sudden disturbance of large enough am-
plitude causes a jump to another stable LCO. Kholodar et al. [3] also observed subcritical
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Figure 5.12: LCO mode shape vs normalised freestream velocity at M = 0.3, α¯ = −1.3◦ , Re = 5·105 and Tu =
0.05% in fully turbulent and transitional flow
bifurcations for the NACA 64A010A airfoil in inviscid flow (at different freestream condi-
tions and with a different structural model as used in this thesis though).
The subsonic flow test cases shown in this section exhibit a slightly subcritical bifur-
cation with unstable LCO amplitudes below the linear flutter boundary of up to about
0.5◦ in case of cubic spline interpolation. This agrees with the findings of Poirel and
Mendes [4], since they did not observe (stable) LCO amplitudes smaller than 2◦ for the
NACA0012 in transitional flow either. However, Poirel and Mendes considered different
conditions. In Section 5.2.4 similar bifurcation behaviour of the LCO amplitude up to
3◦ was found in both transitional and fully turbulent flow. This suggests that the lam-
inar separation bubbles and the transition of the boundary layer are not the cause of
the limit-cycle oscillation for the transitional test case considered in this thesis. This is
in contrast to the findings of Poirel et al. [4, 8–10] and Yuan et al. [11], who did not
observe limit-cycle oscillations when a transition strip was applied. However, further in-
vestigations into the behaviour of the aerodynamic forces in both transitional and fully
turbulent flow are necessary to investigate this in more detail.
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The bifurcation behaviour obtained in subsonic flow with trailing-edge separation
did not agree with the findings of recent measurements by Razak et al. [12] who studied
the NACA0018 airfoil at high angles of attack. They observed supercritical bifurcation
behaviour of the LCO amplitude caused by classical bending-torsion coupling at an an-
gle of attack of 11◦ in contrast to the slightly subcritical bifurcation observed in Section
5.2.3. However, these measurements were at much lower airspeeds. At larger mean an-
gles of attack Razak et al. [12] observed non-linear stall flutter, which happens due to
the highly non-linear behaviour of the aerodynamic forces caused by dynamic stall, in-
stead of due almost linear aerodynamic forces and bending-torsion coupling [12, 13] and
hence those results are not relevant here.
The observations made in this section already (partly) answered the main research
question of this thesis, i.e. whether subcritical bifurcations can exist, especially in a vis-
cous flow. This issue will be further addressed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
5.3.MACH NUMBER VARIATION IN INVISCID FLOW
Small-amplitude limit-cycle oscillations have been observed during wind-tunnel exper-
iments ([5, 14–16]) at transonic Mach numbers (at low mean angles of attack) for the
NLR7301 airfoil. No LCOs with amplitudes smaller than 2◦ (which was defined as small
by [15]) were observed for the NACA0012 airfoil [14, 15] in transonic flow. Schewe et al.
[15] suggested two mechanisms that cause these differences; oscillating shock waves or
trailing-edge separation. Section 5.2 showed that LCOs with amplitudes smaller than 2◦
can also occur even in subsonic flow. Therefore, in order to investigate whether these
small-amplitude LCOs are the rule or the exception for the NLR7301 airfoil, the linear
and non-linear flutter behaviour for several Mach numbers is computed with the con-
ventional p-k method and with ADePK in inviscid flow. Kholodar et al. [2, 3] performed
a similar study for the NACA64A010A airfoil. The results obtained here will be compared
to those of Kholodar et al. [2, 3].
The flow is represented by the Euler equations in the standard atmosphere at sea
level (T∞ = 273.15 K and p∞ = 101325 Pa). The mean angle of attack is 0◦. The struc-
tural properties of Dietz et al. [5] are used as depicted in Table 2.1 (with zero structural
damping however). At each Mach number a response surface is set up to determine the
bifurcation behaviour, the samples used are depicted in Table 5.1. ADePK with cubic
spline interpolation has been used to determine the bifurcation behaviour of the LCO
solution.
5.3.1. FLUTTER BEHAVIOUR
Figure 5.13 shows the flutter speed U∞ f versus the Mach number at a mean angle of
attack of 0◦. The flutter speed decreases with increasing Mach number, at transonic
Mach numbers a minimum is reached, the so-called “transonic dip”. The flutter bound-
ary shown in Figure 5.13 shows two transonic dips, at M = 0.72 and at M = 0.78. The
heave mode was the first mode to become unstable for all Mach numbers. At Mach
numbers of 0.76 and larger the second mode, the pitch mode, becomes unstable as well.
However, this occurs at much higher freestream velocity then the heave mode. Such a
flutter boundary is typical for Euler-based flow calculations [17]. A similar-shaped flut-
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ter boundary was found by Yang et al. [17] and Hall et al. [18] for the NACA 64A010
airfoil. The secondary unstable mode disappears in viscous flow. Therefore, in this sec-
tion only the first unstable mode will be considered in the study of the LCO behaviour of
the NLR7301 airfoil.
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Figure 5.13: Flutter speed as a function of Mach number at α¯= 0◦ in inviscid flow
Usually the location of the transonic dip can already be seen from the quasi-steady lift-
curve slope versus Mach number (see [19]). Therefore, Figure 5.14 shows this lift-curve
slope versus the Mach number at an angle of attack of 0◦. The slope has been computed
using two steady flow simulations at±10−3◦. The theoretical value of the lift-curve slope
(2π per radian) has been corrected by the Prandtl-Glauert correction and is depicted in
Figure 5.14(c) by the red dashed line. Themoment-curve slopehas also been determined
and is plotted in Figure 5.14(d). It is seen that the lift-curve slope is much larger than its
theoretical value, as expected. The deviation increases with increasingMach number. At
M = 0.72 the lift-curve slope obtains amaximum. This coincides with the firstminimum
in the flutter boundary. For Mach numbers larger than 0.75, the lift-curve slope shows
a maximum at M = 0.78, the location of the second transonic dip. The moment-curve
slope also obtains a maximum at M = 0.72. It is even positive, hence statically unstable,
for this Mach number. However, at M = 0.78 no extreme is observed in the moment-
slope curve.
Figure 5.15 shows the reduced frequency, amplitude ratio and phase difference at
flutter versus the Mach number at a mean angle of attack of 0◦. The reduced frequency
at flutter k f increases with increasing Mach number and shows the opposite behaviour
of the freestream speed, since a maximum is obtained atM = 0.72 andM = 0.78. This is
expected since the reduced frequency is the product of the angular velocity, chord length
and the reciprocal of the freestream velocity (k =ωc/U∞). The amplitude ratio at flutter
|θhα| f increases from 0.72 at M = 0.55 to about 0.9 at transonic Mach numbers. Similar
behaviour was observed by Kholodar et al. [2, 3] for the amplitude ratio at flutter at an
ωh/ωα of 0.8 for the NACA64A010A airfoil. (Here ωh/ωα = 0.70.) The phase difference
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Figure 5.14: Lift andmoment coefficient and lift-curve andmoment-curve slope as a function ofMachnumber
at α¯= 0◦ in inviscid flow
between pitch and plunge at flutter (φhα) f , increases from about 9
◦ atM = 0.55 to about
15◦ at M = 0.71 and then decreases until to almost 0◦ at M = 0.8. Hence, the lag of the
pitching motion w.r.t. the plunging motion first increases, and then decreases again.
5.3.2. LCO BIFURCATION BEHAVIOUR
ADePK has been used to compute the bifurcation behaviour at several Mach numbers
(M = 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.72, 0.74, 0.75 and 0.8). Figure 5.16 shows contours levels of
the LCO amplitude at several Mach numbers versus the freestream velocity. The flutter
boundary has also been included (zero amplitude). Stable LCOs are shown with circles
and unstable LCOs with squares. The dashed lines connect the unstable LCOs and the
full lines the stable LCOs. It is observed that at subsonicMachnumbers the contour lines
are much closer than near the transonic dip. This means that the bifurcation diagrams
are much steeper at subsonic Mach numbers than near the transonic dip. Furthermore,
when LCOs of a certain amplitude are allowed, for example with an amplitude of 3◦, the
transonic dipwould be less deep than in case of flutter (zero amplitude). Hence, thenon-
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Figure 5.15: Reduced frequency, amplitude ratio and phase difference as a function of Mach number at α¯= 0◦
in inviscid flow
linearity is much stronger at M = 0.72 andM = 0.75 than at M = 0.55, 0.6 and 0.65. This
can be seenmore clearly from the bifurcation diagrams shown in Figure 5.17. This figure
shows the LCO mode shape versus the freestream velocity. The bifurcation of the LCO
amplitude is supercritical for the smallest two Mach numbers (M = 0.55 and 0.6). Then
it becomes subcritical with increasing Mach number, i.e. for M = 0.65 and M∞ = 0.7.
The bifurcation becomes supercritical again when further increasing Mach number. At
M = 0.74 multiple stable and unstable LCOs exists. At M = 0.75 the bifurcation is sub-
critical as well, with stable LCOs of noticeable amplitude (up to 5◦) that occur below the
flutter boundary. This is also seen in Figure 5.16. At M = 0.8 the bifurcation is super-
critical. Figure 5.17(b) shows that amplitude ratio decreases during the bifurcation for
most Mach numbers, except forM = 0.7. Hence, the LCO mode shape becomes slightly
more pitch-dominated during the bifurcation of the LCO solution. Only atM∞ = 0.7 the
motion tends to become a more complex pitch-plunge motion. This is also depicted in
Figure 5.18, which shows the phase difference versus the amplitude ratio. From Figure
5.17(c), the phase difference increases with freestream speed for Mach numbers up to
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0.6. At M = 0.65 it increases with decreasing freestream velocity, whereas for M = 0.72
it decreases with increasing U∞. For M = 0.7 and the largest three Mach numbers the
phase difference shows a more complex bifurcation behaviour. The same holds for the
amplitude ratio at these Mach numbers. The bifurcation behaviour of the reduced fre-
quency, shown in Figure 5.17(d), is dictated by its inverse relationship with the free-
stream velocity.
Upon comparing the results obtained here with the Mach number variations per-
formed by Kholodar et al. [2, 3], it is noted that they observed, at an ωh/ωα of 0.8, un-
stable LCOs (up to 7◦) for Mach numbers far below the transonic dip (which is at about
M = 0.8 in their case), whereas for the NLR7301 airfoil at M = 0.55 and M = 0.6 stable
LCOs are observed. Closer to the transonic dip and in the transonic dip region itself, i.e.
in the Mach number range from 0.78 to 0.85, Kholodar et al. [2, 3] observed supercrit-
ical bifurcations for the NACA64A010A airfoil as also observed here (i.e. at M = 0.72).
Directly after the dip the LCOs became unstable again and then stable again for the
NACA64A010A airfoil, as for the NLR7301 airfoil. Hence, except for the supercritical bi-
furcation behaviour for subsonic Mach numbers, the NLR7301 and the NACA64A010A
airfoil seem to exhibit similar bifurcation behaviour close to the flutter boundary.
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Figure 5.16: Flutter speed and LCOamplitude contours as a function ofMach number at α¯= 0◦ in inviscid flow
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show that the linear flutter boundary is significantly changed when
aerodynamic non-linearities are taken into account. When LCO amplitudes of up to
4.5◦ are considered, the transonic dip is significantly less deep. It is expected that LCOs
of higher amplitude will make the dip disappear altogether. Furthermore, small-scale
LCOs are observed for all Mach numbers. However, they occur much close to the flutter
boundary for subsonic Mach numbers. Hence, the bifurcation is much steeper for these
Mach numbers and the non-linearity smaller than for transonic Mach numbers.
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flow
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5.3.3. CONCLUSIONS
This section has investigated the effect of theMachnumber on the bifurcation behaviour
of the LCO solution. It was observed that LCOs of small amplitude as defined by Schewe
et al. [15] can occur at both subsonic and transonic Mach numbers in inviscid flow.
Furthermore, when following the contour lines of constant LCO amplitude, the flutter
boundary is located at significantly higher velocities at the location of the transonic dip
in the non-linear case. For subsonic Mach numbers, the non-linearity is much smaller
than for Mach numbers near the transonic dip, as already observed in Section 5.2. For
Mach numbers just below the transonic dip (atM = 0.65 andM = 0.7) as well just above
the transonic dip (atM = 0.74 andM = 0.7) subcritical bifurcation behaviour of the LCO
amplitude is observed, whereas supercritical bifurcation behaviour exists at the location
of the transonic dip (at M = 0.72) and in subsonic flow (atM = 0.5 and M = 0.6). This is
in contrast to the observations of Kholodar et al. [2, 3] who observed only unstable LCOs
for subsonic Mach numbers for the NACA64A010A airfoil in inviscid flow. However, near
the transonic dip the bifurcation behaviour of the LCO amplitude seems to be similar to
that of the NACA64A010A airfoil.
5.4. STRUCTURAL PARAMETER VARIATION
During the initial design phase of an aircraft the structural parameters are not known in
detail. Furthermore, the structural model can be epistemically uncertain even after final
design. In addition, subcritical bifurcations of the LCO solution might occur for certain
structural parameter values. Therefore, it is important to study the effect of a variation in
the structural model. In this section the effect of structural parameter variations on the
bifurcation behaviour of the limit-cycle oscillations of the NLR7301 airfoil experiencing
various aerodynamic non-linearities is studied. Section 4.3.3 already demonstrated the
capabilities of ADePK for the study of structuralmodel variations. Only a few researchers
have studied the effect of structural parameter variations as noted in Section 5.1 and Sec-
tion 1.3.2. In this section all aerodynamic sources of non-linearity of Section 5.2 are used
as an input to ADePK. Due to the decoupling of fluid and structure, the structural model
can be varied without performing new CFD simulations. However, in this thesis it has
been assumed that the equilibrium position of the system is independent of the struc-
tural parameters, see Section 2.5.5. All results shown in this section have been computed
using cubic spline interpolation of the response surface.
The results of a variation in the structural uncoupled natural frequency ratio ωh/ωα
are shown first in Section 5.4.1. It is observed that the bifurcation behaviour of the LCO
amplitude can change from supercritical to subcritical or the other way around when
the structural frequency ratio is increased. Furthermore, the pitch- or plunge domina-
tion of themode shape is found to be independent of the stability of the LCOs or the type
of bifurcation that occurs. Second, the effect of variations in the mass ratio is studied in
Section 5.4.2. In transonic viscous flow the non-linearity becomes weaker with decreas-
ing mass ratio and hence the slope of the bifurcation diagram decreases, however the
type of bifurcation of the LCO amplitude does not change when the mass ratio is varied.
Only when the non-linearity is already very weak, i.e. when the bifurcation behaviour
is close to the linear flutter behaviour, a change of bifurcation type might occur under
a variation of the mass ratio. See Sections 5.4.2 and D.1.1 for more details. Third, the
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effects of structural damping on the LCO bifurcation behaviour are addressed in Section
5.4.3 (and in Section D.1.2). As for the mass ratio variation, adding structural damping
changes the strength of the non-linearity and hence the slope of the bifurcation diagram.
However, only in case of weakly non-linear bifurcation behaviour of the LCO amplitude,
the bifurcation type changes from supercritical to subcritical for example. Fourth, the
bifurcation behaviour due to a variation in the location of the elastic axis is investigated
in Section 5.4.4. In comparison to the effects of amass ratio variation and the addition of
various structural damping values, the influence of the elastic axis location on the bifur-
cation behaviour of the LCO amplitude and mode shape is more significant. A change
of the bifurcation type from supercritical to subcritical (in viscous flow) or the other way
around (in inviscid flow) is achieved sooner than in case of a mass ratio or structural
damping variation, when thenon-linearity isweak. Finally, conclusions about the effects
of the structural parameter variations on the bifurcation behaviour of the LCO solution
are drawn.
5.4.1. STRUCTURAL FREQUENCY RATIO
The structural uncoupled natural frequency ratio, or structural frequency ratio (SFR) for
short, has been varied from 0.49 to 1.21 for all aerodynamic sources of non-linearity. In
order to achieve this, the plunge stiffnessKh has been changed. The remaining structural
parameters are constant. Their values are given in Table 2.1. The structural damping has
been set to zero.
TRANSONIC INVISCID FLOW
Figure 5.20 shows the bifurcation diagrams of the LCO mode shape parameters and the
LCO reduced frequency versus the freestream speed U∞ for the NLR7301 airfoil in in-
viscid flow at M = 0.74 and α¯= 0◦. Figure 5.20(e) shows the phase difference versus the
amplitude ratio. Figure 5.19 shows the LCO amplitudes versus the freestream speed nor-
malised by the flutter speed. From this diagram it is immediately clear that for small
values of ωh/ωα the bifurcation is subcritical. For larger SFRs, the bifurcation is super-
critical. For these large SFRs, the slope of the bifurcationdiagramdecreaseswith increas-
ing SFR. This indicates that the non-linearity becomes larger when the SFR is increased
from 0.74 to 1.21. For the small SFRs the strength of the non-linearity decreases with
increasing SFR. From Figure 5.20(b), the amplitude ratio |θhα| decreases with increas-
ing SFR. During the bifurcation, the amplitude ratio decreases with freestream speed for
SFRs from 0.83 till 1.04. For larger SFRs, |θhα| increases with increasing U∞, whereas
for smaller SFRs, the amplitude ratio shows a more complicated bifurcation behaviour.
The phase difference φhα first decreases somewhat with SFR, but then it increases up
to about 110◦ at ωh/ωα = 1.21. For ωh/ωα ≥ 0.74, φhα increases during the bifurcation.
For smaller SFRs, the bifurcation behaviour of φhα is more complicated. The reduced
frequency at flutter increases up to an SFR of 0.90, then it decreases with increasing SFR.
This is caused by the inverse relation of the reduced frequency with the freestream ve-
locity. This relation also dictates the bifurcation behaviour of the reduced frequency (as
a function of the freestream velocity).
As expected because of the structural frequency ratio values, Figure 5.20(e) shows a
plunge dominated mode shape for small SFRs with a large amplitude ratio and a pitch
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dominated mode shape for large SFR (with an amplitude ratio ≪ 1). For the test case
considered here, i.e. shown in Figure 5.20, at small SFRs a subcritical bifurcation occurs
that has a plunge dominatedmode shape, whereas the pitch dominated cases are super-
critical. This is in contrast to the validation test case where the plunge dominated cases
showed stable LCOs only, i.e. a supercritical bifurcation behaviour (see Figure 4.14). Fur-
thermore, the pitch dominated cases are supercritical in inviscid flow atM = 0.74, α¯= 0◦
(Figure 5.20), whereas for the validation test case (Figure 4.14) they show subcritical bi-
furcation behaviour. Kholodar et al. [3] observed similar behaviour as for the validation
test case, i.e. supercritical bifurcations which are plunge dominated at ωh/ωα = 0.5 and
subcritical bifurcations which are pitch dominated at ωh/ωα = 1.8 for the NACA64010A
airfoil in inviscid flow. To further investigate these differences in bifurcation behaviour,
the structural frequency ratio of the NLR7301 airfoil was varied for two otherMach num-
bers in inviscid flow. From a SFR-variation of the NLR7301 airfoil at M = 0.75, α¯ = 0◦ in
inviscid flow, unstable LCOs with a plunge- as well as a pitch dominated mode shape
were found as well. ForM = 0.72, α¯= 0◦ on the other hand, plunge dominated LCO solu-
tions that undergo supercritical bifurcations were observed at small SFRs. These obser-
vations suggest that there is no correlation between the type of bifurcation (i.e. super-
critical or subcritical) that occurs and the mode shape (i.e. pitch- or plunge-dominated)
in inviscid flow.
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Figure 5.19: LCO pitch amplitude vs freestream velocity normalised by the linear flutter speed at M = 0.74,
α¯= 0◦ in inviscid flow
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Figure 5.20: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity atM = 0.74, α¯= 0◦ in inviscid flow
TRANSONIC FLOW WITH TRAILING-EDGE SEPARATION
The results of an SFR-variation in case of transonic flow with trailing-edge separation
(M = 0.75, α¯ = 0.7◦, Re = 2·106) are shown in Figure 5.22, which shows the LCO mode
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shape and frequency versus the freestream velocity. Figure 5.21 shows the LCO ampli-
tude versus the freestream velocity normalised by the flutter speed. For this test case it
is observed that the bifurcation behaviour is supercritical for SFRs up to and including
1.21, in contrast to the validation test case (see Section 4.3.3). Therefore, the bifurca-
tion behaviour has been investigated atωh/ωα = 1.56 as well. At this SFR the bifurcation
behaviour becomes subcritical. For SFRs smaller than 1.56, from Figure 5.21 the veloc-
ity range covered by the LCOs up to ∆αLCO = 5◦ initially increases with increasing SFR
(i.e. the slope of the bifurcation diagram for amplitudes larger than about 1◦ decreases).
Then atωh/ωα = 0.83 the velocity range is maximal (and the slope minimal), whereas for
ωh/ωα > 0.83, the velocity range decreases. Hence, for the supercritical bifurcations, the
non-linearity becomes stronger with increasing SFR up to a value of 0.83, and for larger
ωh/ωα the non-linearity diminishes again. For ωh/ωα = 1.56 the non-linearity is again
stronger. Now, what are the implications of these changes? A larger range of frequency
ratios for which supercritical bifurcations occur (i.e. for ωh/ωα = 0.49 till 1.21), means
that LCOs up to 5◦ will not occur below the flutter speed, but only above the linear flutter
boundary. Hence, in that case a linearised flutter prediction would suffice. However, for
larger SFRs this would not suffice, since the bifurcation then becomes subcritical (i.e. at
ωh/ωα = 1.56).
For all SFRs, except for the largest four, the phase difference starts at a small value and
increases with freestream speed. For ωh/ωα = 1.15, 1.21 and 1.56 the phase difference
starts at 100◦ or above. At ωh/ωα = 1.56 the phase difference increases with decreasing
freestream speed. Note that at this SFR the phase difference has been extrapolated, since
the largest sample point is at φhα = 150◦. Figure 5.22(e) clearly shows the large range
of phase difference covered by SFRs near 1. Furthermore, at small SFR the LCOs are
stable, the mode shape is plunge dominated and |θhα| decreases with increasing U∞.
At large SFR the LCOs are stable at small to moderate amplitudes and unstable at large
amplitudes, the mode shape is pitch dominated and |θhα| first increases with increasing
U∞ and then increases further with decreasingU∞. This behaviour is similar to that of
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Figure 5.21: LCO pitch amplitude vs freestream velocity normalised by the linear flutter speed at M = 0.75,
α¯= 0.7◦ in viscous flow
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the validation test case (see Section 4.3.3) and that observed by Kholodar et al. [3]. How-
ever, it is in contrast to that of the inviscid flow test case of Figures 5.19 and 5.20. The
reduced frequency at flutter shows similar behaviour as the inviscid flow test case of the
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Figure 5.22: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦ in viscous flow
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previous section and that of Section 4.3.3, i.e. it increases with increasing SFR up until
0.90, for larger SFRs it decreases. Furthermore, as expected due to the inverse relation
with U∞, for the supercritical bifurcations the reduced frequency decreases with free-
stream speed, whereas for the subcritical bifurcation at ωh/ωα = 1.56 it increases with
decreasingU∞.
SUBSONIC FLOW WITH TRAILING-EDGE SEPARATION
Figure 5.23 shows thebifurcationdiagramsof thepitch amplitude, amplitude ratio, phase
difference and reduced frequency versus the freestream speed for the NLR7301 airfoil in
subsonic flow with trailing-edge separation atM = 0.3, α= 9.0◦ and Re= 2·106. For this
test case it should be noted that for an SFR of 1.04 and larger the bifurcation becomes
subcritical. The slope of the stable LCO-part of the bifurcation diagram decreases with
increasing ωh/ωα. Upon comparing with the validation test case (see Section 4.3.3, Fig-
ure 4.14), it is noted that in that case, the subcritical bifurcations at large ωh/ωα consist
of unstable LCOs to an amplitude of 5◦ only. No stable LCOs (of up to 5◦) are observed be-
low the linear flutter boundary. The same holds for the transonic test case with trailing-
edge separation. This ismore dangerous than in the case of stable LCOswith amplitudes
smaller than 5◦ below the flutter boundary, as it might give the impression that the linear
flutter solution is correct and hence no flutter occurs below the flutter boundary. How-
ever, in reality LCOs of very large amplitude (much larger than 5◦) might exist below the
linear flutter point. When stable LCOs already exist below the linear flutter boundary,
such as for small SFRs atM = 0.74, α¯= 0◦ and for large SFRs atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦, there is
a false sense of safety as well, but at least the effect might not be as detrimental as when
only unstable LCOs of up to 5◦ occur below the linear flutter boundary. Note that for
the largest three SFRs the phase difference is larger than 150◦, i.e. extrapolation of the
aerodynamic forces is applied here. Therefore, the results for these three SFRs should
be treated with care. Studying the response surface has shown that the range of the sta-
ble LCOs of large amplitude at ωh/ωα > 1.04 is probably not as large as computed here.
Instead the largest stable LCO (of 5◦-amplitude) is expected to occur below the flutter
speed (as for ωh/ωα = 1.04).
When looking at the LCOmode shape it is observed that the amplitude ratios achieved
are much lower than for the other test cases. At the smallest SFR the amplitude ratio is
about 1.18 at its maximum, whereas for the other test case amplitude ratios above 2 are
observed for the smallest SFR. The amplitude ratio is seen to decrease with increasing
freestream velocity for small SFRs. For large SFRs, |θhα| first decreases slightly with de-
creasing freestream speed and then it increases with increasing freestream velocity. The
mode shape is again plunge dominated for small ωh/ωα and pitch dominated for large
ωh/ωα. Again the stable LCOs show a plunge dominated mode shape and the unstable
LCOs a pitch dominated mode shape. Although, from Figure 5.23(e) both the amplitude
ratio and phase difference increase for SFRs larger than one. This is probably caused by
the large range covered by stable LCOs at large SFRs (as described above). Hence, there
is a tendency of the stable LCOs at large SFRs to become more plunge dominated, i.e.
the amount of plunge in the LCOmode shape increases.
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Figure 5.23: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦ in viscous flow
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Figure 5.24: LCO pitch amplitude vs freestream velocity normalised by the linear flutter speed at M = 0.3,
α¯= 9.0◦ in viscous flow
SUBSONIC FLOW WITH FREE BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION
The effects of an SFR variation on the bifurcation behaviour of the NLR7301 airfoil at
M = 0.3, α¯ =−1.3◦, Re = 5·105 and Tu = 0.05% in transitional flow are shown in Figures
5.25 and 5.26. Note that pitch amplitudes up to 3◦ are shown, as explained in Section
5.2.4. It is observed that at small amplitudes the LCOs are unstable. They become stable
as the LCOamplitude increases for SFRs up to 0.83. For larger SFRs the LCOs becomeun-
stable again at large amplitude. In general, the velocity range covered by the bifurcation
diagrams is very small and hence the non-linearity is relatively weak. In contrast, Poirel
and Mendes [4] obtained a shift of the stable LCOs towards larger amplitudes when the
structural frequency ratio was increased from 0.74 to 1.2 and to lower LCO amplitudes
when the SFRwas increased from1.2 to 1.63 for theNACA0012 airfoil in transitional flow.
Note however that the test cases cannot be directly compared, since the flow conditions
are different (the Reynolds number is much lower in the work of Poirel andMendes) and
the (linear) structural model as well as the airfoil shape are different as well. Further-
more, the LCOs observed by Poirel and Mendes are at much larger amplitude (2◦-7.5◦).
From Figure 5.25(b) it is observed that the LCOmode shape changes from plunge dom-
inated with amplitude ratios larger than 1 at the smallest two SFRs to pitch dominated
at large SFR. At SFRs smaller than 1.10, the amplitude ratio decreases with increasing
freestream velocity. For the largest three SFRs the amplitude ratio increases again, i.e.
the amount of plunge in the LCOmode shape becomes larger. The phase difference in-
creases with increasing SFR and it increases with freestream velocity for all SFRs. The
reduced frequency at flutter shows a similar trend as for the transonic inviscid flow test
case, it first increases with increasing ωh/ωα. However, for ωh/ωα > 0.90 it decreases
with increasing SFR.
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Figure 5.25: LCO mode shape vs freestream velocity at M = 0.3, α¯ = −1.3◦ , Re = 5·105 and Tu = 0.05% in
transitional flow
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Figure 5.26: LCO pitch amplitude vs freestream velocity normalised by the linear flutter speed at M = 0.3,
α¯=−1.3◦ , Re= 5·105 and Tu= 0.05% in transitional flow
5.4.2. MASS RATIO
The mass ratio µ non-dimensionalises the massm, i.e.
µ= m
1
4πρ∞c
2
. (5.1)
Since (5.1) contains the freestream density ρ∞, the mass ratio has different values for
each of the aerodynamic non-linearities considered. Table 5.5 summarises the densities
and corresponding mass ratios for each test case of Section 5.2 considering the mass as
given in Table 2.1 (i.e. m = 26.264 kg). Note that due to low density for the transonic
viscous test case at M = 0.75 and for the free transition test case at M = 0.3, the mass
ratio using the standardmass is much higher than for the other cases.
M α¯ (◦) Euler/RANS ρ∞ ( kg/m3) µ
0.74 0.0 Euler 1.2925 287.52
0.75 0.7 RANS 0.4606 806.77
0.3 9.0 RANS 1.1516 322.71
0.3 -1.3 RANS 0.2879 1290.83
Table 5.5: Freestream density and correspondingmass ratio for all test cases
The mass ratio is varied at constant radius of gyration about the elastic axis
rα
(
=
√
Iα/
(
mc2
))
and at constant static unbalance xα (= Sα/(mc)). These parameters
have values of 0.1828 and 0.0420, respectively for the structural parameters considered
in Table 2.1. The plunge and torsional spring stiffnesses are also kept fixed at their values
of Table 2.1. Since the trends in the bifurcation behaviour of the NLR7301 airfoil due to
a change in mass ratio are similar for all aerodynamic non-linearities, this section only
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shows the most non-linear test case, the transonic flow with trailing-edge separation
test case. The results of a mass ratio variation for the other three test cases are shown in
Section D.1.1.
The influence of changes in the mass ratio on the bifurcation behaviour of the limit-
cycle oscillations of the airfoil in transonic viscous flow (M = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦) is shown in
Figure 5.27. The shape of the bifurcation does not change significantly for the mass ra-
tios considered. It stays supercritical. However, the slope of the bifurcation diagram in-
creases with decreasingmass ratio, see Figure 5.27(f). Hence, the non-linearity becomes
weaker with decreasing mass ratio. This was also observed by Kholodar et al. [3] for
the NACA64010A airfoil in inviscid transonic flow at ωh/ωα = 0.5 and M = 0.8. The am-
plitude ratio is seen to decrease with increasing freestream speed for most mass ratios.
However, for µ = 100 the amplitude ratio increases with freestream speed. Hence, the
stable LCOs will show amore complex pitch-plunge motion with increasing LCO ampli-
tude for µ= 100. In contrast for the other mass ratios the motion tends to become more
pitch dominated with increasing LCO amplitude. The phase difference increases with
freestream speed for all mass ratios. The reduced frequency decreases with increasing
mass ratio and with increasing freestream speed. For this test case a variation in SFR has
been applied at various mass ratios as well. Figure 5.28 shows the LCO amplitude versus
the freestream speed normalised by the flutter speed for two different frequency ratios.
Forωh/ωα = 0.97 similar trends as for an SFR of 0.70 (Figure 5.27(f)) are observed, except
that around an LCO amplitude of 2◦ the curves become very steep and then decrease in
slope again. This is most pronounced for µ= 600. This also occurs at ωh/ωα = 1.21 only
around 3◦. Generally, for this SFR the bifurcation behaviour does not vary much with
mass ratio, except for µ= 100. Only a larger range of velocities is covered by the unstable
LCOs below the flutter speed when the mass ratio increases. Note that, since extrapola-
tion on the response surface in the reduced frequency-direction is required for µ= 100 at
ωh/ωα = 0.97, the bifurcation diagram for this mass ratio is not included Figure 5.28(a).
Instead the bifurcation diagram at a mass ratio of 200 has been included.
From the observations in this section it is concluded that the mass ratio does not
significantly influence the type of bifurcation. When the non-linearity is very weak, a
change in bifurcation typemay result when themass ratio is varied. Otherwise the bifur-
cation type remains the same, only the slope of the bifurcation diagrammight change.
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Figure 5.27: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity for a mass ratio variation atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦
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Figure 5.28: LCO mode shape vs freestream velocity normalised by the linear flutter speed for a mass ratio
variation atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦ and two different SFR
5.4.3. STRUCTURAL DAMPING
The structural damping was set to zero for all test cases in this thesis (except for the val-
idation test case of chapter 4) in order to investigate the effect of aerodynamic damping
only. Now, structural damping is added to the airfoil system and its effect on the bifurca-
tion behaviour is studied. The addition of damping causes, as expected, an increase in
the flutter speed. Hence, all bifurcation diagrams are shifted to larger freestream veloci-
ties. Figure 5.29 depicts the bifurcation behaviour of the LCOmode shape for the viscous
transonic flow test case at M = 0.75, α¯ = 0.7◦. The structural damping of both degrees
of freedom has been increases simultaneously by the same amount, i.e. the damping
matrix has be pre-multiplied. To indicate the variation of the structural damping ma-
trix, in Figure 5.29, variations of the value of Dh are depicted. The results of the other
test cases are shown in Figures D.7, D.8 and D.9 in Section D.1.2. There is almost no
variation in the type of bifurcation at an SFR of 0.70. The aerodynamic non-linearity is
apparently too strong to cause significant changes when up to ten times the structural
damping of Table 2.1 is added to the system. However, the range of freestream velocities
covered by LCO up to an amplitude of 5◦ decreases with increasing structural damping,
i.e. the strength of the (aerodynamic) non-linearity decreases. This holds for all viscous
test cases. For the inviscid test case M = 0.74, α¯ = 0◦, see Figure D.7, the freestream ve-
locity range covered by the LCO amplitude increases with increasing structural damping
values. For the viscous test case shown in Figure 5.29, the phase difference is seen to
increase with increasing structural damping and with increasing freestream speed. The
reduced frequency decreases with increasing structural damping, which is expected as
it is inversely proportional to the freestream velocity (which increases with increasing
damping, as the flutter speed increases). For the inviscid test case, the amplitude ratio
variation increases with increasing damping, see Figure D.7. For the viscous test cases,
increasing the structural damping leads to a decrease in the amplitude ratio. For those
test cases, the amplitude ratio also decreases with freestream velocity for all structural
damping values.
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Figure 5.29: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity for a damping variation atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦ (value of Dh
is shown in the legend)
If the structural frequency ratio is increased to 0.97, applying ten times the structural
damping of Table 2.1 causes a change in bifurcation type from subcritical to supercritical
for the test case atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦, see Figure 5.30. The same conclusions can be drawn
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as for the mass ratio; only when the non-linearity is very weak changes in the structural
damping can change the bifurcation type.
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Figure 5.30: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity normalised by the linear flutter speed for a damping vari-
ation atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦ , ωh/ωα = 0.97 (value of Dh is shown in the legend))
5.4.4. ELASTIC AXIS LOCATION
In order to investigate the generality of the results obtained in this thesis, the elastic axis
location has been varied, keeping the remaining structural parameters constant. Fig-
ure 5.31 show the result in terms of the bifurcation behaviour for the transonic viscous
test case atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦. Note that the non-dimensional elastic axis location from
the quarter-chord point is shown in this figure, where a positive distance indicates that
the elastic axis is located aft of the quarter-chord point, see Figure 2.1. The results for the
other sources of non-linearity are shown in Section D.1.3. FromFigure 5.31 it is observed
that the slope of the supercritical bifurcation increases when the elastic axis is located
further aft of the quarter-chord point, i.e. the non-linearity becomes weaker. However,
the bifurcation type remains the same. For this test case, the amplitude ratio decreases
with increasing freestream velocity, except when the elastic axis is located upstream of
the quarter-chord point, then it first increases and then decreases, see Figure 5.31(b).
The phase difference increases with increasing freestream velocity for all elastic axis lo-
cations. When the elastic axis is located at 75% of the chord length, i.e. 0.5c behind the
quarter-chord point, the phase difference increases dramatically. This happens at very
small amplitude ratios, as can been from Figure 5.31(e). This means that for xea = 0.5c,
the LCOmode shape becomes almost a pure pitchmotion where plunge leads pitch. The
reduced frequency increases with increasing distance between the quarter-chord point
and the elastic axis, although it decreases with increasing freestream velocity for a par-
ticular elastic axis position, as expected due to the inverse relation with the freestream
velocity.
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Figure 5.31: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity for a variation of the non-dimensional elastic axis location
atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦ (value of xea/c is shown in the legend)
Increasing the structural frequency ratio to 1.21 results in a change of bifurcation type as
illustrated in Figure 5.32. Note that the most aft elastic axis location is no further than
35% of the chord length aft of the quarter-chord point, because no flutter was observed
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for more aft locations of the elastic axis. A change from supercritical to subcritical bi-
furcation with the aft movement of the elastic axis is also observed for the subsonic flow
test case with trailing-edge separation at ωh/ωα = 0.70, see Section D.1.3. Although, it
should be noted that the non-linearity causing the supercritical bifurcation at the nom-
inal elastic axis location is already relatively weak. For the transonic inviscid test case,
a transition from subcritical to supercritical bifurcation behaviour at the nominal struc-
tural frequency ratio (0.70) is observed when the elastic axis is moved aft, see Section
D.1.3 as well. Hence, these results show that, when the elastic axis location is shifted,
the strength of the non-linearity changes and a change in bifurcation behaviour might
occur.
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Figure 5.32: LCO mode shape vs freestream velocity normalised by the linear flutter speed for a variation of
the non-dimensional elastic axis location at M = 0.75, α¯ = 0.7◦ , ωh/ωα = 1.21 (value of xea/c is shown in the
legend)
5.4.5. CONCLUSIONS
This section has shown the effect of a variation of several structural parameters, i.e. the
structural frequency ratio, the mass ratio, the structural damping and the elastic axis lo-
cation, on the LCO bifurcation behaviour. From the structural frequency ratio variation,
as shown in Section 5.4.1, it was found that in most cases the bifurcation behaviour of
the LCO amplitude is supercritical at small structural frequency ratios (ωh << ωα) and
becomes subcritical when the structural frequency is increased to values larger than one
(i.e. when ωh >> ωα). Similar behaviour was observed for the inviscid validation test
case in Section 4.3.3 and by Kholodar et al. [3] for the NACA64010A airfoil in inviscid
flow. However, for the transonic inviscid test case at M = 0.74 and α¯ = 0◦ opposite be-
haviour is observed, see Figure 5.19. Furthermore, at small ωh/ωα the mode shape is
found to be plunge dominated and at large ωh/ωα the mode shape is pitch dominated,
as expected due to the structural frequency ratio. Combined with the observations on
the bifurcation behaviour, this implies that an LCO solution that is plunge dominated
can undergo either a supercritical or a subcritical bifurcation. Hence, the bifurcation
type is not necessarily related to a certain LCO mode shape. In addition to subcritical
bifurcations that start with unstable LCOs at small amplitude and stable LCOs of larger
amplitudes, also bifurcations were observed where the small-amplitude LCOs are sta-
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ble and at larger amplitudes the LCOs become unstable, in transonic viscous flow. Also,
subcritical bifurcations with only unstable LCOs up to 5◦ were found for the transonic
viscous test case at ωh/ωα = 1.56 and for the subsonic test case with trailing-edge sep-
aration at ωh/ωα = 0.97, see Figures 5.21 and 5.24. Kholodar et al. [3] observed such
subcritical bifurcations with unstable LCOs only (up to 7◦) for the NACA64010A airfoil as
well (in inviscid flow however). These subcritical bifurcations with unstable LCOs only
(up to 5◦) are dangerous as a stable LCO of an amplitude much larger than 5◦ might oc-
cur. In general, the subcritical bifurcations observed for the test case in subsonic flow
with trailing-edge separation, clearly show what happens in the non-linear case and
how incorrect a linearised analysis could be (although the large amplitude results at the
highest three SFRs should be treated with care). In subsonic flow with free boundary
layer transition the bifurcation behaviour was observed to be almost independent of the
structural frequency ratio. Poirel and Mendes [4] found a more significant variation of
the bifurcation behaviour when the structural frequency ratio was varied than the vari-
ation obtained here. Although it should be noted that they considered the NACA0012
airfoil at different flow conditions and with a different (linear) structural model.
The effect of a variation of themass ratio was shown in Section 5.4.2 for the transonic
viscous flow test case. The results for the other test cases are shown in Section D.1.1.
For all test cases, it was found that the mass ratio does not significantly influence the
bifurcation type, only when the non-linearity is weak a change in bifurcation type might
occur. However, the non-linearity is observed to increase in strength when the mass
ratio is increased, as observed from e.g. Figure 5.27(f). Similar observations were made
by Kholodar et al. [3] for the NACA64010A airfoil in inviscid transonic flow.
Section 5.4.3 discussed the effect of added structural damping on the bifurcation be-
haviour. Similar to the mass ratio variation, no significant changes in the bifurcation
behaviour were observed unless the non-linearity was weak (at ωh/ωα = 0.97 in sub-
sonic flow with trailing-edge separation, see Figure 5.30). However, the strength of the
aerodynamic non-linearity was seen to decrease with increasing value of the structural
damping for the viscous test cases. In inviscid transonic flow, opposite behaviour re-
garding the strength of the non-linearity is observed, see Figure D.7.
A variation in the elastic axis location has been performed in order to assure that
the results produced in this thesis are also valid for other elastic axis locations than the
quarter-chord point (at which xea is zero). The effect of such a variation on the bifurca-
tion behaviour of the LCO solution is shown in Section 5.4.4. It was found that the elastic
axis location significantly influences the bifurcation behaviour. When the non-linearity
is not very strong (i.e. when no strong supercritical bifurcation is observed), the bifurca-
tion behaviour can change from supercritical to subcritical when the distance between
the quarter-chord point and the elastic axis is increased in case of viscous flow. For in-
viscid transonic flow the opposite behaviour was observed. In comparison to the effects
of variations of the mass ratio and the structural damping, it can be concluded that vari-
ation of the elastic axis location has a larger impact on the bifurcation behaviour than a
variation of the former two.
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5.5. RESPONSE SURFACE ANALYSIS
The input of ADePK is a response surface of the aerodynamic lift and moment. This
response surface might contain some significant information about the possible bifur-
cations types. This issue is addressed in this section. For analytical systems of one DoF
this is common practise, see for example Gros [20]. Hence, the response function of the
one DoF van-der-Pol oscillator is first addressed in Section 5.5.1. For this test case it was
observed that the real part of the Fourier-transformed right-hand side of the equation of
motion exhibits a root at the LCO amplitude. The gradient w.r.t. amplitude at this root
indicates whether the LCO is stable or unstable, as also observed by e.g. Gros [20]. How-
ever, since this thesis deals with a twoDoF airfoil system, which nor has one DoF neither
has an analytical (aerodynamic) response function, the one DoF van-der-Pol oscillator
has been extended with a second degree of freedom in Section 5.5.2 (see also Section
3.3.1). This system has an analytical response function, such that the relation between
the response surface and the LCO behaviour can be investigated, before continuing with
the two DoF airfoil system. In case of a relatively “simple” non-linear damping matrix,
the gradientw.r.t. amplitude at the location of the root of the response surface can still be
used to determine the stability of the LCO. However, once the non-linear damping term
becomes more complicated, the response surface no longer exhibits a root at the LCO
amplitude. It was found that, the curvature of the response surface in phase difference
direction gives an indication about the stability of the LCO, see Table 5.6.
Then the response surface of the several two-DoF-airfoil-system test cases are linked
to their bifurcation behaviour in Section 5.5.3. First, the part of the aerodynamic force
vector responsible for the type of bifurcation that occurs was identified, see Figures 5.39
and 5.40. Then the response surface at several mode shapes was considered in order
to identify possible similarities between the response surface and the bifurcation be-
haviour. It was found that the sine of the phase of the lift has a shape similar to that of
the freestream speed versus LCO amplitude-diagram (i.e. the rotated bifurcation dia-
gram), see for example Figure 5.46. Finally, the aerodynamic features responsible for the
form of the response surface and therefore the bifurcation behaviour are considered. A
relation between the shock motion on the lower surface of the airfoil and the phase of
the lift was found. For more details Section 5.5.3 should be addressed.
5.5.1. ONE DOF VAN DER POL-OSCILLATOR
For the one DoF van der Pol-oscillator, it is possible to determine the type of bifurcation
that occurs or even the LCO amplitude when just looking at the response function (see
e.g. Gros [20]). The response function in this case is the Fourier transform of the right-
hand side of the equation of motion, i.e. the right-hand side of
x¨+ x = ǫ(µ−ax2−dx4) x˙, (5.2)
which has been reproduced here from (3.7). When plotting the real and imaginary parts
of the response function versus the (input) amplitude for various values of µ one can
gain insight into the bifurcation behaviour of the system. Figure 5.33 shows the real part
of the response function versus the amplitude atω= 1, ǫ= 0.02, a =−2 and d = 0.5.
From Figure 5.33 it can be seen that when µ is -2, the response function has no roots
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Figure 5.33: Real part of the response function versus the amplitude for the one DoF van der Pol-oscillator for
various µ atω= 1 (ǫ= 0.02, a =−2 and d = 0.5)
except for the origin. For µ = −1 the response function has a root and a maximum at
the same time. For µ = −0.5 there are two non-zero roots and for µ = 0 and µ = 1 there
is only one non-zero root. When comparing the number of non-zero roots with the bi-
furcation diagram of Figure 4.2 it is observed that the number of roots corresponds to
the number of LCOs that exist at a certain value of µ. In addition when the maximum of
the response function is a root as well, a saddle-node bifurcation of limit cycles occurs.
Upon comparing the location of the roots for a certain µwith the LCO amplitudes at this
µ it is seen that the root location is equal to the LCO amplitude. This means that for
the van der Pol oscillator the non-zero root(s) of the real part of the response function
give the LCO amplitude(s). Hence, this would mean that it is not necessary to use the
p-k method to determine the amplitude at which the damping is zero. Computing the
response function for various amplitudes and frequencies and finding the roots of the re-
sponse function for various µ suffices for the determination of the LCO amplitude. This
is known from theory [20]. Furthermore, from the sign of the gradient of the response
function at the root,
∂ℜ( f )
∂xˆ
∣∣ℜ( f )=0 , it can be determined whether the LCO is stable or un-
stable. When the gradient
∂ℜ( f )
∂xˆ
∣∣ℜ( f )=0 is positive the LCO is unstable, when the gradient
is negative the LCO is stable. The curvature of the response function, i.e. the sign of its
second derivative, can also be used to determine the stability of an LCO. From Figure
5.33 it is seen that the curvature of the response function is convex in the surroundings
of the unstable LCO and concave near the stable LCO.
Figure 5.33 showed the real part of the response function for variousµ values atω= 1.
This is the LCO frequency. However, even when the frequency is not equal to that of the
actual LCO, the number of roots of the response function is equal to the number of LCOs.
This is demonstrated in Figure 5.34, which shows the real part of the response function
versus the amplitude for variousω at µ=−0.5.
From Figure 5.34 it is observed that the location of the root is independent of the
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Figure 5.34: Real part of the response function versus the amplitude for the one DoF van der Pol-oscillator for
variousω at µ=−0.5 (ǫ= 0.02, a =−2 and d = 0.5)
frequency. This means that the LCO frequency does not need to be known in advance in
order to be able to determine the LCO amplitude for a certain value of µ.
The fact that the number of LCOs and the LCO amplitude can be determined solely
by looking at the roots of the response function, as known from theory [20] and observed
here, has important consequences for the determination of the bifurcation behaviour
for a pitch/plunge airfoil system. Namely, this would mean that if the response surface
has been determined, the roots of this response surface can be computed and the LCO
properties can be determined without the using ADePK.
5.5.2. TWO DOF VAN DER POL-OSCILLATOR
For the one degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator it is possible to determine the type
of bifurcation that occurs from the response function. For the two degree-of-freedom
van der der Pol oscillator the right-hand side of the equations of motion is the response
function vector, i.e. the right-hand side of
M~¨x+K~x = ǫ
[
µ−a1x21 −b1x41 c1µ−a2x21
c1µ−a3x22 c1µ−a4x22 −b2x42
][
x˙1
x˙2
]
, (5.3)
which has been reproduced from (3.16) here. This vector is dependent on the frequency,
the complex amplitude ratio between the two degrees of freedom and the amplitude of
the second degree of freedom. Hence, when the complex amplitude ratio is split into a
magnitude and a phase, this is a four dimensional response function. Since this is not
easy to visualise, two parameters are kept fixed and the other two are varied in the plots
shown in this section. First the response surface is addressed when only the first degree
of freedom has a non-linear damping (i.e. when a2 = a3 = a4 = b1 = b2 = c1 = 0 in (5.3)).
In that case the zeros of the response function can be used to gain information about
the LCO that occurs. In the full non-linear case, i.e. when both degrees of freedom have
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a non-linear damping and the coefficients a2 till c1 are non-zero, the curvature of the
response surface in phase difference direction can be used to determine the type of LCO
that occurs.
ZEROS OF RESPONSE SURFACE (a2 TILL c1 ARE ZERO)
To look for the zeros of the response surface, the coefficients ǫ, a1 and b1 have been
set to 0.002, -2 and 0.5 respectively. The bifurcation parameter µ is varied. Figure 5.35
shows the contours of the real part of the response plotted for various amplitudes and
phase differences and at several values ofµ. The amplitude ratio is 0.618 and the reduced
frequency is 1.9545 rad/s. These values correspond to the stable LCO at µ=−0.5556.
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Figure 5.35: Real part of the response surfaces of the two degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system for
various µ (xˆ1/xˆ2 = 0.618 and ω= 1.9545 rad/s)
From Figure 5.35(a) it is observed that for µ is -1.0606, the response function only has
roots at ∆φ = ±π/2, independent of the amplitude of the first DoF xˆ1. For µ = −0.5556
the same roots appear at ∆φ = ±π/2. In addition, there are two amplitudes at which
the response function is zero for all ∆φ: xˆ1 = 1.87 and 4.18. For µ = 0.3535 there is only
one amplitude at which the response function has a root, i.e. at xˆ1 = 4.76. These am-
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plitudes do not exactly match the LCO amplitudes, however the number of roots found
from these figures corresponds to the number of LCOs that occur at the µ-values.
In addition to the number of LCOs that occurs, the gradient in the xˆ1-direction of
the response surface at the root location can be used to determine whether the LCO is
stable or unstable. In Figure 5.35(b) for example the LCO at xˆ1 = 1.87 is unstable, since
the gradient of the response surface at this root is positive for −π/2 < ∆φ < π/2. The
LCO at xˆ1 = 4.18 on the hand, is stable, because at this root the gradient is negative for
−π/2<∆φ<π/2.
Although Figure 5.35 only shows the response surface for an amplitude ratio of 0.618
and a frequency of 1.9545 rad/s, similar results are obtained at other amplitude ratios
and frequencies. In other words, varying the amplitude ratio and frequency one-at-a-
time did not significantly influence the results, i.e. the number of roots remained the
same.
The results shown here show that it is possible to determine the number of LCOs
that will occur based on the number of roots of the response surface. Furthermore, the
stability of the LCOs can also be determined using the gradient of the response surface
in the direction of the amplitude of the first degree-of-freedom.
RESPONSE SURFACE CURVATURE
When all terms in the non-linear damping matrix (i.e. the matrix on the right-hand side
of (5.3)) are non-zero, the response surface no longer exhibits zeros near the LCO am-
plitude. Therefore, the local curvature of the response surface is inspected, as it might
reveal the type of bifurcation that occurs or the stability of the LCOs. That is, the two
DoF van der Pol oscillator system has been used to test which type of curvature (convex
or concave) is required for a certain bifurcation type. Again, two mode shape param-
eters have been fixed, the amplitude ratio and the frequency, these were seen not to
change significantly for the various cases tested (with different values of the constants in
the non-linear force term (right-hand side of (5.3))). When ǫ = 0.002, a1 = −6, a2 = −2,
a3 = −1, a4 = −4, b1 = 0.25, b2 = 0.5 and c1 = 1 and µ = −0.5, then the amplitude ratio
and the angular frequency of the first mode are 0.618 and 1.954 rad/s, respectively. The
same values are obtained when b1 and b2 are set to zero (no fourth order terms). Fur-
thermore, when the signs of a1 till b2 and that of µ are reversed the same amplitude ratio
and frequency are obtained, also when b1 and b2 are set to zero in addition. Starting with
the first test case (ǫ = 0.002, a1 = −6, a2 = −2, a3 = −1, a4 = −4, b1 = 0.25, b2 = 0.5 and
c1 = 1 and µ = −0.5), two LCOs are observed, a stable LCO with an amplitude of 0.954
(∆φ = −0.0140◦) and an unstable LCO with an amplitude of 4.721 (∆φ = 0.4454◦). The
response surface for this test case is depicted in Figure 5.36. This figure shows the real
and imaginary parts of the non-linear damping force of both DoFs. In addition, the two
LCOs that occur at these conditions are depicted. The unstable LCO is depicted with a
violet circle (for visibility reasons the phase difference has been multiplied by a factor
1000) and the stable LCO is depicted with a yellow square (with a factor 20 for the phase
difference).
From Figure 5.36 it is observed that there are several extrema in the real and imagi-
nary parts of the non-linear damping forces. To further identify the local curvature, slices
of this response surface have beenmade at the LCO amplitudes. Figure 5.37 shows these
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Figure 5.36: Contours of real and imaginary parts of the non-linear damping force for the two degree-of-
freedom van der Pol oscillator at xˆ1/xˆ2 = 0.618 and ω1 = 1.954 rad/s (ǫ = 0.002, µ = −0.5, a1 = −6, a2 = −2,
a3 =−1, a4 =−4, b1 = 0.25, b2 = 0.5 and c1 = 1)
slices. Theblue curves depict the unstable LCOmode shape and the green curves the sta-
ble LCO mode shape. For the real part of the non-linear damping force of the first DoF,
Figure 5.36(a), the curvature of the response surface is convex for both amplitudes. In
contrast, the imaginary part, see Figure 5.36(b), is concave for the small-amplitude case
and convex for the large-amplitude case. The real part of the non-linear damping force
of the second DoF, see Figure 5.36(c), is convex for the unstable LCO and concave for the
stable LCO. The same holds for the imaginary part of this force. However, it should be
noted that for the non-linear force of the first DoF there exist multiple minima or max-
ima. For the small-amplitude LCO these have approximately the same magnitude. For
the large-amplitude LCO the minima or maxima close to the ordinate are much smaller
in magnitude than those further away from the ordinate. Hence, when these local ex-
trema are ignored, the curvature of the large-amplitude case becomes concave for both
the real and imaginary part of the non-linear damping force of DoF one (since the phase
difference is larger than zero for the large-amplitude LCO). That means, for the real part
of the non-linear damping force of DoF1, that when the (local) curvature is concave the
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LCO is unstable, whereas when the (local) curvature is convex the LCO is stable. For the
imaginary part the curvature for both types of LCOswould then be concave (since for the
small-amplitude LCO the phase difference is smaller than zero). Hence, from the curva-
ture of the imaginary part of the non-linear damping force of the first degree of freedom
no conclusions can be drawn regarding the stability of the LCO.
The small extrema near the ordinate disappear for large values of µ, see Figure 5.38,
which shows the real and imaginary parts of the non-linear damping force of the first
DoF versus the phase difference forµ= 60. For this value ofµ only one stable LCOoccurs
at 7.903. The LCO mode shape has changed slightly to an amplitude ratio of 0.621 and
an angular frequency of 1.966. The phase difference for the stable LCO is 5.423◦.
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Figure 5.37: Real and imaginary parts of the non-linear damping force versus the phase difference for the two
degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator at xˆ1/xˆ2 = 0.618 and ω1 = 1.954 rad/s (ǫ = 0.002, µ = −0.5, a1 = −6,
a2 =−2, a3 =−1, a4 =−4, b1 = 0.25, b2 = 0.5 and c1 = 1)
To draw conclusions with respect to the curvature and the type of LCO (or bifurcation)
that occurs, a case with opposite signs has been investigated (i.e. a1 till a4, b1, b2 and
µ with opposite signs) as well as a case were only one LCO occurs (i.e. b1 = b2 = 0). Ta-
ble 5.6 summarises the results. ǫ has been set to 0.002 and c1 has been set to 1 for all
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Figure 5.38: Real and imaginary parts of the non-linear damping force for DoF1 versus the phase difference
for the two degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator at xˆ1/xˆ2 = 0.6214 and ω1 = 1.9656 rad/s (ǫ= 0.002, µ= 60,
a1 =−6, a2 =−2, a3 =−1, a4 =−4, b1 = 0.25, b2 = 0.5 and c1 = 1)
cases. The results at large µ, or when the small extrema near the ordinate are ignored for
large amplitudes, have also been included in Table 5.6. The only parameter that shows
consistent curvature is the real part of the non-linear damping force of the second DoF.
When the curvature of the response surface near the LCOmode shape is concave for this
parameter a stable LCO occurs, when the curvature is convex an unstable LCO occurs.
For the other parameters conclusions can be drawn when the global curvature is con-
sidered, i.e. when the small extrema near the ordinate are ignored (or when µ is large
enough). In that case, for stable LCOs the curvature of the real part of the non-linear
damping force of DoF1 is concave, whereas for unstable LCOs it is convex. The curva-
ture of the imaginary part of the non-linear damping force of DoF1 is always concave,
irrespective of the type of LCO that occurs. From the curvature of the imaginary part of
the non-linear damping force of DoF2 no conclusion about the type of bifurcation can
be drawn, see Table 5.6.
From the considerations concerning the two DoF van der Pol-oscillator it becomes
clear that the curvature of the response surface can be used to determine the stability of
the LCO.
5.5.3. TWO DOF AIRFOIL SYSTEM
In order to investigate what non-linearity is responsible for the bifurcation behaviour,
each of the aerodynamic forces (|θLh |, φLh , |θMα| and φMα) has been held constant sep-
arately (one-at-a-time analysis). The forces have each been set, one at a time, to their
first (non-zero) amplitude-sample-value. Then ADePK has been used to compute the
bifurcation behaviour (with cubic spline interpolation). This is performed for all Mach
numbers of the inviscid Mach number test case shown in Section 5.3. Figure 5.39 shows
the resulting bifurcation behaviour for four Mach numbers: M = 0.6, M = 0.72, M = 0.75
andM = 0.8.
FromFigure 5.39 it is clearly seen that the setting the phase of the lift constant results
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µ a1 a2 a3 a4 b1 b2 ℜ( f1) ℑ( f1) ℜ( f2) ℑ( f2) ℜ( f1) ℑ( f1) ℜ( f2) ℑ( f2)
-0.5 -6 -2 -1 -4 0.25 0.5 convex convex concave concave convex concave convex convex
60 -6 -2 -1 -4 0.25 0.5 concave concave concave concave - - - -
-0.5 -6 -2 -1 -4 0 0 - - - - convex concave convex convex
0.5 6 2 1 4 -0.25 -0.5 concave concave concave convex concave convex convex concave
-60 6 2 1 4 -0.25 -0.5 - - - - convex concave convex concave
0.5 6 2 1 4 0 0 concave concave concave convex - - - -
Table 5.6: Curvatureof the non-linear damping forces for the two degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator at the corresponding LCOmode shape (ǫ= 0.002 and c1 = 1)
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(d) M = 0.8
Figure 5.39: LCOamplitude vs freestream velocity for variousMach numbers in inviscid flow at α¯= 0◦ applying
one-at-a-time constant aerodynamic forces
in completely different bifurcation behaviour for all four Mach numbers. The impor-
tance of the non-linearity in the phase of the lift (with increasing amplitude) was already
noted in Section 3.3.4 which discussed the energy budget of limit-cycle oscillations. The
dependence of the bifurcation behaviour on the phase of the lift was noted before in Sec-
tion 4.3.2. AtM = 0.6 andM = 0.72 the bifurcationbecomes subcritical, instead of the ac-
tual supercritical behaviour, when φLh is held constant with amplitude. AtM = 0.75 the
LCO amplitude increases rapidly in case of a constant phase of the lift. Holding the re-
maining parameters constant does have a small influence on the bifurcation behaviour,
but this influence is not as significant as in case of φLh . However, when keeping the
magnitude of the moment |θMα| constant at M = 0.8, the bifurcation behaviour is also
somewhat different from the non-linear case for amplitudes up to 4◦. Although the trend
towards a supercritical bifurcation is the same as in the non-linear case. This cannot be
concluded in case of a constant φLh . For other Mach numbers in inviscid flow similar
trends regarding the bifurcation behaviour when φLh is held constant are observed. The
same holds for the other test cases of Section 5.2. The results of the one-at-a-time con-
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Figure 5.40: LCO amplitude vs freestream velocity in viscous flow atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦ applying one-at-a-time
constant aerodynamic forces
stant aerodynamic force or moment analysis for the test case at M = 0.75 and α¯ = 0.7◦
are shown in Figure 5.40. The results for the other two aerodynamic non-linearities are
shown in Section D.2 of Appendix D. From Figure 5.40 and the results shown in Section
D.2, it is observed that keeping φLh constant also results in the most significant devia-
tion from the actual (non-linear) bifurcation behaviour. Hence, from this study it can be
concluded that the non-linearities in the phase of the lift are responsible for the type of
bifurcation that occurs. In addition, for some test cases (e.g. M = 0.8, α¯ = 0◦ in inviscid
flow) non-linearities in the magnitude of the moment might influence the bifurcation
type.
Now the question is can the observations and conclusions fromFigures 5.39 and 5.40
be used to link a certain bifurcation behaviour to the response surface? In other words
given a certain response surface, which types of bifurcations can occur provided the
right structural properties are available? To answer these questions the aerodynamic re-
sponse surface has been analysed through various slices. The observations from the two
DoF van-der-Pol-oscillator cases as shown in Section 5.5.2 have been used. During this
analysis it was noted that at those amplitudes at which the stability of the LCO changes,
i.e. at a saddle-node bifurcation of limit cycles, the aerodynamic response surface also
shows curvature changes. That is, the phase of the lift w.r.t. plunge shows curvature
changes. Figure 5.41 depicts a slice of the response surface versus the pitch amplitude at
M = 0.75 and α¯= 0◦ in inviscid flow. The time domain reference samples at |θhα| = 0.75,
φhα = 5◦ and k = 0.5 and the interpolated response surface at this mode shape and fre-
quency are shown in this figure by the squares and the blue dashed lines, respectively.
This mode shape is close to the flutter mode shape, but at the sample locations of the
response surface, such that one only sees the effect of the interpolation. Furthermore,
slices of the response surface are shown versus pitch amplitude at the fluttermode shape
(i.e. |θhα| = 0.8964, φhα = 4.7966◦ and k = 0.4424, red lines) as well as at the mode shape
at an LCO amplitude of 5◦ (|θhα| = 0.8886, φhα = 4.0775◦ and k = 0.4576, green lines).
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Figure 5.41 shows that φLh exhibits a minimum at about 1.5
◦. From Figure 5.39(c), at
this amplitude, the stability of the LCO changes from unstable to stable (i.e. a saddle-
node bifurcation of LCOs occurs). |θLh |, |θMα| and φMα do not show this behaviour at
1.5◦, although the phase of the moment changes curvature at an amplitude of 1◦. The
flutter and ∆αLCO = 5◦-mode shapes are very similar, they are only shifted on the ordi-
nate. A direct comparison of the shape ofφLh interpolated at the fluttermode shape and
that of the bifurcation diagram is obtained when the freestream velocity is plotted versus
the LCO amplitude, see Figure 5.42(a). Comparing this figure with Figure 5.41(c) clearly
shows that the phase of the lift and the bifurcation diagram exhibit the same shape. In
general, it was found that comparing the shape of the sine of φLh at the flutter- and
∆αLCO = 5◦-mode shape is a better measure for the shape of the bifurcation diagram,
see Figures 5.42(a) and 5.42(b). For this test case φLh is close to zero and therefore the
phase of the lift exhibits the same shape as the sine of this phase. However, when the
phase of the lift is not close to zero, the sine of φLh naturally has a different shape.
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Figure 5.41: Response surface versus pitch amplitude for Euler simulations atM = 0.75, α¯= 0◦ at |θhα| = 0.75,
φhα = 5◦ and k = 0.5, flutter mode shape and ∆αLCO = 5◦-mode shape
Figures 5.43, 5.44 and 5.45 show the freestream velocity versus the LCO amplitude and
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Figure 5.42: Freestream velocity versus LCO amplitude and φLh versus pitch amplitude for Euler simulations
atM = 0.75, α¯= 0◦ at flutter mode shape
the sine of the phase of the lift, interpolated at the flutter and the ∆αLCO = 5◦-mode
shapes, versus pitch amplitude for M = 0.6, M = 0.72 and M = 0.8 (at α¯ = 0◦ in inviscid
flow). Is is seen that at M = 0.72, the shape of the response surface is identical to the
rotated bifurcation curve. However, at M = 0.6 and M = 0.8 the general trend at larger
amplitudes is the same, but at small amplitudes there is no agreement. Upon comparing
with Figure 5.39 it is noted that at these twoMach numbers the bifurcation behaviour is
significantly different when the magnitude of the moment |θMα| is constant, whereas
for the other Mach numbers only a constant phase of the lift resulted in a completely
different bifurcation behaviour. This might be the cause of the slight deviations at small
oscillation amplitudes.
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Figure 5.43: Freestream velocity versus LCO amplitude and φLh versus pitch amplitude for Euler simulations
atM = 0.6, α¯= 0◦ at flutter mode shape
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Figure 5.44: Freestream velocity versus LCO amplitude and φLh versus pitch amplitude for Euler simulations
atM = 0.72, α¯= 0◦ at flutter mode shape
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Figure 5.45: Freestream velocity versus LCO amplitude and φLh versus pitch amplitude for Euler simulations
atM = 0.8, α¯= 0◦ at flutter mode shape
The same analysis has been performed for the viscous flow test cases. The results in
terms of freestream velocity versus LCO amplitude, sine of the phase of the lift interpo-
lated at the flutter mode shape and at the ∆αLCO = 5◦-mode shape, are shown in Figure
5.46 for the test case atM = 0.75 and α¯= 0.7◦. The results for the other two test cases are
depicted in Section D.2 of the Appendix D. From all three figures it is observed that the
sine of the phase of the lift and the freestream velocity exhibit the same shape. Hence,
this suggests that when the non-linearity in the phase of the lift is responsible for the
bifurcation behaviour (i.e. when a constantφLh results in a completely different bifurca-
tion behaviour), the shape of the response surface of the sine of the phase of the lift is the
same as that of the bifurcation diagram. In case a constant magnitude of the moment
|θMα| results in a significantly different bifurcation behaviour, the shape of the response
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surface does not exactly match that of the bifurcation diagram, but the overall trend is
the same.
The observations made above are valid for test cases at the nominal structural pa-
rameters (see Table 2.1) and at zero structural damping. However, when the structural
frequency ratio is changed, the shape of the bifurcation diagram is not always the same
as that of the sine of φLh at the flutter mode shape. In most cases there is an agreement
in shape, but this is not generally true. At M = 0.75, α¯ = 0.7◦ and ωh/ωα = 1.20971 in
viscous flow for example, the shape of the rotated bifurcation diagram does not agree
with either the phase of the lift nor the sine of the phase of the lift. Although the phase of
the lift is the only parameter that results in a completely different bifurcation behaviour
whenφLh is constant. Furthermore, the phase of the lift at the flutter mode shape is cor-
rectly interpolated as observed from comparison with forced motion results. Also, the
non-linearity is less strong than for the nominal structural frequency ratio for this test
case and non of the other aerodynamic forces show the exhibit the same shape as the bi-
furcation diagram. Hence, further investigations are necessary to identify why the bifur-
cation diagram shape and the shape of the sine of φLh do not agree atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦
and ωh/ωα = 1.20971 or to identify the shape of which parameter generally agrees bet-
ter with the bifurcation diagram. For the remainder of this section the nominal struc-
tural parameters are considered and hence the the observations about the bifurcation
behaviour and the shape of the response surface at the nominal structural parameters
will be used.
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Figure 5.46: Freestream velocity versus LCO amplitude and φLh versus pitch amplitude for RANS simulations
atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦ at flutter mode shape and ∆αLCO = 5◦-mode shape
Now a link has been established between the bifurcation diagram and the response sur-
face, the response surface can be searched for changes in curvature that might result in
other types of bifurcations. If these other types of bifurcations will occur depends on the
structural properties. Furthermore, another open question might be answered using the
link between the response surface and the bifurcation behaviour; which aerodynamic
features are responsible for the form of the response surface? In order to do so, the un-
steady local force distributions are considered.
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For the inviscid flow case atM = 0.75, α¯= 0◦ forcedmotion computations have been
performed at the flutter mode shape and frequency, but with various pitch amplitudes
(∆α = 0.1◦, 0.5◦, 1.0◦, 2.0◦, 3.0◦, 4.0◦ and 5.0◦). The same phase of the lift versus ampli-
tude was obtained as when using interpolation on the response surface, see Figure 5.47.
The local force distribution was assessed to find out why the phase of the lift has this
shape. The local magnitude (scaled with the pitch amplitude) and phase angle of the lift
distributions are depicted in Figure 5.48. The phase of the lift is seen to decrease with
increasing pitch amplitude, up to an amplitude of 2◦, for larger amplitudes the phase
increases again. This decrease can be explained as the typical effect that occurs with in-
creasing pitch amplitude, i.e. the shock peaks decrease in height and spread out when
the amplitude increases. This causes a decrease in the area under the local lift distribu-
tion. However, for ∆α> 2◦ the phase of the lift increases. This increase can be explained
from the local phase of the lift distribution as well. For amplitudes of 2◦ and larger there
is a shock wave on the lower surface during part of the oscillation cycle, whereas at small
amplitudes there is no shock wave on this surface. This Tijdeman [21] type B (i.e. in-
termittent) shock motion on the lower surface causes the phase of the lift to increase
again. Hence, the shock motion on the lower surface causes the subcritical bifurcation
with stable LCOs below the flutter boundary. This is in accordance with the observa-
tions of Bendiksen [1, 19], who also found that the change of the shock motion type is
responsible for limit-cycle oscillations in inviscid flow.
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Figure 5.47: φLh versus pitch amplitude for Euler simulations atM = 0.75, α¯= 0◦ at flutter mode shape (inter-
polated on response surface vs. forced motion)
For the viscous test case at M = 0.75 and α¯ = 0.7◦ it is also observed that the (intermit-
tent) shock motion of the lower surface causes the increase of the phase of the lift, see
Figures 5.49 and 5.50. The Tijdeman [21] type B shock wave motion on the lower surface
becomes larger and larger with increasing amplitude, this causes the phase of the lift on
the lower surface to become positive over almost the complete surface. Therefore, in this
case, the shock motion on the lower surface causes the supercritical bifurcation.
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Figure 5.48: Local force- and moment distribution for Euler simulations at M = 0.75, α¯ = 0◦ at flutter mode
shape
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Figure 5.49: φLh versus pitch amplitude for RANS simulations atM = 0.75, α¯= 0◦ at flutter mode shape (inter-
polated on response surface vs. forced motion)
5.5.4. CONCLUSIONS
In order to determine whether the response surface can give hints about the LCO bi-
furcation behaviour, the relation between the response function or the response surface
and the bifurcation behaviour has been addressed in this section. Section 5.5.1 has con-
sidered the one degree-of-freedom van der Pol oscillator system. For this system it was
found that the real part of the response function (i.e. the real part of the Fourier trans-
formed right-hand side of the non-linear damping term), shows a root at the LCO ampli-
tude, which is known from bifurcation theory, see e.g. Gros [20]. From the gradient w.r.t.
amplitude at the location of the root it can be determined whether the LCO is stable or
unstable. Unstable LCOs exhibit a negative gradient w.r.t. amplitude and stable LCOs
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Figure 5.50: Local force- and moment distribution for RANS simulations at M = 0.75, α¯ = 0◦ at flutter mode
shape
a positive gradient. Hence, the observations made here agree with commonly known
bifurcation theory [20]. To investigate whether these observations also hold for a two-
degree-of-freedom system, the van der Pol system has been extended with an additional
degree of freedom. For the two degree-of-freedom van der Pol system with a “simple”
non-linear damping of only one term, the gradient of the real part of the response sur-
face w.r.t. amplitude can also be used to determine the stability of the LCO in the same
way. However, once the non-linear damping force becomes more complicated, the re-
sponse surface does not have a root at the LCO amplitude. In that case the curvature of
the real part of the non-linear damping force of the second DoF w.r.t. the phase differ-
ence indicates the stability of the LCO. When the real part of this force shows a concave
curvature in phase difference direction, the LCO is stable. When the curvature in phase
difference direction is convex the LCO is unstable.
For the two DoF airfoil system, it was observed that the phase of the lift is most likely
the part of the aerodynamic force vector that determines the type of bifurcation that
occurs, since a linearisation of the other aerodynamic forces did mostly not result in a
significantly different bifurcation behaviour. Furthermore, the shape of the sine of the
phase of the lift versus pitch amplitude at the flutter mode shape was found to be very
similar to the shape of the “rotated” bifurcation diagram (freestream velocity vs. LCO
amplitude). For the transonic test cases, both in viscous and inviscid flow, this was found
to be caused by the shock motion on the lower surface of the airfoil.
5.6. CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter the application of ADePK to various test cases was shown. The bifurca-
tion behaviour of the limit-cycle oscillations has been studied for four different aerody-
namic non-linearities; transonic inviscid flow, transonic flow with trailing-edge separa-
tion, subsonic flow with trailing-edge separation and subsonic flowwith free boundary-
layer transition. In case of transonic inviscid flow nested LCOs (i.e. both stable and un-
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stable LCOs at one freestream velocity) are observed. In case of subsonic viscous flow,
either with trailing-edge separation or with boundary layer transition, a slight subcritical
bifurcation was found. The non-linearity was observed to be the largest in case of tran-
sonic viscous flow, where a supercritical bifurcation of the LCO amplitude was obtained.
It was concluded that LCOs do probably occur for anyMach number and angle of attack
for the NLR7301 airfoil.
The effects of variations in the Mach number in inviscid flow on the flutter bound-
ary and the LCO bifurcation behaviour have also been studied. LCOs were observed
even for subsonic Mach numbers, although the non-linearity is much smaller for these
Mach numbers than for Mach number near the transonic dip. If LCOs of a certain am-
plitude, for example 4◦, are considered, the transonic dip can be significantly reduced.
It may disappear altogether if LCOs of even larger amplitude are considered. Subcriti-
cal bifurcation behaviour was observed for Mach numbers just below and just above the
transonic dip location. At the transonic dip, the bifurcation was supercritical.
A variation of the (linear) structural model parameters has been applied. The struc-
tural frequency ratio, the mass ratio, the structural damping and the elastic axis location
of the two DoF airfoil system have been varied. Varying the structural frequency ratio
showed that even though the bifurcation at the nominal structural frequency ratio is su-
percritical, a change in structural frequency ratio can make the bifurcation subcritical
(or the other way around). Hence, a change in structural stiffness can cause LCOs below
the (linear) flutter boundary. Furthermore, it was found that a subcritical bifurcation
does not always have to be pitch dominated and the supercritical bifurcation is not al-
ways plunge dominated. The type of bifurcation was found to be relatively insensitive to
a variation of the mass ratio or the structural damping. Only at a structural frequency
ratio at which the non-linearity is already weak, a change in mass ratio or structural
damping can cause a change in the bifurcation behaviour. However, the slope of the bi-
furcation diagram is influenced by a change in the mass ratio or the structural damping.
When the elastic axis was shifted to a location behind the quarter-chord point similar
bifurcation behaviour as when the elastic axis is located at the quarter-chord point was
observed. However, the slope of the bifurcation curve changed significantly. When the
non-linearity is weak, shifting the elastic axis will quickly result in a change of bifurca-
tion type. Overall, it can be concluded that variations in the structural parameters must
be considered when predicting of limit-cycle oscillations, as they significantly affect the
bifurcation behaviour (in both strength and type).
The response surface curvature was found to reveal the type of bifurcation behaviour
that occurs. For the one DoF van der Pol-oscillator the roots of the response function in-
dicate the LCOamplitude and the type of LCO that occurs (i.e. the gradient in amplitude-
direction), whereas the curvature of the response surface in phase difference-direction
indicates the stability of the LCO for the two DoF van der Pol-oscillator. The phase of the
lift was found to be responsible for the type of bifurcation that occurs for the two DoF
airfoil system at its nominal structural parameters. The shape of the rotated bifurcation
diagram, i.e. the freestream velocity versus the LCO amplitude, is very similar to that of
the sine of the phase of the lift versus oscillation amplitude at the flutter mode shape
(and at the ∆α = 5◦-mode shape). Hence, in that case, only a flutter calculation and a
few forced motion oscillation simulations at the flutter mode shape would be sufficient
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to determine the bifurcation behaviour. However, the sine of the phase of the lift does
not always have the same shape as the LCO amplitude bifurcation diagram when the
structural frequency ratio is varied. Nevertheless, for the inviscid and viscous transonic
flow test cases (at the nominal structural parameters) it was investigated what causes
the shape of the phase of the lift versus oscillation amplitude. For both cases, the shock
motion on the lower surface was found to be responsible for the curvature of the phase
of the lift and hence for the bifurcation behaviour.
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6
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this thesis limit-cycle oscillations of a two degree-of-freedom airfoil systemwith aero-
dynamic non-linearities have been studied using the supercritical NLR7301 airfoil. In
order to do so, both time and frequency domain methods have been applied. The en-
ergy budget of LCOs has been studied using simulations in the time domain, both fluid-
structure coupled and forced motion. However, systematic investigations into the LCO
behaviour as function of e.g. the freestream speed or the structural model are com-
putationally expensive, or even impossible using fluid-structure coupling. Therefore,
a new frequency domain method has been developed for this purpose. This method
is an extension of the p-k method used in classical flutter analysis. The method was
first verified and validated for a classical non-linear dynamical system, the van der Pol-
oscillator. Then it was applied to a two degree-of-freedom airfoil system. Validation
against coupled time domain simulations showed a very good agreement. The so-called
amplitude-dependent p-k method, or ADePK for short, was then used to study the bi-
furcation behaviour of four test cases; each with a different aerodynamic non-linearity:
inviscid transonic flow, viscous transonic flow, subsonic flow with trailing-edge separa-
tion and subsonic flow with free boundary layer transition. Furthermore, the effect of a
Mach number variation in inviscid flow and the effect of structural parameter variations
were studied. Finally, the response surface necessary to use ADePKwas analysed, linked
to the LCO bifurcation behaviour and to local features in the flow. This chapter shows
the conclusions per chapter of this thesis. An outlook to further work is given at the end
of this chapter.
6.1. ENERGY BUDGET ANALYSIS
Chapter 3 studied the energy budget of the limit-cycle oscillations. From the aerody-
namic forces and the pitch/plunge velocities, the mean aerodynamic power compo-
nents were computed as well as the mean power of the structural damping. The sum of
these mean power components (mean power of the lift, moment and structural damp-
ing) is zero at the LCO amplitude, since the work done on the structure by the aerody-
namic forces is compensated by the work done on the structure by the damping. The
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mean power components in the LCO case have been compared to those that would have
occurred in the linearised flutter case, which were obtained from harmonic forced mo-
tion oscillations at the flutter mode shape. A defect in the power of the lift and in the
power of the moment is observed. However, the defect in the power of the lift is much
larger than that in the power of the moment. This was found to be caused by the ampli-
tude dependence of the phase of the lift and the phase of the moment. The phase of the
lift is close to zero in the linearised case and increases for larger amplitudes. This leads to
large changes in the power of the lift with amplitude, since the imaginary part of the lift
will then also change a lot with amplitude. In contrast, the phase of the moment is close
to −90◦ and hence changes in the phase will not have a large influence on the imaginary
part of the moment and on the power of the moment. Local force distributions revealed
a complex flow behaviour with shock waves and separation. Therefore, no local source
of the amplitude limitation could be identified.
In addition to FSI simulations, corresponding simulations were performed in which
the airfoil undergoes a forced motion at constant amplitude at its fundamental har-
monic. A comparison of the power components showed that the agreement with the
time domain simulations is good. Hence, an LCO can be described with sufficient accu-
racy using a forced motion oscillation taking into account the first harmonic only.
6.2. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF THE AMPLITUDE-DE-
PENDENT P-K METHOD
In Chapter 4 the amplitude-dependent p-k method ADePK that has been developed in
this thesis (see Chapter 2) has been verified and validated. ADePK allows the study of
limit-cycle oscillations in the frequency domain. In contrast to the conventional p-k
method, the aerodynamic forces are no longer a function of frequency only, but the am-
plitudes of both pitch and plunge, as well as the phase difference between bothmotions,
must be taken into account. Hence, a four dimensional response surface is needed on
which the aerodynamic forces are interpolated. Response surface samples have been
generated using CFD simulations. Chapter 4 showed that the range in which the sam-
ples need to be placed can be estimated based on a structural parameter variation of the
linear flutter case.
The LCO bifurcation behaviour of the NLR7301 airfoil atM = 0.74, α =−1.5◦ in invis-
cid flow determined using ADePK showed good agreement to the bifurcation behaviour
obtained from fluid-structure coupled simulations. Both methods predict a supercrit-
ical bifurcation. Polynomial and cubic spline interpolation shows the best agreement
with the time domain results. Near the linear flutter point, small deviations are present.
These are clearly a result of the response surface and hence are explained as such. The
test cases in Chapter 5 also confirm that the results of polynomial and cubic spline in-
terpolation are identical on large velocity ranges. A variation in the natural uncoupled
structural frequency ratio for the validation test case showed the power of ADePK. Once
a response surface at a certain Mach number and angle of attack has been set up, the
structural parameters canbe easily varied, which leads to significant computational time
savings in comparison to coupled fluid-structure interaction simulations.
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6.3. BIFURCATION BEHAVIOUR OF LIMIT-CYCLE OSCILLATION
SOLUTIONS
The limit-cycle oscillation bifurcation behaviour of the NLR7301 airfoil has been stud-
ied using ADePK in Chapter 5. The two degree-of-freedom airfoil system has been sub-
jected to four different aerodynamic non-linearities; transonic inviscid flow, transonic
flowwith trailing-edge separation, subsonic flowwith trailing-edge separation and sub-
sonic flow with free boundary-layer transition. LCOs were observed for each of these
non-linearities. In the viscous transonic flow case the non-linearity was the strongest.
In the inviscid transonic flow case both stable and unstable limit-cycle oscillations were
presented at the same freestream velocity, i.e. nested LCOs occurred, with stable LCOs
below the linear flutter point. From a Mach number variation in inviscid flow the non-
linearity was observed to be the strongest at the transonic dip. Contours of the LCO
amplitude showed a significantly less deep transonic dip when LCOs of amplitudes up
to 5◦ were considered. Subcritical bifurcations were observed in inviscid flow at Mach
numbers just below and just above the transonic dip location. Furthermore, in subsonic
transitional flow slightly subcritical bifurcations were found. However, the same bifur-
cation behaviour was observed in fully turbulent flow at the same conditions. There-
fore, the bifurcation behaviour could not be related to the boundary-layer transition or
-separation behaviour. Further investigations are necessary to study this relation.
A structural parameter variation was performed for each aerodynamic non-linearity.
The structural frequency ratio was varied by varying the plunge stiffness. This has shown
that for all test cases a subcritical bifurcation behaviour is possible with a certain plunge
stiffness, i.e. the bifurcation behaviour can change from benign to detrimental under a
structural frequency ratio variation. Subcritical bifurcations consisting of unstable LCOs
only (up to 5◦) were found to occur at certain structural frequency ratios in viscous tran-
sonic flow, in subsonic flow at large angle of attack and in inviscid transonic flow (for the
validation test case of Chapter 4). Changes of the non-dimensional mass ratio do not sig-
nificantly change the bifurcation type, unless the non-linearity is very weak. The same
holds for the addition of structural damping. However, the strength of the non-linearity
is influenced. When the elastic axis location is moved, the changes in the bifurcation be-
haviour becomemore significant than for themass ratio and structural damping. In case
of an already weak non-linearity when the elastic axis is located at its nominal position
(i.e. the quarter-chord point), a shift of the elastic axis results in a change of bifurcation
type from supercritical to subcritical (or the other way around in inviscid transonic flow).
For transitional flow supercritical bifurcations and slightly subcritical bifurcation of the
LCO amplitude were found when the structural parameters were varied. No stable LCOs
of large amplitude were found below the flutter boundary.
A study of the connection between the bifurcation behaviour and the response sur-
face was carried out using one-at-a-time linearised analysis of themagnitude and phase
of the aerodynamic lift or moment. From this study it was found that the phase of the lift
is responsible for the bifurcation behaviour, similar to energy budget analysis of Chapter
3. The shape of the bifurcation diagram is the same as that of the sine of the phase of
the lift in the pitch amplitude slice of the response surface. The flutter mode shape has
been used to determine the variation of the phase of the lift with oscillation amplitude.
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Hence, when the flutter mode shape has been computed, forcedmotion oscillation sim-
ulations at various amplitudes can be used to determine the variation of the sine of the
phase of the lift with amplitude and hence the bifurcation behaviour. This would save
further computational work. However, the observations w.r.t. the sine of the phase of
the lift and the bifurcation behaviour shapes were found to be not always valid when the
structural frequency ratio is varied. Therefore, this method should be treated with care.
Forcedmotion oscillation simulations were performed to find the local source of the
shape of the phase of the lift. The shock motion of the lower surface was found to be
responsible for the shape of the phase of the lift-versus-amplitude-diagram and hence
for the type of bifurcation behaviour in both viscous and inviscid transonic flow.
6.4. OUTLOOK
The fundamental bifurcation behaviour of LCOs has been studied in this thesis for a
twodegree-of-freedomairfoil systemwith aerodynamic non-linearities. This thesiswork
serves as a basis for further studies of LCOs of airfoils and wings.
As a next step the ADePK method could be extended to a three degree-of-freedom
airfoil system and then a three dimensional wing should be considered. However, exten-
sion of ADePK to three dimensional problems withmore degrees of freedom is problem-
atic, since a significant increase of the dimensions of the problems will occur. The order
of the response surface will increase rapidly. One way to circumvent the problem of the
higher order response surface is to first perform a flutter analysis for a higher-than-two
degree-of-freedom system and to identify the two degrees of freedom that couple during
flutter from this analysis. Then ADePK can be applied on those two degrees of freedom
only in order to predict limit-cycle oscillations. Another way would be to use superpo-
sition of describing functions which takes into account the amplitude of both degrees
of freedom, but not the phase difference between the degrees of freedom. This concept
needs further exploration. It has been applied by a few researchers and was tested only
briefly in this thesis. Although some accuracy is lost the same trends are observed for
the case tested in this thesis. Superposition of the aerodynamic forces might be useful
for the analysis of LCOs of three-dimensional wings or complete aircraft, since no com-
bined forcedmotion oscillation simulations need to be performed.
Further investigations into the relation between the bifurcation behaviour and the
curvature of the response surface are necessary. It might be possible to find a “rule of
thumb” for the LCO bifurcation behaviour when the (linear) flutter behaviour is known.
Furthermore, the concept of matched/non-matched aerodynamic forces must be ad-
dressed in order to check the influence of (small) variations of the aerodynamic forces
with freestream velocity on the bifurcation behaviour. Similarly, the effect of changes
in the equilibrium position of the airfoil system due changes in structural parameters
should be addressed. Moreover, the free boundary-layer transition case needs further
study to identify whether LCOs solely based on the non-linearities resulting frombound-
ary layer transition (or the accompanying separation bubbles) can exist. Finally, the
physical behaviour of shock waves and boundary layers and their interaction during an
LCO cycle needs further study to identify the causes of amplitude limitation.
A
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In order to check whether the results of the DLR-TAU code are reliable, a comparison
with the results of the wind tunnel experiments of Dietz et al. [1] has been made. There-
fore, the steady pressure distributions of the test cases TL1 and TL2 of Dietz et al.’s paper
are compared with the results obtained from the TAU code. In the experiments of Dietz
et al. [1] a transition trip has been applied at 7% of the chord length on the upper surface
and at 14% of the chord length on the lower surface. In the CFD code both completely
turbulent flow (from the leading edge) as well transitional flow with the experimental
transition trip locations has been simulated. The TL1 testcase is at a Mach number of
0.745, a Reynolds number of 2.26·106, a static freestream temperature of 275.26 K and
an angle of attack of 0.02◦. For the TL2 test case the Mach number is 0.683, the Reynolds
number is 2.16·106, the static freestream temperature is 278.95 K and the angle of attack
is 1.31◦. Figures A.1 and A.2 show the pressure and skin friction distributions obtained
from thewind tunnel experiments ofDietz et al. [1] and those obtained fromTAU for TL1
and for TL2, respectively. For TL2 a very good agreement is observed on both upper and
lower surface for both CFD simulations, whereas atM = 0.745 there are some deviations.
On the upper surface the shock positions are predicted reasonably well, but the pressure
maximum between the shocks obtained from the CFD results is too low. On the lower
surface the pressure as predicted from TAU is somewhat too low near the quarter-chord
point and somewhat too high at the shock position. Downstream of the shocks the pres-
sure shows good agreement on both surfaces, see Figure A.1(a). The differences between
a fully turbulent boundary and a tripped boundary layer are small for both test cases.
Although, the CFD results for the boundary layer trip at the experimental locations seem
to agree slightly better to the experimental results. Figures A.1(b) and A.2(b) verify that
transition takes places at the experimental trip locations. Overall, it can be concluded
that TAU predicts the steady pressure reasonable well.
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Figure A.1: Steady pressure and skin friction distributions atM= 0.745, α= 0.02◦ , Re= 2.26· 106 ,T∞ = 275.26 K
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Figure A.2: Steady pressure and skin friction distributions atM= 0.683, α= 1.31◦ , Re= 2.16· 106 ,T∞ = 278.95 K
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B
MESH- AND TIME STEP
CONVERGENCE
B.1.MESH
A mesh study was performed to find a suitable mesh, such that the results are accurate,
but the computation is not too costly. This section shows the result of this study for two
viscous and one inviscid test case. Both steady and unsteady simulation results will be
compared. For both inviscid and viscous flow three different meshes were generated,
unstructured mesh for the Euler simulations and structured meshes for the RANS simu-
lations. Figure 2.3 showed the mediummeshes for both flow conditions.
B.1.1. EULER SIMULATIONS
For the Euler simulations three unstructuredmeshes with 1135, 10369 and 69038 points,
respectively, were generated. To compare the meshes the steady lift and moment co-
efficient, the LCO amplitude and mode shape and the magnitude and phase difference
of the lift and moment due to forced motion oscillation were used. Table B.1 shows the
steady aerodynamic force coefficients and the upper and lower bounds of the LCO am-
plitude and LCO mode shape for all meshes. Between brackets the relative deviations
from the fine mesh values are shown. As can be seen from this table, the values of the
medium mesh are within 1% of the fine mesh. Except for the drag coefficient cd . How-
ever, this coefficient is not of interest for the investigations in this thesis. The LCO am-
plitude, amplitude ratio and phase difference were accurately predicted by the medium
mesh, see Table B.1.
To study the mesh convergence for unsteady flows, the aerodynamic response due
to a forced harmonic motion was computed for the three meshes. Figure B.1 shows a
slice of response surface versus the reduced frequency at M = 0.74, α = 0◦, ∆α = 1◦,
|θhα| = 0.75 and φhα = 5◦ and Figure B.2 shows the aerodynamic forces versus the pitch
amplitude at M = 0.74, α¯ = 0◦, |θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 5◦, k = 0.4. Both figures show a con-
vergence of the first harmonic components of the lift andmoment as themesh becomes
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Parameter Coarse Medium Fine
(1135 points) (10369 points) (69038 points)
cl 0.5488 (+8.52%) 0.5973 (+0.44%) 0.5999
cmy -0.1329 (+1.92%) -0.1361 (-0.42%) -0.1355
cd 0.0131 (-150.21%) 0.0061 (-16.94%) 0.0052
∆αLCO (◦) lower bound 3.33 (-38.22%) 5.42 (+0.56%) 5.39
upper bound 3.50 (-36.02%) 5.51 (+0.73%) 5.47
|θhα| lower bound 0.8780 (+1.80%) 0.8659 (+0.39%) 0.8625
upper bound 0.8771 (+1.68%) 0.8660 (+0.39%) 0.8626
φhα (◦) lower bound -7.90 (+11.42%) -7.03 (-0.85%) -7.09
upper bound -7.95 (+13.09%) -6.95 (-1.14%) -7.03
Table B.1: Aerodynamic force coefficients and LCOmode shape parameters for various meshes for Euler sim-
ulations atM = 0.74, α= 0◦
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Figure B.1: Slice of the resonse surface for three different meshes for Euler simulation at M = 0.74, α¯ = 0◦ ,
∆α= 1◦ , |θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 5◦
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finer. Only for the phase of the lift and the moment versus the oscillation amplitude
(Figures B.2(b) and B.2(d)) some noticeable differences are observed at small amplitude.
However, the results of the mediummesh show a trend towards those of the finer mesh.
Hence, the medium mesh was found to be a good compromise between accuracy and
computational effort and has been used for all Euler simulations in this thesis, except
for the validation test case of Chapter 4. For this test case the coarse mesh was used, see
Chapter 4.
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Figure B.2: Slice of the resonse surface for three different meshes for Euler simulation at M = 0.74, α¯ = 0◦,
|θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 5◦ , k = 0.4
B.1.2. RANS SIMULATIONS
The mesh convergence of the results has been checked for two RANS test cases as well,
at M = 0.75, α¯ = 0.7◦, Re = 2·106 and at M = 0.74, α¯ = −0.8◦ and Re = 2·106. Three
meshes were again generated; a coarse mesh with 29760 points, a medium mesh with
65888 points and a finemesh with 148248 points.
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M = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦
Table B.2 compares the steady aerodynamic force coefficient as well as the LCO ampli-
tude and mode shape for three meshes. The relative deviations with respect to the fine
mesh are shown between brackets. It is observed that the deviations from the fine mesh
are now much larger than in the inviscid case. The largest deviation is about 7% for the
lift coefficient of the medium mesh. However, for the LCO amplitude and mode shape
the deviations of the mediummesh become much smaller than in the steady case.
Parameter Coarse Medium Fine
(29760 points) (65888 points) (148248 points)
cl 0.3467 (-5.97%) 0.3624 (-7.13%) 0.3687
cmy -0.0645 (-3.87%) -0.0661 (-1.49%) -0.0671
cd 0.0183 (+3.98%) 0.0177 (+0.57%) 0.0176
∆αLCO (◦) lower bound 1.632 (+4.21%) 1.573 (+0.45%) 1.566
upper bound 1.654 (+5.08%) 1.587 (+0.83%) 1.574
|θhα| lower bound 0.8339 (-0.62%) 0.8309 (-0.98%) 0.8391
upper bound 0.8338 (-0.63%) 0.8309 (-0.98%) 0.8391
φhα (◦) lower bound 11.81 (-9.98%) 12.51 (-4.65%) 13.12
upper bound 11.86 (-9.60%) 12.61 (-3.89%) 13.12
Table B.2: Aerodynamic force coefficients and LCOmode shape parameters for various meshes for RANS sim-
ulations atM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦
To further judge on themesh convergence two slices of the response surface are studied.
Figure B.3 shows the aerodynamic forces versus the reduced frequency atM = 0.75, α¯=
0.7◦, ∆α = 1◦, |θhα| = 0.75 and φhα = 10◦. From this figure a trend towards the results
obtained on the finer mesh is observed. The aerodynamic forces are shown versus the
pitch amplitude in Figure B.4 at a mode shape of |θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 10◦ and k = 0.3.
Good agreement between the threemeshes is observed from this figure. From the results
shown in this section, the medium mesh was found to be a good compromise between
accuracy and computational effort. Therefore, it has been used in this thesis as a default
grid for all viscous simulations.
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Figure B.3: Slice of the resonse surface for three different meshes for RANS simulation at M = 0.75, α¯ = 0.7◦ ,
∆α= 1◦, |θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 10◦
M = 0.74, α¯=−0.8◦
A mesh convergence study has been performed for the steady CFD simulations and the
FSI simulations of Chapter 3, i.e. at M = 0.74, α¯ = −0.8◦, Re = 2·106. The results are
given in Figure B.5. Figure B.5 shows the results in terms of the steady lift and moment
coefficient, cl and cmy , respectively and LCO amplitude for three different meshes at
M = 0.74, α¯ = −0.8◦. Note that the moment coefficient has been multiplied by -1 for
plotting purposes. The number of points on the airfoil has been increased by a factor of
1.5 between each of the meshes. In addition, the y+-value of the first cell is kept at 0.75.
From Figure B.5 it is observed that all global values are within 15% of the medium
mesh. Furthermore, the deviations of the mediummesh (∆x/c = 0.0050) with respect to
the finemesh (∆x/c = 0.0033) are smaller than those to the coarsemesh (∆x/c = 0.0075),
i.e. 7.3% versus 13.6% for the lift coefficient, 1.6% versus 3.1% for themoment coefficient
and 3.9% versus 9.3% for the LCO amplitude. Therefore, the medium mesh (with 65888
points) was thought to be sufficiently fine for all simulations (both FSI and forced mo-
tion) performed in Chapter 3, since there will only be a comparison of CFD simulations
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Figure B.4: Slice of the resonse surface for three different meshes for RANS simulation at M = 0.75, α¯ = 0.7◦ ,
|θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 10◦ , k = 0.3
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to each other, i.e. no comparisons with experiment results will be made.
B.2. TIME STEP
The temporal convergence of the solutions obtained on the medium mesh in both vis-
cous (65888 points) and inviscid flow (10369 points) are addressed in this section. Both
forcedmotion oscillations and FSI simulations are considered.
B.2.1. EULER SIMULATIONS
The upper and lower bounds of the LCO amplitude, amplitude ratio and phase differ-
ence obtained with three different time steps (∆t = 10−3 s, 10−4 s and 10−5 s) are shown
in Table B.3 for the Euler test case at M = 0.74 and α¯ = 0◦. The deviations of the LCO
amplitude are very large between the largest and the smallest time step. For ∆t = 10−4 s
and∆t = 10−5 s good agreement is observed. Also, for the other mode shape parameters.
Therefore, a time step of 10−4 s is sufficient for the fluid-structure interaction simula-
tions.
Parameter 10−3 s 10−4 s 10−5 s
∆αLCO (◦) lower bound 9.03 (+67.53%) 5.42 (+0.56%) 5.39
upper bound 9.12 (+61.99%) 5.51 (-2.13%) 5.63
|θhα| lower bound 0.8853 (+2.33%) 0.8659 (+0.09%) 0.8651
upper bound 0.8896 (+2.74%) 0.8660 (+0.01%) 0.8659
φhα (◦) lower bound 6.22 (-11.65%) 7.03 (-0.14%) 7.04
upper bound 6.24 (-9.17%) 6.95 (+1.16%) 6.87
Table B.3: Time step independency check resultsM = 0.74, α¯= 0◦
Figures B.6 and B.7 shows slices of the response surface in case of inviscid flow at M =
0.74, α¯ = 0◦ at three different time steps. Both figures show an excellent temporal con-
vergence, as the results of the time step sizes ∆t = 10−4 s (or 192 time steps per period at
k = 0.4) and ∆t = 10−5 s (or 1923 time steps per period at k = 0.4) are in perfect agree-
ment (the red and the green lines are on top of each other). Furthermore, the results at
the smallest time step (∆t = 10−3 s or 20 time steps per period at k = 0.4) are not far off
(except for the phase of the lift versus the pitch amplitude). Hence, taking∆t = 10−4 s for
the forced motion oscillation simulations should give results that are accurate enough
for the studies performed in this thesis.
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Figure B.6: Slice of the resonse surface for three different time step sizes for Euler simulation at M = 0.74,
α¯= 0◦, ∆α= 1◦ , |θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 5◦
B.2.2. RANS SIMULATIONS
The temporal convergence behaviour of two RANS test cases at M = 0.75, α¯ = 0.7◦,
Re = 2·106 and at M = 0.74, α¯ = −0.8◦ and Re = 2·106 is studied in this section. The
computations were carried out on the mediummesh (65888 points).
M = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦
The LCO amplitude andmode shape were also found to be independent of time step for
the test case at M = 0.75 and α¯ = 0.7◦, see Table B.4. Figure B.8 shows the describing
functions versus the reduced frequency for a slice of the response surface at M = 0.75,
α¯ = 0.7◦, ∆α = 1◦, |θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 10◦ at three different time step sizes. Figure B.9
shows the describing functions versus the pitch amplitude for a slice of the response
surface at M = 0.75, α¯ = 0.7◦, |θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 10◦, k = 0.3 at three different time
step sizes. It is observed from these figures that the describing functions at time steps of
10−4 s (or 253 time steps per oscillation period at k = 0.3) and 10−5 s (or 2529 time steps
per oscillation period at k = 0.3) are in perfect agreement. A time step size of 10−3 s (25
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Figure B.7: Slice of the resonse surface for three different time step sizes for Euler simulation at M = 0.74,
α¯= 0◦ , |θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 5◦ , k = 0.4
Parameter 10−3 s 10−4 s 10−5 s
∆αLCO (◦) lower bound 1.584 (-3.03%) 1.573 (+1.88%) 1.544
upper bound 1.598 (+0.57%) 1.587 (-0.13%) 1.589
|θhα| lower bound 0.8721 (+5.35%) 0.8309 (+0.39%) 0.8277
upper bound 0.8692 (+4.84%) 0.8309 (+0.22%) 0.8291
φhα (◦) lower bound 13.49 (+8.00%) 12.51 (+0.16%) 12.49
upper bound 13.59 (+8.37%) 12.61 (+0.56%) 12.54
Table B.4: Time step independency check resultsM = 0.75, α¯= 0.7◦
time steps per oscillation period at k = 0.3) is clearly not sufficient. Hence, a time step
size of 10−4 s has been used for the forced oscillation simulations needed to generate a
response surface.
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Figure B.8: Slice of the resonse surface for three different time step sizes for RANS simulation at M = 0.75,
α¯= 0.7◦ , ∆α= 1◦, |θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 10◦
M = 0.74, α¯=−0.8◦
A time step convergence study has been performed for the FSI simulations of Chap-
ter 3, i.e. at M = 0.74, α¯ = −0.8◦, Re = 2·106. Three time step size have been tested,
∆t = 1·10−3 s, 1·10−4 s and 1·10−5 s. These time step sizes correspond to a number of
time steps per oscillation period of 29, 303 and 3029, respectively. The results of a time
step convergence study are shown in Figure B.10, which compares the LCO amplitude
obtained with different time steps at M = 0.74, α¯ = −0.8◦ (on the medium mesh). As
can be seen from this figure the LCO amplitude has a deviation of 10% or less between
the chosen time step sizes, with decreasing difference as the time step is refined further.
Therefore, the time step used for the forced motion simulations as well as for the FSI
simulations is 1·10−4 s.
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Figure B.9: Slice of the resonse surface for three different time step sizes for RANS simulation at M = 0.75,
α¯= 0.7◦ , |θhα| = 0.75, φhα = 10◦ , k = 0.3
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C
INTERPOLATION METHODS
In order to apply theADePKmethoddeveloped in this thesis, a response surface is needed.
This response surface is constructed using forced motion oscillation simulations. In
ADePK, the aerodynamic forces are computed from interpolation on this response sur-
face. In this thesis three different interpolation methods are applied; polynomial inter-
polation, cubic spline interpolation and linear interpolation. These will be outlined in
this chapter.
C.1. POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION
In this thesis polynomial interpolation in multiple dimensions is applied. This section
shows an example of polynomial interpolation for a second order polynomial in two
dimensions. This means that six samples are necessary to obtain a polynomial of second
order. Six equations can be set up as follows:


x2 y2 xy x y 1
x2 y2 xy x y 1
x2 y2 xy x y 1
x2 y2 xy x y 1
x2 y2 xy x y 1
x2 y2 xy x y 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸
C


a1
a2
a3
b1
b2
b3


︸ ︷︷ ︸
~β
=


z1
z2
z3
z4
z5
z6


︸ ︷︷ ︸
~y
. (C.1)
The matrix C of (C.1) can be constructed using the following two matrices, S containing
the sample locations and P containing the polynomial orders:
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S=


x1 y1
x2 y2
x3 y3
x4 y4
x5 y5
x6 y6


, P=


2 0
0 2
1 1
1 0
0 1
0 0


. (C.2)
Now each column of C is computed from:
C (:,i )=
[
(S (:,1))P(i ,1) · (S (:,2))P(i ,2)
]
, (C.3)
where i is a number from 1 to 6. The coefficients in vector ~β are then obtained from:
~β=C−1 ·~y . (C.4)
Hence, (C.4) gives the coefficients of the polynomial through the sample points. Inter-
polation at a givenmode shape and frequency is then applied using:
yinterp. =~cT ·~β, (C.5)
where~cT is a row vector containing the polynomial terms at the given mode shape and
frequency (i.e. one row of matrix C). A similar procedure can be applied for our four
dimensional problem, where the matrices S and P then both have four columns.
C.2. CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION
A second interpolation method that has been applied in this thesis for interpolation on
the four-dimensional response surface is cubic spline interpolation. An example of cubic
spline interpolation in two dimensions is shown here. Cubic spline interpolation results
in a spline that is continuous up to the second derivative [1]. Consider a set of points
y0, y1...yn in two dimensions. Figure C.1 shows these points and their interpolated cubic
spline segments Yi (k).
Between two adjacent points a third-order polynomial is fitted [1], i.e.:
Yi (k)= ai +bik+cik2+dik3, (C.6)
where k represents the normalised interval between two adjacent points (at k = 0 the
left-hand side of the segment is considered and at k = 1 the right-hand side). i represents
the segment number. There are n−1 segments. It is known that
Yi (0) = ym = ai and (C.7)
Yi (1) = ym+1 = ai +bi +ci +di , (C.8)
where m represent the sample number, i.e. ym is the function value of the sample on
the left-hand side of the segment and hence ym+1 is the function value of the sample on
the right-hand side of the segment. In order to determine the coefficients ai till di two
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Figure C.1: Set of points and their cubic spline interpolated curve (after [1])
additional equations are necessary. These can be obtained from the derivative of (C.6)
at the border points of a segment, i.e.
Y ′i (0) = Dm = bi , (C.9)
Y ′i (1) = Dm+1 = bi +2ci +3di , (C.10)
where e.g. Dm represents the first derivative at the left-hand side of the segment i (and
at the right-hand side of segment i−1). Solving (C.7)-(C.10) for the coefficients results in
ai = ym , (C.11)
bi = Dm , (C.12)
ci = 3(ym+1− ym )−2Dm −Dm+1, (C.13)
di = 2(ym − ym+1)+Dm +Dm+1. (C.14)
However, the first derivatives at the sample points are not known. Hence, additional
equations are necessary to solve for the coefficients of the cubic polynomial. In order
to obtain these equations, the fact that the first and second derivatives are continuous
at a sample point for cubic spline is used [1]. In other words, the first derivative at the
right-hand side of element i −1, Y ′
i−1(1), is equal to the first derivative at the left-hand
side of element i , Y ′
i
(0), by definition. Similarly, the second derivative is continuous at
a sample point. Then, the following conditions must be satisfied at the interior sample
points of a curve [1]:
Yi−1(1) = ym , (C.15)
Y ′i−1(1) = Y ′i (0), (C.16)
Yi (0) = ym , (C.17)
Y ′′i−1(1) = Y ′′i (0). (C.18)
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In addition at the end points [1]:
Y0(0) = y0, (C.19)
Yn−1(1) = yn . (C.20)
This results in 4(n−1)+2 = 4n−2 equations. However, there are 4n unknowns (the first
and second derivatives at each sample point). There are several ways to add to additional
equations, if the first derivatives are known at the end points, these can be used. This
is called clamped cubic spline interpolation [2]. In this thesis these derivatives are not
known, therefore an assumption has to bemade regarding the end points. So-called not-
a-knot conditions have been used [1, 2]. In that case, continuity of the third derivative at
the second sample point and at the sample point n−1 is assumed, i.e.
Y ′′′0 (1) = Y ′′′1 (0), (C.21)
Y ′′′n−2(1) = Y ′′′n−1(0). (C.22)
This means that the same cubic function is used to represent the first and the second
element and the cubic functions used to represent the last and the one-before-last ele-
ment are also the same [1, 2]. With (C.15) until (C.22) there are then 4n−2 equations and
4n−2 unknowns.
The not-a-knot conditions were found to give accurate results compared to dense-
sampled slices of the reponse surface in various directions. Although at the left end of
the computational domain (i.e. the linear end), a natural boundary condition, where the
second derivative at the endpoint is set to zero [1, 2], might have been better, since in
that case the first segment is approximated with a linear curve, which is most likely a
good approximation. Therefore, further work is necessary to investigate the effect of the
end conditions on the interpolation of the response surface.
C.3. LINEAR INTERPOLATION
The third interpolationmethod that is applied in this thesis is linear interpolation. Again
an example for two dimensions is given here. During linear interpolation two adjacent
sample points (xA , yA) and (xB , yB ) in two dimensions, are connected by a straight line.
The function value at a location between these two adjacent points y can then be com-
puted from the equal slopes of the two parts of the straight line, i.e.
y = yA + (yB − yA) ·
x− xA
xB − xA
. (C.23)
Similar equations can be derived in multiple dimensions.
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D
ADDITIONAL RESULTS OF THE
AMPLITUDE-DEPENDENT P-K
METHOD
This chapter shows a few additional results to those results presented in Chapter 5. The
LCO bifurcation behaviour of the NLR7301 airfoil under various structural parameter
variations is shown in Section D.1 for the aerodynamic source of non-linearity not con-
sidered in Chapter 5. Furthermore, the results of a response surface analysis for the sub-
sonic flow test cases of Section 5.2 are shown in Section D.2 of this Chapter.
D.1. STRUCTURAL PARAMETER VARIATION
This section shows the effect of a mass ratio variation, the effect of the addition of struc-
tural damping and the effect of an elastic axis location variation. Transonic inviscid flow,
subsonic flow with trailing-edge separation and subsonic flow with free boundary-layer
transition are the aerodynamic non-linearities considered in this section.
D.1.1. MASS RATIO
TRANSONIC INVISID FLOW
Figure D.1 shows a variation in the mass ratio from 100 to 500 for the NLR7301 airfoil in
inviscid flow atM = 0.74 and α¯= 0◦. The structural frequency ratio is 0.70. It is observed
that the number of stable LCOs for LCO amplitudes above 2◦ increases when the mass
ratio is increased. Furthermore, the slope of the upper part of the bifurcation diagram
(i.e. the stable LCOs with amplitudes larger than 2◦) decreases, hence the non-linearity
becomes stronger at larger mass ratio, see Figure D.1(f). The amplitude ratio slightly
increases and the phase difference decreases with increasing mass ratio. The reduced
frequency also decreases. The mode shape is a complex pitch-plunge motion since the
amplitude ratio is close to one, see FigureD.1(e). However, it tends to becomemore pitch
dominated as the amplitude ratio decreases during the bifurcation. Increasing the SFR
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and applying the same mass ratio variation results in the bifurcation diagrams shown
in Figure D.2, which shows the LCO pitch amplitude versus the normalised freestream
speed for ωh/ωα = 0.97 and 1.21. From this figure it is seen that increasing the mass
ratio also leads to a decreasing slope of the bifurcation diagram and hence a stronger
non-linearity. For both SFRs unstable LCOs of large amplitude occur for the highest two
mass ratios.
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Figure D.1: LCO mode shape vs freestream velocity for a mass ratio variation at M = 0.74, α¯ = 0◦ in inviscid
flow
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Figure D.2: LCO mode shape vs freestream velocity normalised by the linear flutter speed for a mass ratio
variation atM = 0.74, α¯= 0◦ and two different SFR
SUBSONIC FLOW WITH TRAILING-EDGE SEPARATION
FigureD.3 shows the bifurcation behaviour of the LCOmode shape versus the freestream
speed under a variation of the mass ratio for the test case at M = 0.3, α¯ = 9.0◦. It is ob-
served that the bifurcation becomesmore supercritical when themass ratio is increased.
The mode shape tends to become pitch dominated for all mass ratios. The phase differ-
ence decreases with increasing mass ratio as for the test case in inviscid transonic flow.
The same holds for the reduced frequency. The phase difference increases with increas-
ing freestream velocity for all mass ratios. Figure D.4 shows the mass ratio variation for
two other SFRs (0.97 and 1.21). At ωh/ωα = 0.97 the bifurcation is subcritical, except
at µ = 200, where stable LCOs of large amplitude exist and hence the bifurcation is a
saddle-node bifurcation of limit cycles, i.e. shows both stable and unstable LCOs. The
slope of the bifurcation curves seems not to vary much with mass ratio for this SFR. At
an SFR of 1.21 the bifurcation curves do not differ much from each other either, except
at µ= 200. For a mass ratio of 100 atωh/ωα = 0.97 and 1.21 extrapolation in the reduced
frequency direction is again necessary. For a mass ratio of 150 no extrapolation is re-
quired at ωh/ωα = 0.97. Therefore the bifurcation diagram for this mass ratio has been
included in Figure D.4(a).
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Figure D.3: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity for a mass ratio variation atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦
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Figure D.4: LCO mode shape vs freestream velocity normalised by the linear flutter speed for a mass ratio
variation atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦ and two different SFR
SUBSONIC FLOW WITH FREE BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION
Figure D.5 shows the bifurcation behaviour of the NLR7301 airfoil in transitional flow at
M = 0.3, α¯ = −1.3◦, Re = 5·105 and Tu = 0.05% in case of a mass ratio variation from
100 to 1700. The SFR is 0.70. The bifurcation behaviour is seen to slightly change with
decreasing mass ratio, i.e. at large LCO amplitudes the bifurcation diagrams become
steeper when the mass ratio is decreased. Hence, the non-linearity becomes weaker.
The LCO mode shape becomes more pitch dominated with decreasing mass ratio and
with increasing freestream velocity for all mass ratios (after a slight initial increase with
decreasing freestream velocity). The phase difference and the reduced frequency also
decrease with decreasing mass ratio. However, during the bifurcation the phase differ-
ence first slightly decreases, but then increases for all mass ratios. When the structural
frequency ratio is increased to 0.97, see Figure D.6(a), the bifurcation diagrams also be-
come steeper with decreasing mass ratio. The same holds for ωh/ωα = 1.21 as observed
from Figure D.6(b).
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Figure D.5: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity for a mass ratio variation atM = 0.3, α¯=−1.3◦ , Re= 5·105
and Tu= 0.05% in transitional flow
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Figure D.6: LCO mode shape vs freestream velocity normalised by the linear flutter speed for a mass ratio
variation atM = 0.3, α¯=−1.3◦ , Re= 5·105 and Tu= 0.05% and two different SFR in transitional flow
D.1.2. STRUCTURAL DAMPING
Figures D.7, D.8 and D.9 show the bifurcation behaviour obtained when varying the
structural damping for the test cases M = 0.74, α¯ = 0◦, M = 0.3, α¯ = 9.0◦ and M = 0.3,
α¯ = −1.3◦. From these figures the same conclusions can be drawn as for the transonic
viscous test case, see Section 5.4.3.
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Figure D.7: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity for a damping variation atM = 0.74, α¯= 0◦ (value of Dh is
shown in the legend)
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Figure D.8: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity for a damping variation atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦ (value ofDh is
shown in the legend)
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Figure D.9: LCO mode shape vs freestream velocity for a damping variation atM = 0.3, α¯ =−1.3◦ , Re = 5·105
and Tu= 0.05% in transitional flow (value of Dh is shown in the legend)
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D.1.3. ELASTIC AXIS LOCATION
Figures D.10, D.11 and D.12 show the effect of an elastic axis location variation on the bi-
furcation behaviour of the LCO amplitude for the various sources of aerodynamic non-
linearity. The elastic axis location is depicted as percentage of the chord length and taken
positive when located aft of the quarter-chord point. Not that for the subsonic flow case
at M = 0.3 and α¯ = 9.0◦ the elastic axis location that is the most aft is at 35%c of the
quarter-chord point, since no flutter was found for elastic axis locations further aft. Fig-
ure D.10 shows a change in bifurcation behaviour from subcritical to supercritical with
increasing aft location of the elastic axis for the test case in inviscid transonic flow. As
noted in Section 5.4.4, in subsonic flow with trailing-edge separation, the bifurcation
changes from supercritical to subcritical when the elastic axis is displaced to further aft
positions. In subsonic transitional flow the bifurcation type is not affected by the change
of the elastic axis location. From the figures shown in this section, the same conclusions
can be drawn as for the transonic viscous flow test case with regard to the LCO mode
shape, i.e. the mode shape becomes more pitch dominated and the reduced frequency
variation shifts to larger frequencies with increasing xea.
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FigureD.10: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity for a variation of the non-dimensional elastic axis location
atM = 0.74, α¯= 0◦
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FigureD.11: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity for a variation of the non-dimensional elastic axis location
atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦
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FigureD.12: LCOmode shape vs freestream velocity for a variation of the non-dimensional elastic axis location
atM = 0.3, α¯=−1.3◦ , Re= 5·105 and Tu= 0.05% in transitional flow
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D.2. RESPONSE SURFACE ANALYSIS
This section shows the results of a response surface analysis for the subsonic test cases.
Figure D.13 depicts the bifurcation behaviour applying one-at-a-time constant aerody-
namic forces for both test cases. Similar to the transonic test cases, see Section 5.5.3,
the bifurcation behaviour for the subsonic cases deviates the most from the actual non-
linear case when the phase of the lift is held constant with pitch amplitude. When com-
paring the shape of the phase of the lift-slice of the response surface at the flutter and
∆αLCO = 5◦-mode, which are shown in Figures D.14 and D.15, very similar shapes are
obtained, as for the transonic test cases (see Section 5.5.3).
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Figure D.13: LCO amplitude vs freestream velocity for various viscous flow test cases applying one-at-a-time
constant aerodynamic forces
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Figure D.14: Freestream velocity versus LCO amplitude and φLh versus pitch amplitude for RANS simulations
atM = 0.3, α¯= 9.0◦ at flutter mode shape and ∆αLCO = 5◦-mode shape
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Figure D.15: Freestream velocity versus LCO amplitude and φLh versus pitch amplitude for RANS simulations
atM = 0.3, α¯=−1.3◦ in transitional flow at flutter mode shape and ∆αLCO = 5◦-mode shape
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